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There will be atemptation, Irealize, to treat the uproar of the
autumn as one of those things which pass and are forgotten. This
country cannot afford to do that. For television, which is the
most powerful medium of mass communications, is of enormous
importance in the life of anation. To forget it because it is not
in the headlines would be frivolous, and indeed asign of a
serious national weakness.
Walter Lippmann,
"The Administration and TV,"
New York Herald Tribune, 5January 1960
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Introduction

In the 1960s, many liberals discovered that the federal government
could be aclumsy and ineffective means of social and cultural change.
Strategists for the Democratic party had been convinced in the 1950s
that the problems of American society could be overcome by avoiding
the inertia of leadership epitomized by Dwight Eisenhower and using governmental institutions in bold fashion. Active and purposeful
presidents, department secretaries, and independent agency chairmen
could move anation. But while many of the New Frontier and Great
Society programs achieved substantial gains in the areas of civil rights
and consumer protection, others only proved that more care or planning had to be instituted to bring about substantial alterations in the
social well-being of poor Americans. In some instances, the
marketplace—in the form of the tremendous economic expansion of
1963-68--did more for Americans than any well-intended social
scheme.'
One such episode of liberal institutional frustration involved the
Federal Communications Commission (Fcc) led by Newton N.
Minow. He and others perhaps rather innocently hoped to change the
programming of American's commercial television networks and stations. They and their agency met with little success. 2Congress eventually had to create the Public Broadcasting System (uss) to provide
more diverse forms of programming.
Minow and others had fought for the "public interest" in broadcasting. The phrase, as applied to government regulation generally,
was already under attack in the 1960s as beyond definition or otherwise nebulous.-3 Yet communications commissioners had in some
ways less difficulty with the expression than did their fellow regulators. With the radio spectrum finite, the government allotted portions of the wave band only to those parties willing to serve all
Americans. That meant that the preferences of minorities as well as
majorities were to be heeded by the licensed parties.
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What Americans tended to get, however, was "majority television."
The overwhelming amount of the schedule—especially during those
hours when most Americans used their TV sets—went to mass
amusement, underwritten by advertisers and profiting network and
production company executives and shareholders. Although most
viewers rarely complained about that arrangement, rarely were they
given achoice, and the dissatisfied were left without much use for
their TV receivers. Seemingly nothing Minow and others did could
change that circumstance.
Ihave assumed here that the industry—grouped as an entity—
weighed decisions in essentially entrepreneurial ways ;only athird
force, in this instance, the FCC could alter that approach to scheduling decisions. Thus, Iwill not analyze the broadcasters' treatment
of air time at great length, or even indict them. In explaining the
origins of the Second World War and the role of those who had tried
to placate the Germans, A.J.P. Taylor remarked in 1963, "I have little interest in denouncing the appeasers. Iam more interested in finding out why we, the opponents of appeasement, failed." 4
Most previous studies of the independent commissions have
similarly recounted their lack of success. Emphasizing earlier periods
in modern American history, too many scholars have sought to confirm acommonplace theory that each commission came to be "captured" by the industries it had been initially intended to police. Those
dealing with the agencies in the post-1945 decades have been content to dismiss them with the cliches of aconsumer organization
publicist or hard-pressed journalist. The commissions have been
regarded as corrupt, ineffective bodies dominated by nonentities sensitive only to industry opinion. If the institutions did not work according to aregulatory ideal, fault had to lie with those in the agency who lacked the proper mission for regulation.
The "captive" thesis amounted to acommonsense correlation. The
losers in most of the regulatory battles involving broadcasting in the
1950s and 1960s were those few consumers who cared about the
"balance" of the broadcast schedule. The industry, while frequently
worried about the FCC, won most of the major skirmishes. Angry
consumer advocates therefore implied that broadcasters had "captured" the agency. 5
Although the captive thesis has been taken up by many historians
of regulation, 6 it is not especially informative or inspiring. Indeed,
the very simplicity of the formula probably has inhibited research
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into avital component of the modern American state. The failure
of regulation seemed so obvious that little or no scholarly work has
been done by historians on the regulatory agency after the New Deal.'
In other ways, the captive thesis has had adeadening effect on the
study of the administrative process. Dismissing agencies as the
prisoners of "business interests" is akin to other currently tempting
historical explanations, such as accounting for the inadequacies of
Reconstruction with obvious and presentist references to white
racism. But, as one recent scholar of postbellum America observed,
however widespread, racial intolerance does not fully explain precisely
why and how the Republicans' Reconstruction policies failed. 8
After ahistorical review of the FCC, this book focuses on two
crises, one regulatory, the other cultural, that came in the late 1950s.
House hearings conducted in 1958 and 1960 found the FCC ineffective and two commissioners guilty of intimate ties to parties subject
to commission proceedings. At the same time, asmall but powerful
group of opinion leaders began to decry the programming of network
television. The networks, these observers complained, had cancelled virtually all of the programming identified with the "golden age"
of television and replaced it with more action Western and detective
series that left these critics deeply dissatisfied. Television had seemingly become too commercial aventure, too independent of regulatory
pressures that might have prevented such an abrogation of its responsibility to all audiences.
The commission struggled unavailingly throughout the next decade
to restrain television from its commercial instincts. Many of the
FCC's solutions were structural, technical to the point of being
tedious to the lay observer. Relying on arelatively unused portion
of the broadcast spectrum, the commission hoped to encourage the
founding of more stations, which would compete against established outlets by offering more diverse programming. Other responses
constituted direct challenges to individual stations to increase their
program balance.
Neither of these approaches—the structural nor the direct—proved
efficacious. The commission itself was too weak, and Congress and
the president could take exception to the mildest efforts to police
television licensees. In effect, broadcast regulation could not be made
to work.
With the ineffectiveness of the
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evident to all but the most
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stubborn consumer groups, an increasing number turned to solutions
that effectively acknowledged the agency's failure. By the late 1960s,
many of the same people who had once hoped the FCC might save
the medium were calling for the creation of apublic, noncommercial network. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, many more placed
their faith not in regulation or even public television but in new
technologies. Various transmission systems, most of them ignored
or thwarted by the commission earlier, promised far greater choice
in programs for consumers.
The abandonment of the FCC as an instrument of better television
left commercial broadcasters largely free to pursue their own ends.
Given the potential for regulatory abuse, notably in the Nixon years,
champions of the Fifth Estate's freedom could be grateful for aweak
FCC. On the other hand, given the performance of network television
since the mid-1960s, it is by no means clear that the champions of
the golden age and the liberals on the roe—television's guardians—
were wrong to seek something more from the nation's most popular
cultural institution.

Chapter One
"From Crisis to Crisis":
The Folklore of Broadcast
Regulation, 1912-1958

In the late 1950s, afolklore of regulation developed in American
political theory. In the first six decades of the twentieth century,
American reformers periodically convinced themselves that independent commissions could regulate American businesses. When this
"fourth branch" of government failed to serve a"public interest" in
regulation, the heirs to the liberal tradition assumed that the commissions had become captives of American business.
Broadcast regulation between 1912 and 1958 typified this argument
over ineffective trusteeship. Only for abrief period, 1941-46, did the
Federal Communications Commission take its tasks seriously. By the
late 1950s, afunction basic to the agency—the assignment of television frequencies—tempted individual commissioners into compromising what scant integrity they seemed to possess. Indeed, the FCC by
the late fifties had so besmirched itself with conflict-of-interest improprieties that its initials came to stand for "From Crisis to Crisis."
A woman told her very young daughter that her father, an attorney
with the commission, worked as agangster. Learning of this, the incredulous father asked his wife about her motive ;she replied, "You
surely don't want me to tell my friends that you work for the FCC,
do you?"
The Federal Communications Commission had been part of agreat
innovation in American government. Legislation creating the Interstate Commerce Commission (icc) in 1887 marked the beginning
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of the independent commission system. Such agencies were ostensibly "independent" of the executive, legislative, and judicial divisions. 2More commissions were formed on the state and national level
during the first fifteen "progressive" years of the twentieth century.
The rise of the American administrative branch followed the
emergence of complex and large-scale economic organizations. With
the advent of national markets, many companies merged into giant
organizations capable of manipulating traditional buyer-seller relationships and of extending their operations further by mastering new
technologies, about which asenator or judge might know little. The
independent agencies, however, offered an alternative to regulating
from the bench or Capitol Hill. A regulatory body could concentrate
wholly on the day-to-day workings of particular industries and be staffed with experts familiar with the economics of these businesses. 3
The new agencies were to be infused with the "public interest,"
that is, decisions were to be made with amaximum regard for both
the general welfare and popular opinion. The very power of an agency to expose industrial malfeasance would serve to check abuses, since
many progressives, notably those identified with Robert M. La
Follette, assumed that Americans would engage themselves in the
work of the independent commissions. "We can only do what you
tell us you want done,"a Federal Radio Commission (FRc) commissioner said in his agency's first year. 4
The leaders of industry often helped to promote federal regulation.
Some major business executives agreed to the premise of national
regulation in the hope of influencing the drafting of the particular
law establishing acommission. These managers preferred dealing with
one national agency rather than many state authorities, which might
prove to be more hostile to their interests—or less subject to their
lobbying skills. In other instances, larger companies expected commissions to protect them—by setting rates or proper production
procedures—from the excesses of competition from smaller rivals who
might otherwise undermine their market dominance. 5
The evolution of radio regulation well illustrates the admixture of
the interests of entrepreneurs, product users, and the public. The immediate "problem" necessitating the regulation of broadcasting involved the technical aspects of radio: certain stations and individual
operators hampered reception of radio programming. By the early and
middle 1920s, a clamor for governmental intervention in radio
transmission extended to the millions purchasing radio set receivers,
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congressmen who received letters complaining of interference, radio
set manufacturers, and the more scrupulous stations.
Revisions of existing radio law had to be made. In 1912, Congress
empowered the Commerce Department to assign radio spectrum frequencies, 6 but within fifteen years, the situation bordered on chaos.
Demand for the limited radio air space placed enormous burdens on
Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover. Some stations ignored restrictions that Hoover placed on their allotment of air time or frequency
spacing. Aimee Semple McPherson, the popular evangelist, operated
aLos Angeles station on whichever airwave her engineers and the
Lord felt obliged to utilize.' Concomitantly, two court decisions and
an opinion of the attorney general undermined Hoover's authority. 8
The infant radio industry formed acoalition for quick relief through
arevision of federal law. Radio station managers, forming the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) in 1922, called for an expanded governmental role. Hoover himself recalled that "radio men were
eager for regulation to prevent interference with one another's wave
lengths," and he considered the emerging enthusiasm for additional
federal authority to be "one of the few instances that Iknow of when
the whole industry and country is earnestly praying for more regulation."
Yet listeners also insisted on governmental succor. Although
histories of radio regulation usually cite Hoover's recognition of industry demands for regulation, their use of his "one of the few instances" remark rarely stresses Hoover's coupling of "industry and
country." 1°The country, in this case, consumers, were hardly silent
about the crisis of reception. "Something," aFloridian contended in
February 1925, must "be done to straighten out this uncalled for confusion on the air. All is lost, including honor." A Maryland man had
bought a$750 set in late 1926 and complained of its uselessness due
to station interference. Others objected to the programming of the
new medium. A North Dakotan expressed horror in December 1926
at "very undesirable music," notably jazz, and pleaded for government
assistance.''
With constituent fury impossible to contain indefinitely, Congress
enacted anew radio law in 1927.' 2 Hoover and the NAB had wanted
the government's radio regulatory role expanded but kept within the
Commerce Department.' 3 Indeed, his congressional ally, Congressman Wallace White of Maine, had first proposed such arevision
in 1922. The Senate, though, had looked on the White bill with
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disfavor. Some, judging radio to be amedium of enormous power,
suspected Hoover's motives. He or an unscrupulous successor might
use radio as an instrument of propaganda. Grimly, Hoover agreed to
aSenate bill, offered by Senator Clarence Dill of Washington, that
created aFederal Radio Commission of five members. The inquiry
into the Teapot Dome scandals, disgracing two of Harding's cabinet
officers for their handling of government oil leases, had convinced
Dill and others of the wisdom of having public resources placed out
of the control of officials of the executive branch. The Dill version
became law in February 1927."
The Radio Act of 1927 left much unresolved. Hoover, Dill, and
others defined the airwaves as alimited, national resource, akin to
public land. The FRC would determine which parties would have access to it for three-year periods. The FRC was to allocate frequencies
according to the "public interest, convenience, or necessity," aphrase
that originated with an amendment to the Interstate Commerce Act.
Yet aradio station was not to be viewed as acommon carrier. Radio
programming was not to be likened to the services of arailroad or
telephone company ;the FRC could not censor individual programs»
Nor could the commission set the rates charged for air time» If
anything, the FRC was cast as apoliceman at an intersection of the
Lincoln Highway ensnarled by automobiles. He could direct but not
design the vehicles.' 7
The FRC's limited programming authority resulted at least in part
from the prospect of afederal radio "censor." Both Hoover and Congressman White sympathized with those who disapproved of the
number of jazz concerts over the air. But White's colleagues had been
wary of the government as interceder. The very creation of an "independent" radio commission, rather than an augmented authority
within the Commerce Department, had been tied to this concern with
governmental interference in expression. White in that spirit refrained
from including the right to engage in evaluation of programming. In
March 1926, the Maine Republican had written to alistener:
Government crop reports, weather forecasts, discussions of
public and other matters which will readily occur to you
were more important than ajazz concert. Ifelt that at
some time, some authority would have to determine
whether on Sunday, sermons and sacred music should or
should not have aright-of-way over the reports of aball
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game.... Isoon found, however, that afear existed that
such apower might amount to censorship.' 8
Strenuously avoiding the censorship feared by White's colleagues,
the FRC regarded programming cautiously. The new agency emphasized such technical matters as the absence of static, and apotential operator's scheduling intentions were not given much consideration. If anything, the commission favored those who defined the public
interest as private gain. In assigning some five hundred radio frequencies in its first year, the FRC overwhelmingly preferred commercial
over noncommercial (educational or religious) groups.' 9 Finally, the
commission pursued the Icc's "case-by-case" philosophy of regulation. Tending to review each license application on its individual
merits, the FRC did not adhere to awell-defined standard of the public
interest in programming. As aresult, radio stations enjoyed enormous
flexibility in what they presented the American listener."
Yet the Radio Commission did not obscure the public interest in
broadcasting altogether. In 1929, the FRC presented criteria for stations to observe in fulfilling their obligations as users. All licensees
were to air such "public service" programming as news, weather, and
religious broadcasts and offer other types of local productions as well.
That mandate—mirroring Congressman White's concern—was upheld
by the courts as no infringement on the First Amendment. 21 Moreover, those few stations operating well outside decorum did suffer
the worst of all possible fates. By 1933, the FRC had revoked the
licenses of aKansas quack, aLouisiana crank, and aLos Angeles antiSemite, all using their access to the airwaves to spread their
philosophy of ill reason. 22
The commission's broad standards and license revocations had the
effect of negative law: that is, FRC rulings tended to prevent station
managers from committing gross abuses. Radio operators felt obligated
to air some news and weather reports daily and religious programs
on Sundays. But for most stations, such events constituted avery
small percentage of total programming, well below, for example, the
25 percent that some congressmen in the early 1930s thought stations should apportion to such fare. 23
Radio in the thirties had not fulfilled the "possibility for service,
for news, for entertainment, for education and for vital commercial
purposes" envisioned by Hoover in his 1922 radio conference talk.
Instead, the successful stations aired mainly mass entertainment,
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more of the jazz and other music that so discomforted Congressman
White ;they profited by selling time for the "advertising chatter" that
Hoover, for one, had bemoaned. 24
By the early thirties, too, network or "chain broadcasting" had come
to dominate much of programming. The FRC ostensibly favored local
production over network fare. Yet the commission also shared some
of Hoover's earlier excitement over the cultural and educational
possibilities of national transmission. The agency did little but
acknowledge the steady evolution of the two great national "hookup" systems: the National Broadcasting Company (Nsc), asubsidiary
of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), and the Columbia Broadcasting System (ass). For avariety of reasons, station executives
coveted network affiliations. A New Orleans station manager contended in mid-1932 that affiliation with anetwork "meant aquick
road to better programs, abetter class of business and large financial
returns." 25
Congress failed to confront either the changes in, or performance
of, radio when reconsidering radio regulation in 1934. In an apparent
wish to consolidate communication regulatory bodies, President
Roosevelt recommended that Congress combine the government's
overseeing of telephone and telegraph, heretofore the charge of the
Icc, as well as of radio, into aseven-member commission to be called the Federal Communications Conunission. 26 But except for aclause
regarding powers over the height of radio towers, the new commission essentially assumed the FRC's limited prerogatives. Not surprisingly, the communication industries offered no opposition to the
cosmetic conglomeration. Both houses passed the measure in 1934
by voice vote after limited debate. 27
Between 1934 and 1939, the FCC operated without much more purpose than had the FRC and hardly shared in the limelight that shone
during the New Deal on such other independent agencies as the
Securities and Exchange Commission (sEc). If the New Deal, as many
scholars maintain, reaffirmed the older faith in the regulatory commission, that religiosity was initially absent at the FCC's offices. The
new agency continued the FRC's fairly exclusive "technical" standard:
awarding and renewing licenses largely on the basis of engineering
criteria. To proponents of an expansive administrative state, the FCC
appeared ill-led and badly managed. An aide to Roosevelt remarked
in July 1937, "Quite confidentially, this commission is one of the sore
spots." 28 Uneasy that the president intended to name him FCC chair-
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man, SEC chairman William O. Douglas visited the White House in
March 1939. To Douglas's great relief, Roosevelt asked him to serve
on the Supreme Court.»
Roosevelt did reverse the FCC's course by designating james
Lawrence Fly as its chairman in July 1939. An attorney for the Tennessee Valley Authority, Fly identified with the antitrust inclination
of such fellow New Dealers of the late 1930s as Thurman Arnold of
the Justice Department. Possessed of an unusually acerbic personality, Fly offended the most powerful individuals and groups in broadcasting. The chairman brusquely handled relations with David Sarnoff, president of RCA, and, paraphrasing John Randolph, compared
the NAB to amackerel, "in the night, it shines and it stinks.""
Fly's public quarreling somewhat cloaked the more substantial element to his chairmanship. Fly believed that the FCC could and should
concern itself with far more than technical criteria. By increasing competition, mainly at the two major networks' expense, the FCC could
augment listeners' choices. To Fly, greater selection—and not the
technical quality of the broadcast—defined the "public interest" in
broadcast regulation. 3'
In May 1941, the FCC issued the Report on Chain Broadcasting,
which included regulations outlawing or modifying awide range of
network-station relationships. These guidelines were to be enforced
through the commission's authority to revoke the license ;the chains
each held alimited number of licenses and could therefore be made
subject to the agency. Designed to limit the capacity of the networks
to dictate arrangements to potential affiliates, the rules made switching affiliation to third or fourth networks easier for stations. That
freedom, the FCC anticipated, would both encourage new networks
to present alternative forms of programming and permit licensees to
pay closer heed to their communities' needs. The resulting local and
national competition would be consistent with an older tenet of liberal
ideology, that many voices were preferable to afew, that oligopoly
in communications was dangerous to ademocracy. "Competition,
given afair test," the commission contended, "will best protect the
public interest. That is the American system." 32
Most significantly, the commission's regulations caused apartial
dissolution of NBC, the nation's largest radio network. The 1941 rules
forbade any network to affiliate with more than one station in acommunity. The National Broadcasting Company had operated two
systems, the "Red" and "Blue" networks, each with aseparate array
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of affiliates ostensibly competing against each other in agiven listening area. Because of the new rules, NBC would have to part with one
of its chains ; it elected to relinquish its Blue system, the less profitable operation. Sold in October 1943 after NBC lost its court
challenge of the rules, the Blue network became the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), and anew national network, the artificial
organism of the FCC, had been born."
In what constituted the most important single ruling in broadcast
law, the Supreme Court by a5-to-2 majority in May 1943 upheld not
only the chain regulations but the commission's right to set overall
program objectives. In NBC v. U.S., Justice Frankfurter, astrong proponent of the administrative state, argued that because of the limits
of the spectrum, alicensee's rights could not be defended absolutely
under the free speech clause of the First Amendment. Under the
"public interest" criterion, Frankfurter reasoned, the commission
must not confine itself to technical considerations. The 1934 act "does
not restrict the Commission merely to the supervision of traffic,"
Frankfurter stated. "It puts on the Commission the burden of determining the composition of that traffic."'"
Frankfurter's broad interpretation notwithstanding, the FCC remained unwilling to involve itself more directly in programming until
after Fly's resignation in November 1944. Fly had expected competition to better the medium, but there were few signs that it had done
so. The new chairman, Paul A. Porter, tried to move the FCC in
another direction. An ardent New Dealer, Porter had labored in the
Agriculture Department in the 1930s and briefly worked as an attorney for CBS. Despite that corporate affiliation, Porter held views
distinct from both Fly and his former employer concerning programming. Porter contended that the FCC had every right to police programming more vigorously, and Frankfurter's NBC ruling appeared to
reinforce such abelief.'"
On the initiative of Commissioner Clifford I. Durr, another ex-TVA
attorney, the commission commenced an elaborate examination of
radio programming. The FCC studied the programming of six stations,
comparing their schedules with what they had announced to the commission prior to their licenses' renewal. Not surprisingly, the survey
uncovered gross discrepancies between programming promised and
aired .
36
In March 1946, the commission issued areport, Public Service
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Responsibilities of Broadcast Licensees (dubbed the "Blue Book"
because of its powder blue cover), which noted the infractions and
stipulated new and more definite program standards. No single program received criticism. Rather, the commission called on stations
to submit annual statements with asample week's programming and
to provide certain general types of noncommercial fare. 37
With the issuance of the Blue Book, there loomed the prospect that
the commission would actively regulate programming in ways never
before attempted. Specifically, the agency indicated that license
holders wishing to retain their franchises had to present additional
local (rather than so much network) programming. News and other
public affairs series should be aired without regard to their popularity. Americans stood at the threshold of what one FCC assistant termed "radio's second chance." 38
The commission, however, never applied the Blue Book to its
license renewal procedures, and the violations it had uncovered continued unabated. In releasing the new station regulations, "the FCC
created controversy in the industry and in the press," one scholar of
the agency wrote, "but little else." 39 The commission "won the battle," observed the first Hoover Commission, referring to the NBC case,
"but lost the war." 4°
What had happened? The very pace of the expansive, postwar
economy undermined regulation: most commissions did not grow in
size and budget at the same level as the industries being regulated.
Between 1946 and 1952, the FCC's appropriation, limited by President
Truman, ranged between $5.5 million (1946) to $6.7 million (1949),
falling thereafter. In contrast, the total revenues of the five national
networks alone—not counting local stations, telephone companies,
and Western Union—continually rose, from $86.5 million in 1946
to $276 million in 1952. 4'
Then, too, the independent agencies lost the glamour of the New
Deal years, when, so the legend went, the bright young attorneys and
academicians rushed to Washington to supervise the American
economy. The new prosperity after the war caused many talented
liberals to soften their views toward policing private enterprise ;good
times made the overseeing of business appear less urgent. The clever
and the inspired stopped coming to Washington in the same numbers.
Indeed, many of those already in the capital and responsible for the
FCC's new and vigorous approach to regulation quit the agency. Porter
left in early 1946 to work in the Truman administration. His suc-
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cessor, Charles R. Denny, Jr., served until 1947, when he resigned
to become an NBC vice president. The president's loyalty program encouraged Durr, one of Roosevelt's abler, liberal nominees, to leave
in protest."
All told, the quality of the commissioners declined in the years immediately following the release of the Blue Book. Truman did name
some able individuals, notably Frieda Hennock and Wayne Coy,
figures who freely challenged industry opinion and fought for educational broadcasting. But often, aformer SEC chairman complained,
"appointments too frequently sprung from fairly petty political considerations."'" Truman had failed in 1946 to renominate Norman
Case, who had served on the commission with some distinction and
wished reappointment. Again, in 1947, Truman refrained from renaming an able Republican commissioner and, instead, designated an
obscure and dimly qualified Ohio Republican as asop to that state's
Old Guard. Following that appointment, aconcerned trade publisher
implored an aide to the president, "Please keep the FCC from becoming mere political football."'"
Postwar presidential appointments to the FCC had the effect of
undermining the agency. It did not, after all, take very much political
deadwood—only four party hacks—to create acommission majority
consisting of less than highly competent and dedicated experts infused with the public interest. By 1957, aprominent critic of the mass
media described the FCC as "a stuffy, bureaucratic body not particularly concerned with high principles and laggard in enforcement
of those it announces." 45
Eisenhower's presidency further downgraded the independent commission. The first Republican administration in twenty years regarded
the commissions as foreign bodies infested with New Deal emigres,
"prejudiceldl against the capitalist system," one aide wrote."
Eisenhower rarely met with commission chairmen ;acommunications law attorney recalled in January 1961 that "Larry Fly, Paul Porter
or Wayne Coy saw the President every so often," but Eisenhower "was
too busy or there was Sherman Adams [the president's chief of staff'
to bar them." 47 Eisenhower's appointments, most drawn from the
ranks of state utility boards, lent nothing to the commission's plummeting prestige." Eisenhower so disliked patronage matters that he
effectively left the filling of many agency vacancies to the Republican
National Committee, which, in turn, recommended for appointment
to the FCC some of the administration's more partisan and least
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honorable commissioners."
In the 1950s, the commission entered what one former chairman
dubbed "the whorehouse era." Another commissioner, borrowing on
the same metaphor, described it as the time "when the Commission
lost its virginity, and liked it so much it turned pro."" Studies by
political scientists published in 1952 and 1955 supplied ample proof
of agency bias in favor of the industries policed. 5'James Landis, a
great champion of administrative government in the 1930s, found
practicing before the FCC of the 1950s a deeply frustrating experience. 52 He among others of the late New Deal, observed one
scholar of the independent agency, "Shouted 'Housanna' in 1938 and
saw the promised land. Now it is the time of the abominations. The
agencies have betrayed reform and abandoned decency." 53
Nothing more exasperated the independent agency's critics in the
postwar decade than the FCC's awarding of the new and limited
number of television licenses. Soon after the beginning of regular
telecasts in 1948, the value of aTV station in amajor market jumped.
Despite high start-up costs incurred from new equipment and programming, TV stations commanded increasingly impressive revenues
from the sale of time to advertisers. 54 And the commissioners found
themselves overwhelmed with applications for more television channels. But despite the rush for stations, the FCC failed to abide by a
consistent procedure in new license cases, even after promulgating
one in 1952. Instead, applicants competed against one another by
stressing various strengths, any one of which might be the basis for
agrant. In one instance, the placement of the men's room entered
deliberations. 55
If an independent agency ever needed the disinterested "experts"
with whom progressives earlier had anticipated populating the commissions, it was the FCC in the 1950s. And yet the temptations surrounding the awarding of TV franchises proved too great for the
statehouse types Eisenhower had named to the commission. By the
late fifties, the FCC was aregulatory rat's nest, waiting to be exposed. The possibilities of improprieties became public in 1957 when
two magazine stories asserted that the commission had granted
licenses in Boston, Miami, and St. Louis for political reasons. 56 The
charge of political influence, that the FCC's four-to-three Republican
majority favored Republican applicants, could never be proved. A pattern did emerge, however, of ex parte contacts: commissioners fraternizing with and accepting gifts and loans from license applicants
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and their lobbyists. These reports wounded the FCC's already
marginal reputation for judicious behavior. 57
The most damning news arrived in early 1958. The House Commerce Committee's Legislative Oversight Committee had begun an
investigation in 1957 of the FCC and six other independent commissions." To committee counsel Bernard Schwartz, the FCC and Coinmissioner Richard A. Mack afforded an irresistible opportunity. Mack,
aDemocrat, had been named by Eisenhower to the FCC in 1955. Having earned an undistinguished record as apublic utilities regulator
in Florida, Mack had appeared to be malleable to Chairman George
McConnaughey. Mack did McConnaughey's bidding, but he also
found himself incapable of handling the commission workload. He
began to drink heavily. 59 His most serious weakness, however, was
not liquor but ties to an old friend from college. Thurman Whiteside,
aMiami influence peddler, had been secretly giving money to Mack
to help him meet personal expenses. In 1956 and 1957, Whiteside asked Mack to return many favors by voting for an applicant for Miami's
channel 10, aparty from whom Whiteside received remuneration for
contacting Mack. House counsel Schwartz uncovered the scheme after
checking Mack's office records and then wiretapping an interview
with him during which the commissioner confessed to voting at
Whiteside's strong urging. Facing impeachment, Mack resigned. One
Democratic colleague termed the channel 10 disclosures "morally
equal to those of Teapot Dome." 6°
At the time of the Mack inquiry, Schwartz established that Chairman John C. Doerfer, McConnaughey's successor, had arranged to
have certain travel costs in 1954 and 1955 paid for by private broadcast interests. These items included hotel and golfing expenses,
charges made by his wife during shopping trips, and his use of aplane
owned by Storer Broadcasting. On one occasion, the FCC chairman
had the government pay him for items already covered by Storer and
the NAB.
Schwartz came close to forcing Doerfer's ouster, and all commissioners suffered from Schwartz's detailed listing of their free lunches,
Christmas turkeys, and free color television sets (then precious commodities) "loaned" to each commissioner by the Radio Corporation
of America. Justifications for the complimentary TV sets that followed
would have sounded better on "The Luci-Desi Comedy Hour." The
RCA set was "no luxury," Doerfer said. "It's part of our job to see how
it works. We look to TV shows not for fun, but to learn what's going
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on." 61
The commission emerged from the Legislative Oversight Committee hearings of 1958 with athoroughly tainted record. One commissioner, having resigned in disgrace, faced prosecution. The FCC chairman had been publicly reprimanded by House members for his ex
parte social contacts, and nearly all commissioners had been embarrassed by the disclosures of gifts and free meals. Only the committee's pursuance of the Bernard Goldfine affair, implicating Sherman
Adams for interfering with the work of the other regulatory agencies, saved the FCC from even more unsettling exposes. 62
The regulatory ideal at the FCC had been abandoned for some free
turkeys and color television sets. When in 1887 Grover Cleveland
named his first icc commissioner, he selected Thomas M. Cooley,
awidely respected jurist, whom many considered well suited for the
Supreme Court. With the House investigation of the commissioners,
Schwartz said in March 1958, "you couldn't get aman of that stature
to touch ajob on one of these agencies with atwenty-foot pole." 63
Eisenhower's poor appointments only partly explain the extraordinary deterioration of the administrative ideal at the FCC.
Eisenhower's critics regarded the FCC's many failings as the fault of
those the president had designated to be commissioners. Yet this conclusion tended to ignore structural changes within the regulatory process, alterations which would have frustrated any number of
philosopher kings allied to the New Deal's model of "active" regulation and serving on the FCC in the fifties. Between 1946 and 1958,
certain groups methodically worked to restrict the administrative
agency as an effective instrument of government. This antiindependent commission coalition succeeded in imposing on the roe
and other agencies procedures that, while guaranteeing the rights of
parties affected by regulation, much restricted the regulator's capacity
to formulate and act on policies consistently.
In the 1940s, the American Bar Association, foes of the New Deal,
and political scientists had joined in afight to confine the powers
of all the commissions. Members of this informal alliance mistrusted
the agencies for their exercise of both rule-making (policy) and adjudicative (license issuance) functions, that is, acting as both lawmaker
and judge. Old Guard Republicans disliked bureaucratic expansiveness
in any form. So, too, did many students of government viewing the
fourth branch (the one not cited in L'esprit des Lois) with unusual
hostility "The Independent Commission," one law professor noted in
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1956, "has been the bete noire of political scientists for many years" 64
Decisions of the federal judiciary added to the ranks of the agencies' adversaries. By the time of the NBC case in 1943, the courts
had begun to give the commissions greater discretion in setting regulations and punishing those who disobeyed them. What emerged, most
often in the opinions of Justice Frankfurter, was adoctrine of "administrative finality," in which the high court refrained from challenging most of the decisions of the independent commissions. The
Roosevelt appointees in particular, observed one scholar, "stressed
the limitations of the judge, who is expert only in matters of law.
The fact-finding of administrative agencies has come to be accepted
as final except under extraordinary circumstances." 65
With the courts seemingly unwilling to check the agencies, Congress in 194.6 passed the Administrative Procedure Act (Am). To encourage justices to challenge the rulings of the fourth branch, the law
widened the scope of judicial review of administrative decisions. In
addition the APA provided for procedures within the commissions
themselves by creating aspecial class of hearing examiners responsible only to the Civil Service Commission to oversee contested cases.
In effect, hearing examiners could not consult with individual commissioners except to present their final decision. 66
The APA helped to shatter the harmony and purposefulness of the
FCC. Commissioners wishing to make policy from individual cases
could not inform examiners of the broader policy considerations. In
effect, the Administrative Procedure Act made agency operations
more time-consuming, less flexible, and less likely to be aimed toward
broad, general purposes. 67 Two critics of the 1946 statute declared
that it "proposes to place all administrative activity in ajudicialized
straightjacket. ...IAPAI seeks to substitute therefore asystem not
based on constitutional, legal, economic, or administrative reality,
but upon the desire of lawyers to have the maximum opportunity
to participate in the process of administration, to lock administrative
action, and to subject the administration process to judicial methods
and judicial controls at every turn."65
Even before the ill effects of the Administrative Procedure Act could
be fully appreciated, Congress singled out the FCC for additional procedural impediments. Ostensibly to guarantee fair treatment, Senator
Ernest W. McFarland of Arizona offered aseries of amendments to
the 1934 Communications Act. The "McFarland amendments,"
enacted in 1952, created still another bureaucratic layer immune from
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Commission control—the review staff, set up to prosecute the cases
before the hearing examiners. The 1952 amendments also sharply
limited involvement of such "interested" third parties as consumer
groups in favor of corporate ones. At the same time, the commission
was now required to conduct hearings upon the insistence of any party
actually seeking alicense. In addition, the full commission and not
asingle commissioner would have to meet to handle apetitioned hearing. Finally, the amendments restricted the FCC's power in reviewing the transfer or sale of alicense. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
remarked in March 1958, "A fellow being denied an application before
the FCC gets more due process than amurderer." 69
Chairman Doerfer, among others, found the Balkanization of his
personnel chart aconstant frustration. Accustomed in Wisconsin to
arbitrating disputes in utilities regulation personally and quickly,
Doerfer thought the commission unduly slow in resolving much of
anything. "The Administrative Procedure Act, all these separations
of functions," acolleague recalled, "really just were an aggravation
and frustration to him." 79
With thick lines separating the commission bureaucracy from the
commissioners themselves, decisions made in the 1950s were often
uninformed by the agency's own staff when compared with the
representations of private interests. The commissioners frequently
overruled the formal, written opinions of FCC examiners and the
review staff: it legally was easier to confer with an applicant than
an FCC underling. 7'In the Miami and Boston dockets, both marred
by scandal, acommission majority disregarded the detailed findings
of the hearing examiner, evidencing not just the commissioners'
whimsy but the legally prescribed distance between them and their
bureaucracy. "Insulating the Commissioners from the staff," one
scholar found, "further increases the Commission's dependence upon
partisan, self-serving evidence and testimony." 72
Because the full commission had to meet whenever an unsuccessful
petitioner insisted on reconsideration of an order, Doerfer calculated
in June 1956 that about 30 percent of his and the staff's time involved protests alone. The "protest" provisions of the McFarland amendment, one legal scholar determined, "have placed the Commission
in an administrative straitjacket. The public's interest in receiving
greater service has been sacrificed, through loss of discretion, to the
purely private interest of competitors seeking delay and obstruction.
The attempt to legislate 'fairness' has only led to agreater 'unfairness'
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with the public the principal loser." 73
Not only had national legislators determined to handcuff the FCC
with procedural regulations, but by regarding these bodies as "arms
of Congress," congressmen freely issued opinions to individual commissioners on cases involving constituents. In 1953, Senator Joseph
R. McCarthy of Wisconsin attempted to set commission policy regarding the number and use of TV channels allocated for Milwaukee ;
he wished to change one channel reserved for educational use and
deny another to apolitical adversary, the Milwaukee foumal. 74 During the Miami proceedings, six senators wrote on behalf of an applicant. For many legislators, such participation came naturally. When
Senator John Carroll of Colorado sought in July 1959 to limit congressional intercession in commission proceedings, Senator Everett
M. Dirksen successfully frustrated the effort. Aligning himself with
Dirksen, Senator Mike Mansfield, the Senate Democratic whip, said,
"I feel no compunction at all about calling agencies." A TV trade journal observed that "backdoor approaches to agencies may be improper
when made by non-politicians, but members of Congress are politicians elected by constituents whose interests (including TV channels)
must be served." 75
Congress further disrupted the regulatory process through its power
of the purse. As early as 1927, with the establishment of the Federal
Radio Commission, Congress had put off funding the new agency.
Secretary of Commerce Hoover ended up providing office space and
salary money for the agency he had not sought in the first place. 76
The first Hoover Commission noted in 1949 how Congress used appropriations to convey its displeasure with agency policies. Indeed,
in given years, legislators did reduce appropriations below FCC and
Budget Bureau requests. A commission too "independent" of Congress risked more cutbacks. Between 1949 and 1955, the FCC awaited
congressional support for funding aspecial study of the networks to
replace the 1941 Report on Chain Broadcasting."
The House and Senate Commerce committees that oversaw FCC
activities frequently engaged themselves in the technical questions
that the commission had been established to answer. In the late 1940s
and early 1950s, Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colorado, chairman
of the Senate Commerce Committee incessantly lectured the commission about detailed matters regarding television about which even
the FCC's beleaguered engineering staff knew far more."
Finally, the state of public opinion helped to shape the FCC's fate.
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A basic consideration of those first favoring the independent commission had been that the public would, in organized or spontaneous
fashion, involve itself in the workings of the fourth branch. Yet the
decade after the Second World War saw little activity by consumer
and other public interest groups in general, and virtually none among
broadcast service users." Americans, in general like many liberals,
apparently had lost much of their antagonism toward large-scale
capital." As aresult, observed Bernard Schwartz, for the commissioners, "The public tends ever increasingly to become identified with
the interest of the dominant groups in the regulated industry.
The press, which might have informed Americans of the commission's activities, gave the FCC scant coverage. In April 1952, when
the commission issued amaster plan for the allocation of TV channels throughout the nation, such major newspapers as the New
Orleans Times-Picayune, the Washington Post, and the Baltimore
Sun, failed to mention the decision. 82 The public thus often lacked
basic information on the agency. Just under 60 percent of those people surveyed in February 1959 could not identify the initials FCC;
many more could not state the commission's functions. 83
Between 1946 and 1958 it would have been astonishing for the FCC
to have taken seriously the regulatory ardor of the Fly and Porter years.
Certain presidential appointments, especially under Eisenhower, proved disastrous. Some who did serve with merit did not secure reappointment. Congress imposed rigid procedural formulas on the FCC,
all the while insisting that the commission work more speedily.
Powerful congressional leaders hampered FCC operations by interjecting their views in quasi-judicial proceedings. Finally, the general
public mood favored free enterprise over regulation. All told, if one
were concerned about the programming over American television in
the late 1950s, about the last place to expect initiatives would have
,,81

been at the Federal Communications Commission.
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Chapter Two
"The TV Problem":
1958-1960

Scandals at the FCC coincided with growing criticism of the agency's
chief ward, television. By the late 1950s, as the public learned of
various improprieties at the commission, asmall but influential body
of writers argued that the "quality" of TV programming had begun
to decline. Indeed, after adecade of experimentation and promise,
some of these critics argued that TV had become anational problem.
The most popular mass medium in America was dominated by three
national corporations, and the FCC, unable even to allocate individual
station licenses, was being asked to do something about network
programming.
Early in 1958, as the House Commerce Committee conducted its
inquiry into the FCC, just over four out of every five American homes
had atelevision set. Television had entered the living room with a
speed and completeness that exceeded that of any other household
technological innovation, including the telephone or radio. Between
1948 and 1958, the number of homes with TV receivers rose from
172,000 to 42 million. It became difficult to travel anywhere in
America and not find rooftops decorated with TV antennas and the
evening organized around the television schedule.'
National chains—the American Broadcasting Company, The Columbia Broadcasting System, and The National Broadcasting
Company—established what the tens of millions of Americans
watched. 2 Almost from the beginning, the networks provided
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individual stations with the greater part of their schedule. The proportion of network programs astation carried ranged from 51.6 percent in June 1953 to 57.5 percent in June 1958, and in the evenings,
network fare made up for 95 percent of astation's schedule. 3 In
November 1955 atelecaster in Iowa complained that "entirely too
many station operators want only to be network relay stations." 4
Between 1958 and 1960, network television came under increasingly bitter attack. By the end of this period, newspaper and magazine
critics had been joined by intellectual and political leaders regretting
certain changes in the networks' programming practices, or
associating the medium with some of the worst, ongoing tendencies
in American society. Indeed, the breadth of these attacks upon television left many TV industry leaders feeling victimized. One major
advertising agency president complained in November 1960, "Television is inevitably made the whipping boy for fatness, indolence and
even the shoddy morality of which I'm afraid much of this country
is guilty today."
Certain censures of television had been expressed throughout the
first decade of network telecasts. Many intellectuals condemned the
very emergence of commercial television as part of a larger and
negative formulation against modern mass culture. 6 Similarly, some
parent groups and psychologists continually protested the violence
portrayed on TV.'
Some critics, however, complained about television only at the end
of the decade. They did so less out of an enthusiasm for the programming of television's early years than out of disgust for what had replaced it. Put differently, television to them changed dramatically between the early and late 1950s. And these alterations did not suit the
tastes of the medium's regular and new critics.
Three groups formed this contingent of unhappy watchers. First
were the televison reviewers and feature writers for major and influential magazines and newspapers, mainly on the East Coast. Such
analysts as Gilbert SeIdes of The Saturday Review, Marya Mannes
of the Reporter, and Jack Gould of the New York Times, in turn, persuaded their readers, only occasionally interested in the medium, that
something was amiss. 8 Finally, certain artists joined in. They were
the "creative talent" tied to the older television—writers, directors,
and actors—whose programs were cancelled as the medium shifted
to different formats.
Much evidence contradicts the first principle of these critics—that
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TV programming changed in substantial ways by the late 1950s.
Available data, based on typologies of programs, do not suggest that
television programming underwent a shift during the decade. If
anything, studies of the three networks' schedules tend to underscore
either the constancy with which certain program forms (like situation comedies) appeared on the schedule or the cyclical popularity
of other genres. These surveys, in sum, seem to belie the possibility
of adistinct, golden age of early television. 9
Early television, however, did differ in many ways from that which
came over the air in the late 1950s. Programs in the mediums's first
decade, for example, were far more likely to be presented live rather
than on film. Far more originated in New York than Los Angeles;
networks even telecast some series from Chicago in the early 1950s.
Another attribute of the golden age was the weekly "dramatic anthology." Mainly broadcast over Nac and CBS, the anthologies were
ordinarily sixty minutes long and were staged live from New York
from an original script. Such programs as "Studio One" (cm,
1948-57), "Producers' Showcase" (fflc, 1947-58), and "Robert Montgomery Presents" (NBC, 1950-57) usually had only one sponsor,
which, along with the network, granted producers a remarkable
freedom. One producer, Fred Coe, established his own company of
writers and performers and supervised from 375 to 400 individual productions. In May 1953, Coe's "Philco Playhouse" presented Marty,
the story of aBronx butcher, written by Paddy Chayefsky. Starring
Rod Steiger, Marty proved to be perhaps the most memorable effort
of the anthology form. ,9
In retrospect, the high point of the golden age may have been the
live "spectacular," aspecial program usually running from 90 to 120
minutes, which Columbia and NBC ran from 1953 through 1957.
Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr., program chief at NBC, was the first to commit himself to the concept. When NBC presented such "spectaculars"
as Peter Pan with Mary Martin as Sir James Barrie's flying waif, CBS
soon followed with special productions of Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit,
amusical Cinderella, and High Tor."
Although the quality of television news, in contrast, generally lagged
badly behind the original entertainment produced by the networks,
there were exceptions. Weaver developed "The Today Show," beginning in January 1952, amorning two-hour news and informational
program. 12 Less original in conception than "Today" was "See It Now"
(cas, 1951-58), narrated and coproduced by the medium's Pericles,
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Edward R. Murrow. The critical success of "See It Now" owed much
to Murrow's reputation in radio, while the program's organization
originally resembled that of The March of Time newsreel.' 3
Murrow commanded asmall but powerful following of TV critics
and fellow journalists. "See It Now" often covered controversial topics,
notably on March 9, 1954, when Murrow narrated ahighly critical
report on Senator McCarthy. That segment received extravagant
praise, to the envy of NBC news and managerial personnel;David Sarnoff publicly complimented Murrow for his telecast. A writer for
Variety exclaimed that the McCarthy program "was worth adozen
variety shows and maybe acouple of hundred conventional drama
segments." 14
The golden age of television tended, then, to include much that
satisfied many critics while raising the expectations of others. There
were early and at times savage criticisms of young TV.'s But few
reviewers had the perspicacity to anticipate adeterioration of television programming. Robert Saudek, producer of "Omnibus," denied
ever believing in agolden age but did remember expecting television
to improve from the rough beginnings.' 6 Spectaculars often enormously pleased critics, with any number of them defending CBS and
NBC—and their power over programming—because of these special
entertainments" They also led some to assume that there would
always be ameasure of "balance" between commercial fare for the
masses and programming aimed at somewhat higher tastes. In May
1955, Jack Gould of the New York Times argued that television had
to be regarded as a"medium of compromise. It's the nature of the
beast. It must appeal to the biggest audience it can get. This may put
good minority programs on at bad hours. But the overall effect of
television on the country has been beneficial." 8
Many of the features of Gould's "medium of compromise" vanished within avery short period. Between 1956 and 1958, most anthologies, live productions, and Murrow's "See It Now" left the air.
Hollywood displaced Broadway as the center of program production.
And among some, asense of yearning for those lost elements of the
medium emerged to inspire new or more urgent criticisms.
Such displeasure was partly explained by the programs that were
made for the "new" television of the late 1950s. Those who mourned the passing of the golden age often had highly selective memories.
They tended to forget the awkward and simply embarrassing program-
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ming of the era. Live drama could be pretentious and fraught with
technical mistakes. Dreary situation comedies and talent-free musical
hours often filled anetwork's evening schedule. "Nothing is more
responsible for the good old days," Franklin P. Adams once observed, "than abad memory." Yet feelings of nostalgia, aromantic longing for arecent or distant era, sociologist Fred Davis notes, normally
arise not from aspecific sense of the past. Rather they flow from a
dissatisfaction with the present.' 9 The types of programs that came
to supplant those of the golden age—not necessarily the programs
of that earlier epoch—caused acritical anguish. Thus, for example,
those bemoaning the passing of "The Voice of Firestone," amusical
program, would have been far less likely to vent their frustrations
had the networks substituted equally satisfying programs for such
series.
Instead, the three national chains replaced certain series or anthologies first with quiz programs, then with Westerns and detective
dramas, few of which appealed as much to the elites as the earlier
fare had. Columbia excised Murrow's "See It Now" to make room
for "Do You Trust Your Wife?" aquiz program hosted by Edgar
Bergen, who appeared with his wooden assistants Charlie McCarthy
and Mortimer Snerd." And, ABc cancelled "The Voice of Firestone"
for the 1959-60 season, replacing it with "Bourbon Street Beat," afilmed series about New Orleans private investigators. 21
The prime-time quiz program posed the first threat to the old order.
With the success of CBS's "The $64,000 Question," which began June
1, 1955, the number of evening prime-time quiz programs rose sharply.
Created by Louis Cowan, "Question" differed from earlier programs
in the amounts of cash prizes and melodramas. Such gimmicks helped
the show to draw huge audiences and induced much imitation. In
early 1957, Charles Van Doren, an instructor of English at Columbia
University and scion of aprominent family of writers, captured the
hearts of millions with his boyish good looks and modest manner
on "Twenty-One."22 By December 1957, quiz programs accounted for
thirty-seven hours of the networks' weekly schedule. "For awhile,"
one congressman complained, "every time we turned the dial we had
aquiz we could look at." 23 The quiz shows' arrival all but doomed
the relatively less popular anthologies and news programs. "When
'The $64,000 Question' was born," recalled one TV anthology writer,
"commercial television was never the same again. 1124
The quiz-show boom cloaked still another, even more lasting
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development: the advent of the filmed action-adventure series, the
Western. Cowboys had always been on TV, but in December 1954
and January 1955, episodes of AK's "Disneyland" based on the life
of Davy Crockett drew remarkable ratings—while fueling acoonskin
cap craze among children—that deeply impressed advertisers. That
fall, AK scheduled three new Westerns, "Wyatt Earp," "Cheyenne,"
and "Broken Arrow." 28 (Such horse operas became known as "adult"
Westerns to distinguish them from old Hollywood serials shown on
TV earlier and because of their explicit treatment of violence, and
relatively complex portrayal of human motives.) By the end of 1957,
the TV Western had begun to displace the quiz show as the most
popular programming in evening prime time. "All Hollywood is divided into two groups," wrote Terrence O'Flaherty, critic for the San
Francisco Chronicle: "those who are acting in Westerns and those
who are writing satellite jokes." 27 Charles Van Doren may have earned
$129,000 on "Twenty-One" in 1956-57, but Hugh O'Brien, who played
Wyatt Earp, made just over $500,000 in 1958. 28
Westerns had become both popular and commonplace by the end
of 1959. In early 1959, eight of the ten top programs, according to
the A. C. Nielsen rankings, were Westerns;Time magazine, in typical
fashion, did a cover story replete with avalue-laden quote by a
Hollywood script writer: "Why do so many people spend so much
time staring at the wrong end of ahorse?"" So many Westerns appeared in evening prime time that Groucho Marx complained in
February to afriend, "The air is now completely filled with cowboys,
fertilizer and inanity."3°That fall, however, more horse operas followed; 28 of the 125 network series were Westerns. O'Flaherty wrote
in October 1959 of "watching westerns so much lately I'm able to
recognize not only the actors but the horses." 31
The new horse operas, like the quiz programs, carried their price.
In February 1957, NBC cancelled "Robert Montgomery Presents,"
even though the series had asponsor for the 1957-58 season. Lever
Brothers dropped the one hour, "Lux Video Theatre" for ahalf-hour
series, and NBC abandoned other anthologies for "The Californians"
(September 1957), "Bat Masterson" (October 1957), "Jefferson Drum"
(April 1958), "Buck Skin" (July 1958), and "Cimarron City" (September
1958). 32 As listed in table 1, of twenty-five anthology series broadcast in the 1950s, twenty-one, or 84 percent, left the air by 1958. In
the fall 1959 season, the president of the CBS Television Division
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Table 1. Selected Drama Anthology Programs, 1948-1958
1.

Actor's Studio

ABC
CBS

2.
3.

Alcoa Theatre
Armstrong Circle Theater

4.
5.
6.

Cameo Theatre
Campbell Soup Soundstage
Cavalcade of America

NBC

Chevrolet Tele-Theatre
Climax
Danger
Fireside Theatre
General Electric Theatre
Goodyear TV Playhouse
Kraft Television Theatre
Lux Video Theatre
Pepsi Cola Playhouse
Philco TV Playhouse
Playhouse 90
Producers' Showcase
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
Robert Montgomery Presents
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
Studio One
Twentieth Century Fox Hour
U. S. Steel Hour
The Web

NBC

NBC
NBC

CBS
NBC
NBC
ABC

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

CBS

CBS
NBC

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC

CBS
CBS

CBS
CBS

CBS

1948-49
1949-50
1955-60
1953-57
1957-63
1950-55
1952-54
1952-53
1953-57
1948-50
1954-58
1950-55
1949-58
1953-62
1951-60
1947-58
1949-58
1953-55
1948-55
1957-61
1954-57
1950-52
1950-57
1951-55
1948-58
1955-57
1953-63
1950-54

Note: Anthologies included in the table ran two years or more. Certain programs such as "Ford Theatre" (1949-57) were not listed because they often
featured musical-variety or documentary material. Others were not included
because they were aired on an irregular basis. Finally, certain programs listed
in some compilations as "dramatic anthologies" Ihave considered regular series.
Each episode of "The Millionaire" involved aspecific circumstance and not
an original one. Similarly, Idid not count programs such as "The Loretta Young
Show" which regularly starred an individual actor ;they were largely vehicles
for the billed player.
Source: Tim Brooks and Earle Marsh, The Complete Directory to Prime Time
Network TV Shows (New York, 1979) ;Vincent Terrace, The Complete Encyclopedia of Television Programs, 2 vols. (South Brunswick, N. J., 1976).
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discovered to his horror that 35 percent of CBS's nighttime schedule
was taken up by one of three forms: Westerns, mystery-detective
series, and adventure programs. He was satisfied only when he realized
that NBC and .ac offered even less diversity. 33
Ever greater numbers of television shows came out of the "can."
The few anthologies such as "Playhouse 90" and "The Goodyear TV
Playhouse" that remained were no longer aired live. The June 1953
rate of live programming stood at 81.5 percent ;five years later it had
slipped to 69.7 percent and slowly ebbed to below 50 percent by the
decade's end (see table 2). The New York Times noted in July 1957
that TV "for better or worse clearly seems to be moving to a
philosophy of film." 34
Critics uniformly mourned the passing of video's equivalent of the
theater. Terrence O'Flaherty termed the passing of the last "Kraft
Television Theatre" drama in September 1958 "the saddest news of
all." 35 Writing in February 1959, John Crosby observed a"Playhouse
90" rehearsal in New York that evoked a"forlorn" quality, "forlorn
because every time Isee alive dramatic production anymore Ithink
this may be the last one." 36
To the critics' alarm, Hollywood surpassed Broadway as the supplier of programs. Originally, many motion picture companies had
boycotted the new medium as athreat to theatrical films. 37 The networks had turned to New York theatrical talent for some programs.
By the mid-fifties, however, such motion picture companies as Warner
Brothers had moved into television production. Others soon followed with the result that even an anthology like "Studio One," which
originally owed much to its New York location, was produced in
Hollywood in its final season, 1957-58. Gotham, Rod Serling wrote,
"once the home of live television production, is in the process of being deserted by TV's writers."" John Crosby recalled, "Something
went out of the game when TV drama, if you can call it that any more,
moved to film and Hollywood." 39
To the critics' dismay, TV series made in California tended to
resemble the grade Bmovie. Common prior to television as the second feature for adouble-billing or as asingle show for the marginal
or neighborhood movie houses, the Bpicture could be aWestern,
mystery, or comedy. Bpictures were uniformly and cheaply made ;
an episode of "The Donna Reed Show" (A8c, 1958-66) took three days
to shoot. Most Hollywood series had stereotyped characters and situa-
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Table 2. Live Programming for All TV Networks, 1953-1962 (percent)
June 1953 a

81.5

December 1953a

83.0

March 1955a

86.7

October 1955a

77.7

March 1956

76.8

October 1956

72.9

March 1957

73.5

October 1957

74.3

June 1958

69.7

June 1959

49.1

June 1960

35.9

June 1961
June 1962

26.5
27.8

'Includes data for the Du Mont Network.
Source: Broadcasting Yearbook 1963. (Washington, D. C., 1963), 20.
tions and lacked "name" performers and production crews. Although
not by definition bad, Bmovies did come closest to Hollywood's version of the assembly-line product. "If something comes out of Warner
Brothers," one TV producer complained, "you know just about what
it is going to be." 4°
Entertainment programming was undergoing astandardization.
Filmed series were overtaking live dramas. Writing in May 1957,
Marya Mannes of the Reporter found "a growing number of
people ... disturbed" by the transformation of television. Three or
five years earlier, she wrote, there had been great expectations: "the
air was charged with intent and possibility." But the home screen
was "now set in arigid pattern from which it either cannot or will
not break free." 4'The geographic shift, Fortune's Richard Austin
Smith wrote in December 1958, officially ended TV's golden age. By
taking up Hollywood's standards, Smith reasoned, television had lost
"its essential individuality" and had become "the me too medium."
"Television's exotic economics have reached astage," Smith determined, "where they cannot be depended upon to improve the
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product (the program). On the contrary, TV economics tend to
establish and perpetuate mediocrity." 42
Arguments over the schedule soon came to involve news programming at CBS. Between 1956 and 1958, CBS began dismembering its
prestigious news division and cancelling public affairs and news programming. Murrow's "See It Now" had been removed from the
regular weekly schedule in July 1955. In early 1958, "See It Now"
left the air altogether, as CBS cancelled other regular news programs
and restricted the growth of its domestic and overseas news organization."
The dropping of Murrow's "See It Now" in particular invited protests. Crosby blamed the cancellation of "See It Now" on the quiz
program and attributed the deed to that moment, several years earlier,
"when it was discovered that television was far better suited to play
parlor games and give away money." "See It Now," he wrote, was
"by every criterion television's most brillant, most decorated, most
imaginative, most courageous and most important program. The fact
that CBS cannot afford it but can afford 'Beat the Clock' is shocking.,,44 Citing the newspaper and magazine criticisms of the dropping of "See It Now," the head of CBS News, Sig Mickelson, remarked that the print media "hopped on the bandwagon to point out the
demise of 'See It Now'." The president of CBS Television, Louis
Cowan, tried to allay fears by commenting that the report of the
"demise of 'See It Now' like (those of( the death of Mark Twain have
been greatly exaggerated."'" Nevertheless, Senators John F. Kennedy
of Massachusetts and Warren R. Magnuson of Washington, the latter the chairman of the Senate committee that reviewed broadcast
regulation, expressed concern over the fate of Murrow and
News."

CBS

Murrow made his own attack in October 1958. In astem lecture
to the Radio and Television News Directors' Association, Murrow
described evening prime time as consisting of "decadence, escapism,
and insulation from the realities of the world." The networks
underestimated the mentality of the viewer, he declared. "The
American public is more reasonable, restrained, and more mature than
most of our industry's program planners believe." Networks and sponsors, Murrow found, possessed a"fear of controversy" and had hence
chosen to limit news coverage at a time of "mortal danger" for
America. To remedy TV's ailments, Murrow suggested that the FCC
consider compelling more individual stations to carry news programs.
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And the newscaster asked that "the twenty or thirty big corporations
which dominate (by advertising] radio and television" surrender aportion of their sponsored prime time to underwrite news programming
without running commercials. "We are currently wealthy, fat, comfortable and complacent," Murrow said. "Our mass media reflect
this." 47
In his October address, Murrow offered what became the basic
criticism of the new television. The programming of the late 1950s,
by promoting mere amusement, jeopardized the virtue of the republic
if not the security of Western democracy. Advertisers and network
executives were to be blamed, not the majority of viewers or those
involved in creating the less popular fare of the golden age. Finally,
intervention by the Fcc was recommended as asolution.
The networks largely ignored such attacks until revelations late
in 1959 offered the most extraordinary example of the medium's recent corruption. The great hero of "Twenty-One," Charles Van Doren,
confessed to aHouse committee in November 1959 to having been
party to amassive fix of the recently popular quiz programs. Like
some one hundred other contestants, Van Doren had allowed the program producers to coach his performance and encourage him to lie
before aNew York grand jury investigating the affair." In Van Doren,
academic knowledge, so precious in the age of Sputnik, had not only
betrayed the house of intellect by selling itself to the heirs of George
Washington Hill, but had done so in an underhanded way." Broadcasting commented, "a national hero came tumbling down last week.
With him fell the public's opinion of the medium that pushed him
into national prominence." 5°
After two years of budding criticism, TV now had to deal with its
greatest scandal. Such national commentators as Walter Lippmann,
normally concerned only with the great affairs of state, took time
to discuss what he termed "the TV Problem." 5'Syndicated columnist Roscoe Drummond decried advertisers for assuming "that the
nation is populated by boobs and morons." 52 "Charles Van Doren's
abject and humiliating confession of deceit and deliberate untruthfulness is shocking, dismaying and deeply disturbing," the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch intoned. "It reveals so much that is wrong with
our society." 53
"If there is one poor soul in any of the fifty states," the New
Republic commented in early November, "who doesn't know by now
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that the public has been tricked on television, he deserves to be
preserved as anational curiosity in the Smithsonian." 54 The Herald
Tribune's columnists and editorials were so critical of television that
the owner of the newspaper, John Hay Whitney, who ordinarily did
not intervene in its day-to-day operations, angrily asked his managing editor to cease running such "fatuous piety" about the scanda1. 55
Many, however, shared the sentiments of Whitney's underlings.
Into the White House mailroom came letters lambasting the TV trade.
"We cleaned up Italy," one veteran telegraphed the former allied commander. "We cleaned up Germany and all of Europe. How about cleaning up Grand Rapids television station WOOD before you go out of
office?" The president of aGreenville, Illinois, bank wrote Eisenhower,
"The airwaves are anatural resource and should be used to improve
and help our citizens, especially the young, instead of debasing them
with violence and sometimes scenes developing the lower sex feelings." 58 "We are going to pay for those mistakes for along time,"
one CBS executive remarked early the next year, "and we are paying
for them now. All sorts of dissatisfactions about television crystallize
as aresult of these miserable events." 57
Eisenhower and other political leaders could not avoid commenting on TV's time of troubles. The president himself had never been
aquiz-show viewer;he preferred televised golf tournaments and "This
Is Your Life." But in an October 22 press conference, he described
the programs' rigging as "a terrible thing to do to the American
public." A month later, when asked by Lames Reston of the New York
Times to remark on Van Doren's confession, Eisenhower likened the
young man to "Shoeless Joe" Jackson, one of the players involved in
the fix of the 1919 World Series. 58 The Director of the U. S. Information Agency, George V. Allen, declared that the scandals had hurt
America's prestige abroad, where they were being attributed to the
nation's "low state of public morals." Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller
of New York simply termed the revelations "tragic." 59
Heard, too, in the wake of the quiz-show revelations, were
references to the lost golden age. Analyzing css's October plans for
greater self-regulation, Jack Gould included amournful reference to
the passing of live dramatic anthologies displaced by the "missing
realism by mechanical means" of filmed series. 80 Congressman Peter
Mack, Democrat of Illinois, asked Robert Kintner, president of NBC
if that network might not have avoided "your problems on rigging
and dishonesty, [and] hanky-panky" by originating more programs
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from Chicago as it had during the golden age. 6iCongressman John
Moss, Democrat of California, somewhat incongruously criticized
ABC for cancelling "The Voice of Firestone" program popular with
an unusually large number of congressmen. 62
Congressman Moss and others offered the observation that the new
television of the late 1950s had become too concerned with the tastes
of the majority of viewers. Efforts to maintain abalanced schedule
appeared to have been virtually abandoned by 1959. "I have watched
other favorites disappear," Moss complained. "This same drive to
achieve alarger circulation, alarger exposure for the commercials,
has resulted in adeterioration of what Iwould call balance." 63 An
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) official testifying before the
FCC in December 1959 maintained that the television industry's
drive for larger profits had created "a built-in, extremely powerful
private censorship which, for the sake of financial gain, has substituted
rigged entertainment for straightforward information and ...
has barred controversial discussion of many important subjects." 64 Several
months later, amajor advertising executive agreed, commenting, "I
think the critics are rightly dismayed by the plight of the minority
of viewers whose desire for more intellectual stimulation and satisfaction from television is fulfilled all too rarely. 65
Privately, some industry leaders acknowledged what had happened to their medium. In aNovember memorandum, Louis Cowan of
CBS, who had created "The $64,000 Question," was forced to observe,
"Television is presently at acrossroad." Cowan called for arestoration of the golden age, citing "the need for more serious drama, education, discussion, debate, news, and documentary-type programming;
serious music;elimination of violence, the development of new forms;
the evaluation of the 'specials' concept.""
Within weeks, the president of CBS, Frank Stanton, and its chairman of the board, William Paley, fired Cowan. Although he protested
his innocence, his close ties to several of the rigged programs made
him apublic relations problem and cast him as the sacrificial lamb.
His successor, James Aubrey, lacked Cowan's interest in the programming of the good old days. Indeed, Aubrey had been among those who
had encouraged the use of Hollywood productions at the expense of
those less popular series Cowan had been prepared to return to the
network's schedule. 67
By the decade's end, television no longer seemed to offer places for
creative energies. In a1949 essay, the sociologist Paul Goodman had
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written optimistically about the prospects for mass culture in the
postwar world. In Growing Up Absurd, published in 1960, Goodman
concluded that "popular culture is controlled by hucksters and promoters as though it were asalable commodity, and our society, inundated by cultural commodities remains uncultivated.""
During 1960 many of TV's detractors elevated the debate over
television to the controversy over "national purpose," or America's
lack of one. Television, such social critics maintained, had been
betraying standards of excellence—so much more important as the
nation discovered the Soviets' skills in satellite and missile
construction—by the very coveting of mass audiences and by portraying "average" Americans in situation comedies, to say nothing of
amoral or less than heroic heroes in the new adult Westerns. To one
writer, TV had helped to breed a"cult of mediocrity" and render
Americans, the requisites of the cold war notwithstanding, "confident and complacent."" Critics like Robert Lewis Shayon of the Saturday Review had watched with horror in early 1958 an episode of
"Leave It to Beaver" that portrayed young Theodore Cleaver as
traumatized when aschool IQ survey accidentally characterized him
as agenius. "Beaver" does not want to be agenius or be sent to a
"progressive" school. "Do we not desperately need geniuses for survival?" Shayon asked. "President Eisenhower, his Cabinet and Congress may lay heroic plans for producing the brainpower the nation
requires," he noted. Yet "before we can mass-produce genius we must
respect and honor genius." Such episodes "are certainly not going in
the right direction." 7°
Television could instill virtue in the citizen, Dr. Benjamin Spock,
the nation's expert on baby care, wrote Senator John F. Kennedy in
March 1960. "Instead, there is the constant search for the commonest
level of taste in passive entertainment ...used, in turn, to sell goods,
in amanner which breeds insincerity and cynicism, and which appeals always to more gratification!' Writing in November for the
President's Commission on National Goals, August Heckscher decried
TV's "diet of mediocrity" and argued that "third— and fourth-rate
material seems increasingly to replace the better shows" whereas
"what is required is some means of providing standards of excellence." 72
Finally, television criticism revealed an aspect of American
liberalism during the late 1950s. Many liberals felt betrayed by the
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emerging popular will in the arts;the older faith in the public was
perhaps first unsettled by the popular enthusiasm for McCarthy
among some ethnic blocs once for the New Dea1. 73 It appeared all
too ironic that with recovery from the Great Depression, the "great
audience" drew upon mass communication systems not to be
enlightened but to be entertained. "Universal education, the alleviation of physical misery, the drift of equality," wrote sociologist Edward Shils in 1957, "have not brought with them that deepening and
enrichment of the mind to which liberals and revolutionaries alike
aspired." Instead, Shils observed, "the silliness of television" satisfied
the masses. 74
In light of this gross disparity between mass prosperity and mass
enlightenment, some liberal Democratic party strategists attempted
to redirect the Democracy. The Eisenhower landslides of 1952 and
1956 caused some to ponder the future of aparty said to be the champion of the worker and underclass;prosperity seemed to be turning
the proletariat into Republicans, while all but eliminating poverty
from the landscape. This body of Democrats, of course, assumed that
the New Deal had resolved what Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., termed
the "essentially quantitative" problems of the 1930s of providing all
Americans with the basic necessities of food, shelter, and employment ; the Republicans had won in 1952 and 1956 because the
Democrats had "run out of poor people." Now Schlesinger, historian
and adviser to Adlai Stevenson and John F. Kennedy, spoke of
"qualitative" problems of an affluent America. Shorter workweeks,
earlier retirements, and longer life expectancies had, in Schlesinger's
mind, brought Americans not the self-fulfillment anticipated but a
"spiritual disquietude," acondition worsened by the state's inadequate attention to the "quality" of American life, including its mass
culture. Liberalism, he wrote, "must for the moment shift its focus
from economics and politics to the general style and quality of our
civilization." 75
Writing about television in the wake of quiz scandals, Schlesinger
joined those seeing decline, while advocating governmental intervention. "I cannot repress my feelings that, in the main, television has
been agreat bust." He recommended that networks free themselves
of advertisers, that stations be compelled to share in the burdens of
airing less popular programming, with the possibility of the FCC'S setting standards and annually renewing licenses on the basis of
program practices. The government must act, he found, citing
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Richard Austin Smith's 1958 article in Fortune, "because there seems
no other way to rescue television from the downward spiral of competitive debasement 76
What had begun as afairly specific dissatisfaction blossomed into
awholesale condemnation and, ultimately, acry for augmented federal
regulation. Agroup of leading critics had not liked what has displaced dramatic anthologies or "See It Now!' The sense of television's
diminution frustrated those who searched for national purpose and
coveted standards of excellence amid aculture seen as championing
mediocrity and conformity. Thus, some called for state intervention
in broadcasting as alogical step to preserve and enhance the quality
of American life. These critics looked to the FCC.
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Chapter Three
The Government

and the TV Problem,
1952-1960

Could the FCC in the 1950s have prevented the TV programming
crisis? The FCC was incapable of regulating television, some argued,
because it was the "captive" of the industry it had been mandated
to police. According to this view, the FCC's natural sympathies rested
with the very constituency—broadcasting—that the commission had
to coax or bludgeon into reform. Only rigorous enforcement of the
FCC's stated goals for licensees would have enhanced American television. "Broadcasters," Gilbert SeIdes wrote after the cancellation of
"See It Now," "alone have defined the FCC's crucial phrase, 'the
public interest.' A social and moral vacuum was created when the
FCC refused to provide adefinition."
Chairman Doerfer, representing the Eisenhower majority on the
FCC, freely denied any interest in programming. This is not to say
he was aFirst Amendment absolutist. He disapproved of subliminal
advertising, which attempted to sell goods by subconscious appeals
to consumers. He supported the postmaster general's attempt to suppress the distribution of D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterly's Lover,
which Doerfer deemed offensive to society's sexual mores. But the
chairman stubbornly held that for the FCC to intervene ever so slightly in scheduling decisions would violate the Bill of Rights and Section 326 of the Communications Act, which forbade the censoring
of programming. 2
Other critics of the commission, many of them economists, have
faulted the FCC under Doerfer for not having adequately stimulated
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technologies that would have provided agreater diversity of programming. Specifically, the commission should have fostered the use of
an underutilized portion of the TV band, pay television, and cable
TV signal systems. These would have increased the number of both
stations and program sources. The diversity that editorial writers and
others demanded of TV would have been achieved. 3
As early as 1949, several types of cable and community antenna
relay systems (CATI were developed in Washington State and Pennsylvania which transmitted signals past natural physical boundaries.
But these processes were few and far between in the late fifties. They
were designed only to improve reception in isolated communities—
not to offer viewers greater choice in programming.° Cable and related
systems were regarded as crutches for the disabled rather than as common carriers.
If CATV did not offer the dissatisfied viewer solace in the late fifties, alarge and unused portion of the television band did. To many,
TV's imbalances might have been avoided if the commission had
found away to increase the number of stations on the ultra high frequency (UHF), channels 14 through 83. By the late 1950s, the commission had awarded virtually all of the very high frequency (vi-IF)
channels, 2through 13, in the larger viewing areas. Most of these
went to commercial interests with one or more network affiliations.
Unlike VHF stations, few UHF outlets had succeeded. If UHF could be
made more attractive both to entrepreneurs and viewers, however,
the expansion of new television services might follow.
The strengthening of UHF might have remedied the TV crisis in
several ways. Substantially more UHF stations would have divided the
"mass" market of TV into various specialized ones, thus assuring
greater selection in programming. There would have been ample room
for pay TV systems. Finally, apotential noncommercial service would
have depended on UHF stations. The commission, in issuing the 1952
master plan, had reserved channels for the use of educational and other
nonprofit associations; most of these were in UHF.
No single matter before the commission in the 1950s, however,
had been more disappointing than the UHF problem. Until 1952, the
commission had awarded licenses on the VHF portion of the spectrum
only. When the FCC promulgated amaster plan in April 1952 for
allocating TV channels throughout the nation, amajority of the commissioners had assumed that UHF stations would be fully competitive
with VHF ones. Despite evidence that UHF was a less powerful
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transmitter of the signal—and more expensive to operate 5—the commission determined that time and consumer choice would render
UHF stations equal to their vi-w rivals. 6 Thus many individual viewing areas or markets (such as Providence and Baton Rouge) were in
commission jargon "intermixed": the agency set VHF and UHF services against each other. Yet within two years of the 1952 order most
of the new ui-IF stations were in severe financial straits. Some television set manufacturers had refused to produce "all-channel" sets,
which could receive both the vi-w and UHF signals. Many early UHF
tuners were poorly designed and all cost more than the sets providing
only VHF. Consumers, in turn, refrained from paying the extra $25
to $50 for all-channel receivers. As aresult, the typical UHF station
manager found that his outlet enjoyed only 5to 20 percent of the
total audience his VHF competitor commanded. Most advertisers
refused to buy time on UHF channels, while all three networks—in
seeking affiliate stations—discriminated against outlets in the new
frequency.'
Many UHF operators met with hardship. By January 1956, 60 of 159
stations on the UHF band had gone off the air. Through 1959 no individual UHF station earned more than $200,000 ayear, while in
1957, 117 VHF channels passed that income figure, 43 of them netting more than $1 million each. 8
Nothing the commission did between 1952 and 1959 corrected the
disparity between UHF and VHF operations. In November 1955 the
commission voted five to two not to "deintermix" the intermixed
markets, or transform them into all-UHF or all-VHF areas, which
would have placed stations on an equal footing. That order also put
off indefinitely relief for many UHF operators, who had been clamoring for help for well over ayear. "What the Commission has done
today," Commissioner Rosel Hyde said in dissent, "may deal adeath
blow to UHF television service." 9
To the Eisenhower majority on the

FCC,

however, refusing to aid

television was consistent with its advocacy of the free market
as broadcast regulator. Through the remainder of the decade, amajority of commissioners, led by Chairmen McConnaughey and
Doerfer, contended that UHF's inferiority was such that to impose it
in certain areas would deny some viewers in outlying areas basic
UHF

television service altogether. Moreover, if consumers truly wanted
more TV channels, they would pay the additional price for an allchannel set.'°
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Although the FCC refused to untie the UHF allocation knot, Congress, not the commission, shelved still another potential answer to
the TV problem: pay or subscription television. Since the early 1950s
several film and TV set manufacturing companies had, with the FCC's
approval, test marketed several types of pay television broadcast
systems. These groups promised much: live Broadway theater, home
baseball games, heavyweight championship fights, ballet, and feature
films not available to the "free" TV networks and stations. "Subscription television can succeed," one pay TV petitioner told the FCC in
September 1955, "only if it offers unique and high quality programs
which are beyond the economic reach of the producers of advertising sponsored programs." Subscription TV, wrote afrequent critic
of the medium, "is the only answer in the horrid battle existing in
our republic today between quality and quantity. ,P12
Despite the opposition of the networks, station operators, and motion picture theater owners (who dreaded the loss of even more of
their dwindling audience), the FCC decided in December 1955 to permit pay TV tests to continue. "One can wonder whether America's
progress in literature or the stage or the arts would have reached its
present heights," the commission argued, "had the progress of these
arts depended upon the support of advertising sponsors." 3 Writing
for Barron's, John Chamberlain observed, "The FCC was not set up
to protect the moving picture theatres, or to save the broadcasters
trouble." 14
As pay television entrepreneurs continued to experiment, however,
"free" TV executives and consumers began to protest more vigorously
the prospect of "fee" TV. In 1955, when the FCC held hearings on pay
systems, some 24,000 consumers (the most ever to have written the
agency on apending matter) sent letters and postcards objecting to
any form of subscription television. By late 1957, the AFL-CIO opposed the experiments.'s A fear developed, fueled by broadcasters, that
pay TV would siphon off the more popular programs and players and
eventually wipe out free television. Subscription television, Robert
W. Samoff, president of ?vac, told aPittsburgh group in October 1957,
would ultimately offer "precisely the same types of programs now
offered on free television."' 6
Many less well-to-do and older users of TV sets accepted the industry's logic. Although such publications as the Saturday Review
indicated reader support for pay TV, many more Americans
unhesitantly wrote their senators and representatives insisting that
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no pay TV channels be allowed to operate. In one three-day period
early in 1958, an Oklahoma congressman received 1,947 pieces of mail
on pay TV, of which only two supported the continuation of the
subscription TV tests.' 7 "We are an elderly couple and have scraped
enough money together to be able to have one (TV]," aWisconsin
woman wrote her senator. "We would not be able to pay the fee for
running it if there was acharge." 8 An indignant Bronx man likened
pay TV to New York City's new pay toilets. "If you don't have the
money to pay for it—your [sic] out of luck and if you do and go
inside—its (sic] not any cleaner." 9
Early in 1958, the House Commerce Committee forced the FCC to
put off further pay TV tests. Doerfer and others insisted that the
systems warranted atrial." But Oren Harris was equally adamant.
Chairing the committee that oversaw FCC operations and policies,
Harris could make life unpleasant for Doerfer and his agency, already
troubled by conflict-of-interest scandals. Doerfer, though an advocate
of the free-market's primacy in broadcast regulation, backed down.
The commission postponed indefinitely further pay TV tests in
selected markets. 2'
Into the late 1950s, the commission was unable or unwilling to
prevent the TV problem. Congress frustrated pay TV tests. Cable TV
appeared little more than an aid to people living on the wrong side
of amountain; uHF stations had been left to the mercy of TV set
manufacturers and indifferent consumers and advertisers. And the
commission itself defined the First Amendment rights of broadcasters
so broadly that direct program regulation seemed unlikely.
Any momentum for changing American television in the late 1950s
rested within the industry. Early in 1959, as critics increasingly decried
the passing of the golden age, two of the three networks began to
recognize the need for concessions. Even before the House Commerce
Committee revealed the quiz-show fix, both CBS and NBC started rearranging their schedules, apparently to correct some of the imbalances
imposed on viewers since the fall of 1957. The president of cm, Frank
Stanton, announced in May 1959 that his network would schedule
abiweekly hour-long news program, "CBS Reports," in evening prime
time. The network named Fred Friendly, Murrow's old partner on
"See It Now," to produce "CBS Reports." 22 Though NBC placed no
news programs in evening prime time, it did include two one-hour
segments, "Sunday Showcase" and "Star-time," modeled after the
golden-age anthologies and spectaculars. Each program consisted
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of adifferent variety, dramatic, or musical special. Then NBC scheduled radio's "Bell Telephone Hour" for TV on Friday nights. Stressing
renewed diversity, the network termed its fall 1959 offerings, "total
television." 23
The beginnings of the House quiz-show inquiry in October accelerated this trend. Midway through the hearings, Stanton tried to
defuse the new and greater criticisms by announcing in New Orleans
on October 16 CBS's cancellation of all of its remaining quiz programs.
Broadcasters, Stanton said, "have indeed failed fully to meet our duty with regard to quiz shows." The CBS network intended to assert
control over the production of programs, with Stanton pledging to
end all deceptions in the remaining programming. No longer would
the news division rehearse interviews or situation comedies use
"canned" laughter. 24 Wags wondered about the implications of Stanton's intentions. Would real bullets rather than blanks be utilized for
TV Westerns? Would actors impersonating Santa Claus have to confess to millions of American children. 25 Regardless, Stanton's speech
was widely covered and brought forth much praise, notably from Oren
Harris, who had chaired the House's inquiry into the fraud. Others,
such as Representative Peter Mack, termed Stanton's address ablatant effort "to head off legislation." 26
Stanton's New Orleans speech did not, in fact, quiet industry detractors ;some began to raise the possibility of unprecedented federal involvement in programming. Although doubtful that the government
could do anything, President Eisenhower asked Attorney General
William P. Rogers to study the question of what the government
might have done to prevent the fix. 27 Senator William Langer of North
Dakota, senior Republican on the Judiciary Committee, criticized the
industry and implied that increased federal authority would follow. 28
In the House, Republican Congressman John Bennett of Michigan
reintroduced abill that empowered the FCC to license networks.
Chairman Harris asked his staff to survey the possibility of holding
hearing on TV violence and the excessive number of TV Westerns.
Congressman Henry Reuss, Democrat of Wisconsin, suggested that
Congress require stations to allot 20 percent of their broadcast day
to "sustaining" (unsponsored) public affairs programming. 29 "There
now is the chilling prospect," Variety commented on November 11,
"that the Harris quiz hearing may have been only amild curtain
raiser." 38
Much of this response conveyed afrustration with existing regula-
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tion. Among other things, the fix had indicated how unwilling the
commission had been to involve itself in programming matters. After
many rumors of afix, the FCC secretary had sent mildly worded letters to the two networks airing the quiz programs. Otherwise, the
agency had done nothing to reveal the hoax. Once the affair had been
uncovered, Doerfer exasperated many by insisting that the FCC could
not have investigated or now punish the transgressors. Although terming the quiz producers' actions "most reprehensible," the chairman
argued that the commission could not oversee the networks' programming without raising grave constitutional questions.'
For his narrow views, Doerfer and the FCC received the most
•
unrelenting abuse. Several cited the agency's 1958 conflict-of-interest
scandals as the real reason for the commission's inability to recognize
wrongdoing. "The Commission has been charged in recent years with
practices which suggest that Caesar's wife has not always been its
model for conduct becoming to officials whose absolute integrity the
public is entitled to assume," aformer FCC staff member remarked. 32
In the New Republic, ms spoke of the FCC's "implied powers" under
the "public interest" criterion as away of policing the transgressors.
But since, over the years, the commission had proved to be "the
weakest sister of all of the regulatory commissions," the industry felt
free to abuse the airwaves. "That is why the television quiz shows
were rigged." The Chicago American dismissed Doerfer's early
testimony as "sophistry." "The Commission could have inquired into
the operation of the quiz shows, and if it had inquired diligently it
could have found out" and "warned the public." 33 One of Doerfer's
harshest detractors, Congressman Walter Rogers of Texas, accused
the chairman of "straining constructions of the laws to avoid doing
something."34 Consumer Reports charged in January 1960, "There
is not asingle item of broadcasting malpractice that the FCC did not
have the obligation to know about and, knowing, did not have the
power to curb." 35
Such blasts left Doerfer little choice but to modify his views. A
steadfast advocate of the First Amendment's extension to broadcasters,
who stubbornly, even bravely, maintained his beliefs before the most
hostile interrogators, Doerfer realized that he had to persuade broadcasters to protect their own interest, and freedoms, in apositive
fashion. In Chicago on November 20 the chairman warned the trade:
Congress, the commission, and the courts "have been very liberal"
in granting licensees autonomy, Doerfer said. Unless the industry
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better policed itself immediately, it risked "strict government controls" when Congress returned in January. Otherwise, "the American
system of broadcasting will come to acrisis" with "no one to blame
but itself." 36 Les Brown, covering Doerfer's talk for Variety, wrote
of a"New" Doerfer, less trusting of his wards, and "resigned to some
governmental corrective action." 37
Four days after Doerfer's address, the leaders of all three networks
met at New York's St. Regis Hotel after Stanton called for aconsensus about industry strategy, especially increasing "public affairs" (news
and cultural) programming to compensate for the good-will spent on
the quiz fix. The problem was that public affairs programs did not
then ordinarily command good ratings or attractive advertising sales.
For CBS Stanton and William Paley suggested that the three networks
commit themselves to aweekly news and public affairs time period
but on an alternating basis to spread the losses incurred. After heated
debates, David and Robert Samoff and Robert Kintner of NBC rejected
the CBS plan, and the meeting ended without the direction Stanton
had hoped to give the industry. 38
The failure of the St. Regis meeting notwithstanding, the networks
already were conceding some prime time to news coverage. In late
October, amid the Harris quiz-show hearing, NBC expanded its
number of five-minute TV news programs by 50 percent and its
special, hour-long "depth" coverage of selected public issues by 100
percent. The number of special network news programs rose sharply
after Van Doren's confession in early November. In December, President Eisenhower went on aworld tour, and the networks assigned
crews to follow the chief executive in unprecedented "special
coverage." 39 "Charlie Van Doren," one network executive commented, "did great things for information programming." 4°
Such changes of heart, however, failed to placate Attorney General
Rogers. Late in December 1959, Rogers reported to Eisenhower on
the quiz fixes. Brusquely faulting the FCC, Rogers called for "more
and vigorous action." The attorney general insisted on increasing
federal regulation over networks and suggested that the commission
police individual stations through aspot-check system akin to that
used by the Internal Revenue Service. The FCC would select stations
at random to monitor their program schedules, while looking for any
of the quiz-scandal related excesses. Finally, Rogers dismissed
Doerfer's advocacy of greater self-regulation with the comment, "Industry efforts to clean house should be applauded, but it is unlikely
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that such attempts will be successful unless the appropriate regulatory
agencies manifest acontinued concern in protecting the public interest and exercise their powers directly and promptly."°'
While Walter Lippmann praised Rogers's findings, Broadcasting
reported shock within the TV industry. An editorial dubbed Rogers's
study, "Blue Book Two." 42 Former president Hoover wrote Doerfer,
"I had hoped, like you, that much of his lobjectivel could be accomplished within the industry. Istill hope this may be done." But
the attorney general's analysis "creates an entirely new situation." 43
Not long after the release of Rogers's report, the industry faced the
second session of the 86th Congress and decidedly unfriendly proposed amendments to the Communications Act. In aFebruary 1960
report, Oren Harris's committee called for the direct supervision of
the networks by the FCC. The commission's powers over individual
licensees would be greatly strengthened. Stations violating the Communications Act or commission regulations would be fined $1,000
aday, ordered off the air until they corrected such violations, or have
their license renewed for one, rather than three, years. 44
As Harris prepared his Communications Act revisions, Doerfer
dropped his lingering reluctance about interfering with the networks'
programming practices. "Doerfer was the last one you'd expect to try
to prescribe programs," Rosel Hyde recalled, "but in the atmosphere
of rigged quiz scandals, he did it on his own." 45 In mid-January 1960
the FCC chairman devised ascheme for rotating the airing of public
affairs programming. By the "Doerfer Plan," as it became known, the
three networks would each schedule afull hour per week of news
or "high" cultural fare in evening prime time (8:00-11:00 P.m.). Local
stations would produce asimilar proportion such that each night one
network or network affiliate would air one hour of news and/or
cultural programming. The plan would take effect in November 1960.
In exchange, the FCC would not, among other pledges, move against
network "option time," those periods of the broadcast day that the
commission permitted exclusive network-station arrangements.
Doerfer secured the approval of his fellow commissioners and of the
attorney general, who had to pass on the antitrust proprieties of the
three networks' coordination of programming policy. With aletter
from Rogers, Doerfer persuaded all three networks to adopt his plan.
Considering the inability of Stanton and others in November to agree
upon asimilar scheme, Doerfer had fashioned what appeared to be
an impressive compromise. "This action," Doerfer proclaimed,
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"demonstrates the ability of the industry to respond promptly to a
felt need." 46
With his intricate negotiations completed, Doerfer went to Florida
in late February for fishing and golf, anatural itinerary for aweary
regulator. He traveled to and from Miami, however, in the Storer
Broadcasting aircraft and spent some six days aboard the yacht of
George Storer, president of the company that operated twelve radio
and TV licenses. Some two years earlier, Doerfer's enthusiasm for
Storer's largesse had been much criticized by Oren Harris and other
members of the Legislative Oversight Committee. Doerfer had then
promised not to engage again in such intimate, ex parte social contracts. Now he had compromised himself.'"
Doerfer's six days on Storer's cabin cruiser ended his public career.
At first the chairman tried to deny spending more than one or two
days aboard Storer's ship, but soon thereafter, Doerfer fully detailed
how he had spent his time in the sun. Citing this violation of the
chairman's 1958 pledge, Harris demanded his ouster. Doerfer defended
himself, saying, "I do not think aCommissioner should be asecondrate citizen," and even went to the president to plead his case, made
all the more indefensible by his deep tan. But Eisenhower, furious
over Doerfer's indiscretion, secured his resignation."
Critics of the commission saw in Doerfer's conduct further, damning evidence of the corruption and biases of the FCC. The hapless
chairman received little or no credit for having formulated the Doerfer
Plan. Instead, he became the source of many diatribes directed at the
administrative agencies under Eisenhower. Murray Kempton of the
New York Post wrote that if Doerfer "did not exist, the broadcasting
networks would have had to invent him.""
Doerfer's exit was by no means beneficial to those unhappy with
American television in 1960, although this fact was little appreciated
at the time. His successor, Frederick W. Ford, possessed an integrity
and commitment to regulatory principles alien to Doerfer. On the
other hand, Ford did not approve of the Doerfer Plan, which he
thought an improper, extralegal response. With the chairman's departure, his voluntary scheme for minority interest programming fell
by the wayside.
A West Virginia Republican and career civil servant, Frederick Ford
had been acommissioner since August 1957. Previously, he had worked in the Justice Department, after serving as alegal specialist at the
commission. He possessed both experience and personal honesty un-
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common for an Eisenhower FCC appointee. And unlike Doerfer, Ford
had good relations with congressional overseers like Harris."
Not surprisingly, some broadcasters looked apprehensively at the
appointment of Ford. Many identified him with Attorney General
Rogers, under whom he had served in the Justice Department. One
trade journal warned in March, "The FCC will get tougher." 51
Ford was actually less influenced by William Rogers's "modem
Republicanism" than by the FCC's lost regulatory legacies. Like James
Lawrence Fly, Ford believed that competition would benefit the
medium. Breaking down barriers to the formation of new stations
or sources of TV production would bring more balance in programming. Then, too, the new chairman accepted the premise, once identified with Commissioners Paul Porter and Clifford Durr, that the
FCC should review the schedules of individual stations. In other
words, Ford combined two distinct regulatory approaches: one that
relied on the marketplace, the other, avisible hand, to achieve a
greater diversity of programming.
Ford set the tone of his new regime in his April 1960 speech to
the annual convention of the National Association of Broadcasters.
Like Rogers, Ford assumed that government had to regulate broadcasting in amore concerted manner and not leave matters to his
capacity for friendly persuasion or to the industry's good-will.
Although agreeing that the FCC should not censor specific programs,
the chairman insisted that licensees recognize certain obligations to
their communities, that they "be responsive to the public interests."52
In aletter to one dissatisfied viewer, former ambassador Clare Boothe
Luce, Eisenhower's press secretary cited Ford's NAB talk with the
comment, "I'm sure that he means what he says and will follow up
along such lines." 53
In July, the new chairman persuaded his fellow commissioners to
list fourteen different types of programming the airing of which the
commission would henceforth regard as serving the public interest.
Ford, like nearly everyone else at the agency, did not expect station
managers to surrender great blocks of time to such programming. But
the commission did ask that programs falling under the rubric of
"public service" include not only news, weather, and sports programs
but discussions of community issues, religious programs, and other
less popular fare. The July policy statement constituted the first clear
emunciation of what broadcasters should air since the Blue Book was
issued in 1946.54
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Ford's second major objective as chairman was to foster new television services. In addition to direct regulation, TV's imbalances could
be overcome, Ford concluded, with the advent of more TV stations
on the UHF band. To that end, Ford sought to compel set manufacturers to make only all-channel sets. As chairman, he called on Congress to allow the FCC to issue receiver standards to manufacturers.
To Ford, such legislation afforded the simplest, long-term answer to
the UHF issues. 55 But the administration and Congress all but ignored
Ford's proposal. Congress did approve in July 1960 a$2 million twoyear test of aUHF signal in New York City to see if, after all, the
higher frequency was worth the pain of all-channel receivers and
deintermixture. 56
Still, the most immediate effect of Ford's ascension related to the
Doerfer Plan. The new chairman did not approve of his predecessor's
scheme ;Ford regarded mandating such programs and their air time—
even as avoluntary arrangement—as an exercise in censoring programs." Network executives accordingly abandoned their voluntary
arrangement. The man that they had been dealing to had left the card
game. In April 1960, ABC announced that it planned to schedule one
of its Doerfer Plan offerings, "Expedition!" between 7:00 and 7:30 P.M.
on Thursday, not in prime time, and hence, aviolation of the plan.
As ABC pulled out, the other networks felt free not to follow the
scheme."
Congress offered another reason for the collapse of the Doerfer Plan.
Considering Harris's amendments to the Communications Act between February and rune 1960, Congress removed those proposals
least pleasing to broadcasters. In so doing, industry lost any incentive for adopting Doerfer's scheme: there were to be no new, sharp
teeth in the Communications Act. In late lune, the House rejected
the licensing of networks. Harris himself had come to disapprove of
the idea, which he believed might place anetwork, already an operator
of stations, in double jeopardy. 59 But the 1960 articles did prohibit
stations from engaging in free "plugs" and from deceptions in the staging of quiz programs unless the licensee acknowledged the staged
elements before or after the individual telecast. The Senate, however,
weakened aHouse feature that would have invested the FCC with the
power to levy heavy fines. The final bill empowered the commission
to punish stations through the issuance of "short-term," or one-year,
license renewals. That is, the FCC could renew the license of a
negligent station for one year, instead of the standard three years, a
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punitive act because of the legal and other costs accompanying the
renewal process itself." But with the absence of network licensing,
heavy fines, or Henry Reuss's proposal for aset amount of nonentertainment fare, broadcasters fared rather well.
Congress probably never intended to deal harshly with the industry.
There was of course the historic aversion to anything smacking of
interference with amedium of communication. A more powerful
FCC would raise the potential of program censorship. 6'A few congressmen who owned shares in local TV or radio stations worried
about self-interest. Many more, however, had little idea what had been
happening to TV during the late 1950s; most watched little television and apparently relied on constituent mail for the barest information about the medium. 62
Another factor that no doubt operated to the industry's benefit was
that few Americans apparently cared deeply about the quiz producers'
improprieties. In late 1959, ministers and magazine editors saw in
Van Doren's discomfort agreat moral lesson for all Americans. 63 An
extraordinarily large number of Americans, some 92 percent according to the Gallup survey, knew of the quiz-show fix—more than were
aware of the location of Quemoy and Matsu or the significance of
Little Rock. Yet familiarity with awrong by no means indicated a
widespread outrage over the scandal or enthusiasm for changes in the
medium. Although such prominent commentators as Walter Lippmann and John Fischer sensed from their circle of friends and correspondence an anger over the industry's ways, that mood apparently prevailed only among the upper-middle-class readers of the stronger
editorial pages and Harper's." In the Middle West, a Variety contributor found in January 1960, "people don't like the idea of two or
three New York columnists dictating to the networks what's good
for us." 63 Few citizens elsewhere in the country who wrote letters
to such popular magazines as TV Guide or to their congressmen evinced adeep interest in TV's problems." Viewers continued to buy the
products of sponsors implicated in the scandals, and the total number
of television watchers increased. "The attitude of viewers toward TV
as awhole," Business Week reported, "has been affected surprisingly little by the quiz blow-up." 67
Still, the weightiest reason for Congress's weak response may well
have been the proximity of the elections of 1960. Politicians respected
the industry's sentiments, since radio and television could help or
hurt an incumbent's reelection effort. With their network ties, local
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stations were likely to be owned or operated by community business
leaders or local newspapers. Legislators coveted the loyalties of these
hometown "influentials." "Congress in an election year," James
Reston had predicted in November 1959, "is not going to want to
punish the TV industry too hard."68
The relaxing of congressional pressure and shelving of the Doerfer
Plan by no means ended the commitment of the three networks to
some changes in their schedules. These primarily involved news programming. Although complaining of insufficient demand from sponsors, all three networks nevertheless augmented their public affairs
programming for the 1960-61 season. Each substantially covered the
great events of 1960: the continued global journeys of Eisenhower,
the budding space program, international incidents, and the normal
list of disasters. Indeed, compared with the low point of the 1957-58
season, network coverage of news events in 1960-61 increased just
over 145 percent. 69 This increase stemmed partly, but not entirely,
from the reportage of apresidential campaign. The ABC network committed itself in early 1960 to aspecial documentary series on Sir
Winston Churchill, "The Valiant Years." 7°In mid-1960, the third network agreed to program occasional documentaries, "Close-Up!" along
the lines of "CBS Reports." 7'In the fall of 1960, NBC added "The Nation's Future" to focus primarily on the 1960 presidential campaign,
while CBS placed "Face the Nation," anews interview program, on
Sunday evenings and "Eyewitness to History" on Friday nights. 72
A wish to placate opinion leaders and subtle congressional pressures
combined to force the three networks into airing free presidential
debates. Early in 1960, Senator Mike Monroney, Democrat of
Oklahoma, recommended that the networks provide eight hours of
free time to each of the two national parties' presidential campaigns. 73
No network chief liked that notion, and Robert Sarnoff of NBC hit
upon acompromise in April: televised debates. Both Samoff and Kintner expected the debates to take up less air time (possibly none, if
one of the candidates turned down the opportunity), and they looked
forward to controlling or "staging" the event. Moreover, the networks
would be able to air commercials. 74 (Stanton and Richard Nixon, the
Republican nominee, later rejected the running of ads.) 78 Congress
agreed to the proposal in August, and by waiving the "equal time"
provision of the 1934 act, freed stations from any legal obligation to
provide time for third party candidates. 76
Perhaps no single action created more good-will for the television
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industry than the "Great Debates." Soon after the Republican National Convention, Vice President Nixon, then behind in some polls,
agreed to participate with his rival in the unprecedented, televised
sessions. John F. Kennedy, the Democratic nominee, wired Sarnoff,
"I believe you are performing anotable public service."" Signing the
legislation, President Eisenhower remarked in his characteristic syntax, "it is afine thing in the public service that the networks will
be performing by allowing these people to do this on an equal time
basis and without cost." The debates themselves received high
ratings, with as many as 120 million Americans viewing the first session, and the majority of commentators praised the forum. Saturday
Review, long one of the periodicals most critical of the medium, named Stanton "Businessman of the Year" for 1960. Some lions had obviously been tamed."
A few observers suspected the networks' motives. Soon after the
1960 election, industry spokesmen like Stanton hailed TV's Great
Debates and expanded news programming in what one critic, George
Rosen of Variety, described in January 1961 as "the most publicized
do good job in communications history." Broadcasting, Rosen wrote,
had needed "to square itself with the government sleuths and slayers
who were breathing down its necks." 8°Similarly, an advertiser observed in March 1961 that "the networks put the public service shows
on this year 11960-61 season] to get the government off their backs."
He anticipated that "in another two years, they'll be entirely out of
prime time."'
The industry's self-praise regarding news coverage notwithstanding,
television as awhole did not substantially change with the fall of
Charles Van Doren. The concern with image mirrored in news programming decisions did not filter down to basic scheduling and production determinations. The number of Westerns did decline, but only
from oversaturation: the cowboy rode off into the sunset, to be replaced by the private eye. 82 No serious effort was made to revive forms
from the golden age or to reverse the trend to filmed, action-adventure
drama. The networks did not completely abandon artistic pretense ;
NBC continued to air "Hallmark Hall of Fame," for example, occasionally. But by 1960 most teleplays were adaptations of famous
novels and plays, not the original dramas of the old anthology programs. 83
Some critics simply could not reconcile themselves to what had
happened to television since 1957. Assessing the 1959-60 season, jack
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Gould of the Times regretted the standardization of the evening
schedule, on which regular weekly series had supplanted the unpredictable anthologies and "spectaculars." "Literally weeks may pass," he
wrote in June 1960, "without the occurrence of anything alittle
special or newsworthy in the prime time evening schedule." 84
Critics more frequently alluded not to the golden age but to the
mere absence of choice in the schedule. Sponsor in March 1960 considered the networks' claims of increased public affairs programming to be greatly exaggerated: "There's still more talk than action." 85
In July, Congressman Harris complained, "I don't see how three hours
of detective thrillers and westerns in an evening provide any program
balance." 86 Even advertisers confessed in aTV trade journal survey
that the medium still lacked diversity. 87 The quiz scandals, Gould
wrote in October 1960 had had scant effect: "The answer of TV to
the supposed crisis has been just business as usual. The volume of
tripe has grown." 88
The impression that nothing had changed on television unfairly
implied that the medium's policeman, the FCC, had no new sense of
direction under Ford. Yet the commission, with little fanfare, was
moving away from the relative lethargy of the Doerfer period. Tests
of pay TV systems, which the House had earlier insisted on delaying, quietly resumed." In September, the FCC eliminated thirty
minutes from evening network option time;Ford himself had favored
its abolition."
Ford's initiatives largely went unnoticed. A career civil servant, he
was not especially skilled at (or concerned about) self-promotion. Accordingly, many observers continued to regard the commission as a
scandal-infested place, leaderless and without purpose. One consumer
group representative described the FCC in November 1960 as "an
agency which has been moving slowly downhill ever since the
Rossevelt administration."' Although Ford remained on the commission after Kennedy's election, he was not retained as chairman.
Nothing better illustrated the FCC's still fallen state than the Landis Report of December 1960. Within days of his victory over Nixon,
Kennedy asked James M. Landis, one of the leading experts in administrative law, to prepare an analysis of the independent commissions. Once clerk to Justice Brandeis and aformer dean of Harvard
Law School, Landis had chaired the Securities and Exchange Commission under Roosevelt and the Civil Aeronautics Board under
Truman. In the 1950s, Landis worked as alegal and political adviser
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to the president-elect's father, amember of both Hoover commissions.
Landis's own representations before the FCC on behalf of pay TV
systems had made him an impassioned critic of the agencies. Accepting Kennedy's charge, Landis commented, "In asense, I've been working on this report all my life." 92
Landis quickly wrote areport that reiterated every harsh assessment made of the commissions during Eisenhower's presidency. Singling out the FCC for special condemnation, the dean castigated the
commission for failing to allocate UHF services effectively and engaging in ex parte contacts. "The Federal Communications Commission
presents asomewhat extraordinary spectacle," Landis wrote. "The
Commission has drifted, vacillated and stalled in almost every major area." 93
The TV problem might be resolved, Landis remarked soon after
his report's release, by restoring the standards of the Fly and Porter
years—through championing competition and minority rights. Increasing competition within broadcasting by "findling( an economic
viability for the UHF band" would allow for more stations and "improve the quality" of broadcasting. Nor should the agency ignore programming for minority audiences. Landis asked that the FCC review
more searchingly under the criteria of the 1946 Blue Book, license
renewal applications. Stations failing such public interest guidelines
should suffer. "If these licenses were originally granted to them upon
their representation of their proposed program content," he said, "their
ability to live up to these promises bears some relationship to their
privilege to keep afrequency." 94
By disregarding Ford's efforts to foster more competition and minority interest programming, Landis had essentially reinforced that perception of the commission that followed the ousters of Mack and Doerfer.
An enterprising Fortune writer, drawing on Landis's study (and Guys
and Dolls), referred to all of the commissions collectively as "the
oldest established mess in Washington." 95
Neither the commission nor the industry had, then, satisfied
everyone. Of course, given the snobbery of some toward mass culture,
this continued unhappiness should have been expected and dismissed. Yet this small band of viewers and critics had influence ;their attitudes had far greater weight than their numbers warranted. They
not only had become distressed about television but ardently believed that TV could be regulated—and the golden age brought back. The
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loss of balance or diversity in programming as they defined it spurred them and others to advocate regulation more visible, more
punishing than Frederick Ford's. His speeches and the industry's new
news programs and specials had not placated them.
Still, these viewers and journalists could have been ignored by the
industry but for the great unknown of the winter of 1960-61. TV's
Great Debates had helped to elect anew president with pleasant
memories of the golden age ;more than once after its passing, he had
called upon TV to improve itself. And he was expected to name a
new FCC chairman and commissioners lacking the quiet demeanor
of Ford and far removed from the yacht of George Storer. Broadcasting
might, after all, become atruly regulated industry.
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Chapter Four
"The Minow Show"
and the Promise of 1961

For the first time since the decline of TV's golden age and the quizshow scandals, the television industry had to deal with an Fœ
chaired by an articulate adversary, capable of garnering national
publicity. Kennedy's

FCC

chairman, Newton N. Minow, aroused in-

dustry and public opinion with aMay 1961 address that vigorously
criticized TV in amanner unprecedented for an FCC chairman. With
one cleverly phrased speech, Minow emerged as the symbol of all of
those who had so long been determined to reshape television.

From the beginning, the new administration showed unmistakable
signs of holding an unprecedented interest in

FCC

and television.

Presidential aides like Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., worried about TV's
role in the "quality" of life in America. To Schlesinger, the state had
inadequately attended to the promotion of high culture, a circumstance all the more alarming given the expansion of leisure time.
The new administration had to involve itself in the "quality" of
American mass culture. "Today," Schlesinger wrote in 1960, "we
stand at acritical point in our cultural history. For there hangs over
America in the mid-twentieth century a peculiar and ominous
threat—the threat of leisure. The imminence of this age of leisure
gives the question of how we propose to fill the vacant hours of our
lives ahigh place on our national agenda."
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The President himself rather incompletely shared Schlesinger's concern for culture. Although appalled by Eisenhower's pedestrian tastes,
Kennedy possessed amind more open to than full of high culture.
He enjoyed reading, especially nineteenth-century English history, as
well as contemporary novels and conventional poetry. But Schlesinger
confided to one journalist that the president thought attending concerts or exhibitions more as "something he ought to be doing." 2
Perhaps the most memorable example of the new president's symbolic commitment to culture came on the night of November 13,
1961. In honor of the governor of Puerto Rico, the Kennedys hosted
adinner for two hundred, including Nobel Prize winners from the
Western Hemisphere and twenty-one composers, orchestra conductors, and eminent musicians. Cellist Pablo Casals gave arare recital
after dinner in the Blue Room. Washington could not recall any
president—certainly not Eisenhower—who so self-consciously courted
great minds and great artists. Composer-dramatist Gian-Carlo Menotti
described the affair as "one of the most exciting evenings Ihave spent
in my thirty years in America." In culture, he added, "it is the first
time Americans have really shown they are above Europe."3
The public, of course, could not be there. Television, not aWhite
House banquet, served as the most convenient cultural outlet that
night. And in most American homes, the programming had been
determined by the three commercial networks, which collectively
offered four hours of action programs (two police dramas, one Western,
and acrime anthology, "Thriller") ;an hour and ahalf of adult drama,
one story set in ahospital, the other in asmall town ;two hours of
situation comedies;two quiz programs;and ahalf-hour children's program about ahorse ("National Velvet"). 4
Although Kennedy had other commitments that evening, he was
interested in television. The new president enjoyed good relations with
figures from the medium's golden age. Fred Coe, producer of dramatic
anthology programs, aided in preparing Kennedy campaign television
spots. Edward R. Murrow, the great martyr of the lost epoch, had interviewed Kennedy on the first "Person to Person" telecast and had
recommended him to narrate afilm at the 1956 Democratic National
Convention. The senator, in turn, protested CBS'S cancellation of
Murrow's "See It Now" program in July 1958. That year, Kennedy
had also publicly called for more public affairs telecasts, and otherwise had conveyed regret over the golden age's passing.5
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Yet Kennedy owed much politically to the "new" television.
Although the fates of Murrow and Coe upset him, the president-elect
was mindful of the networks' extensive coverage of his presidential
campaign. He recognized that his performance in the first of the television debates had given agreat boost to his chances of election. He
felt especially indebted to Frank Stanton, who had promoted the encounters and had taken the greatest pains in overseeing their production. To return the favor, Kennedy offered the CBS president the directorship of the U. S. Information Agency (UstA). Only after Stanton
declined did Kennedy follow his suggestion and call on Murrow to
be USIA director. 6 The manager had been asked before the martyr.
Kennedy hoped that Stanton and others would continue their expanded information programming. Public affairs programs, he said
in December 1960, "are the things that TV can do best." Extensive
news presentations, Kennedy stressed, would help to inform the public
about the need to win the cold war. At atime "when freedom is under
its greatest attack," the president in May 1961 asked broadcasters "to
tell our people of the perils and the challenges and the opportunities
that we face," helping "an informed citizenry to make the right
choices in response to danger."'
In addition to such early declarations, Kennedy committed himself
to the rehabilitation of the administrative agencies. He could hardly
claim unfamiliarity with their operations. His father had been the
first chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
head of the Maritime Commission. As asenator, Kennedy had closely studied the workings of the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
and had come to share the Democratic distaste for the conflict-ofinterest scandals commonplace under Eisenhower. In his acceptance
speech before the 1960 Democratic convention, Kennedy had attacked
the Fœ by alluding to the Doerfer and Mack scandals with the comment that "blight has descended on our regulatory agencies." 8
Kennedy intended to rebuild the agencies in three ways. The White
House would better direct and coordinate the policies of all of the
independent commissions. Legislation would be secured to strengthen
the commissions' administrative and adjudicatory mechanisms, seen
as weak, slow, and ineffective in the light of Representative Oren Harris's Legislative Oversight Committee hearing in 1958, 1959, and 1960.
Finally, the new president deliberately sought out younger, talented
people to chair the different agencies as he had done to fill cabinet
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and foreign service positions. Thus, the New Frontier's youthful vigor
would be infused into the heretofore ponderous and bland administrative agencies.°
Kennedy's search for able commission appointments mirrored a
larger liberal view of the independent panel. Much of the criticism
of the FCC and other regulatory agencies had revolved around the
matter of who served on the commission. As the agencies came under
increasing fire between 1957 and 1960, Bernard Schwartz, James
Landis, and other critics maintained that the caliber of Eisenhower's
commission appointments had been the greatest problem. That is,
had Eisenhower appointed abler individuals to the various agencies,
then much of the petty corruption and incompetency might not have
ensued.'°
To chair the FCC, Kennedy selected in January a young and
unknown law partner of Adlai Stevenson, Newton N. Minow." After
clerking for Chief Justice Fred Vinson in 1951-52, Minow had worked for Stevenson, then governor of Illinois. Although only twentysix, Minow had established himself quickly with the Stevenson staff;
he proved to be altogether devoted to Stevenson, without playing the
young sycophant, and displayed an unusually mature and toughminded approach to politics and policy. Indeed, during Stevenson's
presidential campaign in the fall of 1952, Minow stayed behind in
Springfield as the unofficial acting governor. After his defeat, Stevenson formed alaw firm with Minow and W. Willard Wirtz in Chicago.
There Minow came to know members of Chicago's liberal establishment, such as William Benton, publisher of the Encyclopedia
Britannica.' 2
Minow also cemented loyal ties to the Kennedy family. In 1955,
he met Joseph Kennedy, the family patriarch with substantial business
interests in Chicago, and R. Sargent Shriver, the future president's
brother-in-law, who oversaw them. Shriver became aclose friend and
introduced him to John Kennedy. During Stevenson's 1956 campaign,
Minow favored Kennedy for vice-president and befriended Robert Kennedy, the president's brother traveling on the Stevenson plane. In 1960,
Minow tried to persuade Stevenson to endorse Kennedy after the latter appeared to have the nomination sewed up. The Kennedy family
appreciated Minow's efforts. Right after the election, Shriver, one of
those handling patronage, approached Minow about joining the administration. Although Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago may have
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opposed rewarding Minow, who had not been especially loyal to the
Democratic machine, the Kennedy people—especially Bob Kennedy—
were determined to find aplace for the young Stevensonian.' 3
Minow, though reluctant to leave Chicago, indicated that there was
one position he would accept, one indeed he had long considered seeking: the chairmanship of the FCC. As amember of Stevenson's entourage, Minow had been one of the few close aides who had paid
heed to the role of television in the 1952 and 1956 presidential campaigns. In 1956, Minow had urged Stevenson to challenge Eisenhower
to televised debates and had helped to draft Stevenson's demand to
the FCC for equal time following Eisenhower's October Suez Crisis
address. Thereafter, Minow followed the FCC'S foibles, convinced that
as chairman, he could improve the public's estimation of the agency." And the prospect of overseeing television as FCC chairman
fascinated him.
Virtually from the medium's beginning, Minow had followed television regularly. His parents had been among the first in his native
Milwaukee to own aTV set. At his own home on Sunday afternoons,
social obligations notwithstanding, he insisted on watching "Omnibus," the Ford Foundation's educational series. In contrast, Stevenson, among others, simply did not share Minow's enthusiasm for TV.
Like many busy public figures, the governor had neither the time nor
the respect for television that his protégé did." Minow, though, had
regularly watched "See It Now." When Murrow used that program
to attack Senator Joseph McCarthy in March 1954, Minow wrote his
first TV fan letter. He was among those who saw Marty on "The
Philco-Goodyear Playhouse." During the televised Army-McCarthy
hearings of 1954, Minow took inordinately long lunches to watch the
proceedings. A non-drinker, he sat for hours in bars that had the
hearings on."
Minow not only had watched TV in the fifties but was among those
nostalgic about television's first decade. He closely followed the
criticisms of the medium offered by lack Gould of the New York
Times and Robert Lewis Shayon of the Saturday Review, celebrants
of TV's golden age that had been the victim of standardized, filmed,
action-adventure series. And Minow himself had most enjoyed those
early 1950s programs that had disappeared by the 1960-61 season. Soon
after becoming chairman, he told an aide that in his
opinion the quality of television had declined."
In seeking the FCC chairmanship, however, Minow possessed more
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zeal than experience. He had provided legal counsel for a Northwestern University classmate, Sander Vanocur of NBC News, and
Burr Tillstrom, who had created the widely praised early TV program
for children, "KuIda, Fran and 011ie." 18 Otherwise, Minow's qualifications for the position were meager. He had done little work in broadcast law and had never practiced before the FCC or any other administrative agency.
Nor did Minow appear to recognize how circumscribed his powers
as chairman would be. Breakfasting with Frank Stanton the day after
the inauguration, Minow unsettled the network official with his ambitious ideas for improving programming. Stanton sensed that Minow
scarcely understood what awaited him. 19 Minow told the Senate committee weighing his nomination in February that "I do think that the
Commission has arole in elevating and encouraging better programs,
and Iam determined to do something about it.""
Indeed, Minow's confirmation hearings before the Senate Commerce Committee in February 1961 only re-enforced the new chairman's missionary impulse. Republicans and Democrats, southerners
and northeasterners, all joined in admonishing Minow to do
something about television's "quality." No one on the panel discouraged the chairman from taking some sort of action on programming.
Senator Mike Monroney, aliberal, and Senator Strom Thurmond, a
conservative, asked that TV ratings be made more reliable. Chairman
John Pastore of Rhode Island led achorus complaining about the
overabundance and violence of TV Westerns. Monroney bemoaned
the passing of "The Voice of Firestone," long acongressional favorite.
For Minow, who shared these sentiments, the hearings proved to be
altogether amicable. The committee unanimously approved the
nominee. And Minow was left with the impression, he later recalled, that the senators "wanted the Fcc to be shaken up." 2'
In one sense, however, Minow posed no great threat to American
broadcasting. However unhappy with the golden age's passing, Minow
still enjoyed cordial ties to certain industry leaders. Blair Clark, aCBS
vice president, was aclose friend. 22 Robert Kintner, president of NBC
had many ties to Minow's mentor, Stevenson, his child's godfather. 23
Also, Minow had participated in his firm's work for RCA. Engaged
in acivil suit against Zenith, RCA had recruited Stevenson's firm in
1955 ;both Stevenson and Minow worked on the case. Curiously, the
name of this client, as opposed to Tillstrom or Vanocur, never came
up in the hearings.24
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The industry itself all but ignored Minow while busily hailing
voluntary changes in programming since the scandals of 1959.
Although most individual stations had taken few initiatives, trade
journals pointed to the increased network news coverage for the 1960
presidential election and miscellaneous cold war crises. The actor Yul
Brynner traveled around the world for CBS to report on the global
refugee problem ;Bob Hope hosted an NBC tribute to Will Rogers;and
in March 1961 ABC ran "Adventures on the New Frontier," a
documentary on the new Kennedy staff. Such fare counted as "public
service" programming. Under the headline "Network TV's Greatest
Season," Sponsor reported on May 8that "never before in history,
the webs feel, despite criticisms of 'low quality' programming, has
there been so much 'high quality' entertainment available to
any nation." 25
It was in this self-congratulatory mood that the National Association of Broadcasters invited Chairman Minow to address its 1961 national convention in Washington. There was little significance in
Minow's participation. FCC chairman always spoke to the NAB'S annual conclave, though Minow, ignorant of such tradition, had to ask
his predecessor for arecommendation regarding attending. 26
Minow had fairly modest intentions in mind. He wished to praise
broadcasters for their recent good deeds while admonishing them to
do better yet. The chairman recalled planning a"conciliatory speech,"
anticipating amild audience reaction. Then, too, Minow sought to
combat the public's ignorance of the commission and its powers. Early
1961 surveys revealed that just under 25 percent of the public
understood that by law, radio-TV frequencies belonged to the people. "I want to alert people to their rights," Minow remarked several
months after the talk. 27
Minow, two friends, and an assistant at the commission labored
over the speech for several months. John Bartlow Martin, aveteran
speech writer of the Stevenson campaign and fellow Chicagoan, and
Tedson J. Meyers, an aide to the chairman, drafted most of the address, though Stanley A. Frankel, vice president of McCall's Corporation, offered ideas as well. Meyers and Martin each wrote adraft, and
Meyers edited the two into one text. Then Minow revised Meyers's
revision, putting in some of his own phrases and restoring some of
Martin's. Meyers and the chairman's other aides, Henry Geller and
Joel Rosenbloom, unanimously recommended toning down the last
draft, but to no avail.28
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The final copy, then, owed most to Martin. With many liberals,
he had acquired very stem views about TV;Murrow's October 1958
attack on television partly inspired hirn 29 but so did his own observations about the medium. In Chicago, both he and Minow deliberately seated themselves all day and night before their TV sets ;they completed the exercise disgusted at the incessant advertisements, soap
operas, daytime quiz shows, Westerns, and other commercial fare.
The sheer lack of diversity especially dismayed Martin. "Publishers
still publish poetry," Martin wrote later. "But in the television industry, as awhole, such sentimentality is rare." 3°
Martin apparently modeled his draft after Stevenson's 1952 talk
before the American Legion convention, when the governor, after
saluting the group, courageously challenged its ostentatious
patriotism. 3'Minow's speech had the requisite Stevensonian selfdepreciation: "I was not picked for this job because Iregard myself
as the fastest draw on the New Frontier!' The opening also included
the trap of praise, in this instance, for programming of the better sort:
"When television is good," Minow said, "nothing—not the theater,
not the magazines or newspapers—nothing is better!' He recognized
broadcasting's economic basis, and disclaimed any radical notions:
"I believe in the free enterprise system." Minow went on to deny any
plans "to muzzle or censor broadcasting!' Then came the Martin blast:
Iinvite you to sit down in front of your television set
when your station goes on the air and stay there without a
book, magazine, newspaper, profit-and-loss sheet or rating
book to distract you—and keep your eyes glued to that set
until the station signs off. Ican assure that you will
observe avast wasteland ....a procession of game shows,
violence, audience participation shows, formula comedies
about totally unbelievable families, blood and thunder,
mayhem, violence, sadism, murder, Western bad men,
Western good men, private eyes, gangsters, more violence,
screaming, cajoling, and offending. And most of all,
boredom. True, you will see afew things you will enjoy.
But they will be very, very few. 32
That condemnation owed much to asense of television in decline.
Through various drafts, including the final one, Minow took some
pains to note the presence of good programs on the 1960-61 schedule.
Yet such efforts appeared forced. An April 28 version included alisting
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of various golden age programs, including "Playhouse 90," just cancelled by CBS. Then Minow was to note "some wonderfully entertaining" programs, except that phrase was followed by blank spaces,
as Martin and Minow apparently groped for current examples. Only
at the last moment did the chairman find ones. 33
Broadcasters, Minow maintained, simply must air more of these
types of programs. What television required and, indeed, constituted
Minow's definition of the public interest, "is balance." The public
interest "is made up of many interests," he said. "You must provide
awider range of choices, more diversity, more alternatives." 34
That cry for more types of programs formed the core of Minow's
talk. Partly because of its wide range and skillful wording many of
the chairman's adversaries misunderstood it to be still another
postwar indictment of popular culture. In fact, Minow was not assailing certain types of programs so much as he was condemning the
absence of other kinds of TV fare. Nowhere in the chairman's address
did he argue that "Omnibus" was preferable to "Mr. Lucky" or
"Wagon Train." In that regard, he was not so much Matthew Arnold
as Arnold's nemesis, John Stuart Mill. Minow "probably does not expect the sudden abandonment of 'adult' westerns and the substitution of adiet of Ibsen and long-hair music," the Chicago Daily News
observed. Rather, the chairman was decrying the absence of choice,
that Hedda Gabler and Mahler were not available at al1. 35 The terrain of television programming was not just awasteland, but a"vast"
one. Its gardens and fertile valleys had died out. Where in evening
prime time were the oases? "The word for success," aWilmington
paper noted, "is lbalance." 136
"Balanced" programming appeared all the more vital aregulatory
issue given the warlike assumptions of the young administration. Like
Murrow in his October 1958 speech and Kennedy in appearances
before publishers and broadcasters in April and May 1961, Minow
freely used acrisis rhetoric inspired by the cold war. He went out
of his way to forgive the industry for the quiz-show scandals of 1959,
episodes he might have evoked to good effect. Instead, Minow asked
that broadcasters and regulators not "continue to wrangle over the
problems of payola, rigged quiz shows, and other mistakes of the past,"
but cooperate. "We live together in perilous, uncertain times," he explained. "We must not waste much time now by rehashing the clichés
of past controversy." With "Laos and the Congo aflame ... Communist tyranny on our Caribbean doorstep," Minow said, Americans
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lived "in atime of peril and opportunity." For broadcasters, that meant
the "the old, complacent, unbalanced fare of action-adventure and
situation comedies is simply not good enough." 37
To bring more balance, Minow offered the decidedly capitalist cure
of more competition. "Most of television's problems," he said, "stem
from laj lack of competition." There were not enough stations to allow
diversity ;those facilities that did operate felt bound to seek amass
audience. To provide Americans with additional channels, Minow
pledged to resolve the UHF Crisis; most viewers lacked access to the
channels in the upper spectrum. Here Minow restated an argument
from the 1950s. More stations would create "a much wider range of
programs," he said. "Programs with amass-market appeal required
by mass-product advertisers certainly will still be available. But other
[new' stations will recognize the need to appeal to more limited
markets and to special tastes." 38
Another of the new FCC chairman's solutions to the TV problem
stung his audience. With Churchillian embellishment, Minow warned, "I did not come to Washington to idly observe the squandering
of the public's airwaves," and asserted, "never have so few owed so
much to so many. ...the people own the air. They own it as much
in evening prime time as they do at 6o'clock Sunday morning. For
every hour that the people give you, you owe them something." Under
his regime, the renewal of licenses would be reviewed with far greater
care, with an eye to balance and, possibly, with local public hearings
on the responsibilities of stations. "I understand that many people
feel that in the past licenses were often renewed pro forma," he noted.
"I say to you now: renewal will not be pro forma in the future. There
is nothing permanent or sacred about abroadcast license." 38
On what it dubbed "Black Tuesday," Broadcasting reported
generous applause for the chairman's introduction and sparse clapping at his speech's conclusion. Some managers and owners praised
Minow for his eloquence and bravery. Others compared the address
to Chairman Fly's likening of the NAB to adead mackerel in 1941
or the release of the Blue Book in 1946. 4°One operator referred to
a"sneaky kind of censorship we can't fight," while another objected
to Minow's use of the first person pronoun "I" as "an indication of
his authoritarian thinking." 41 Trade publications speculated that the
market value of stations would soon drop, that the chairman really
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intended to use the Fcc as aspringboard to the White House. Le Roy
Collins, president of the NAB, wrote Minow, "It would be an
understatement indeed to say that your remarks to the NAB convention were sensational!" 42
The leadership of NBC and CBS had surprisingly little to say. Robert
Samoff, board chairman of NBC, and William Paley, his CBS counterpart, offered no comment. Frank Stanton, CBS president, privately
pondered Minow's reference to license renewal. Stanton thought the
chairman had inadequately emphasized broadcasting's selfimprovement from the depths of 1959. "That speech could have been
written two or three years earlier and been more valid," Stanton
remembered. "I didn't think he was justified in some of the things
he said as far as CBS was concerned." 43
Unlike their rivals at CBS and NBC, ABC'S chairman and president
complimented Minow on his address, but the third network's own
interests came shining through. It had the fewest number of basic
or "primary" affiliate stations and stood to gain most if Minow could
provide more channels in those markets where ABC needed access.
"I was not shocked by the speech," Oliver Treyz, president of ABC,
commented. "We welcome more competition on TV, as Mr. Minow
suggested it." He added. "We, like him, represent the New Frontier
in TV." Chairman Leonard Goldenson described Minow's speech as
"very courageous" and argued that "the greater the competition, the
greater TV will be." The ABC chairman hoped, of course, that in the
wake of Minow's address, "the FCC will speed up the granting of additional TV channels in one or two-channel markets," to most of
which ABC lacked access, "to foster this increased competition." 44
Most industry leaders dreaded both Minow's debut and the new
administration's seeming embrace of the chairman's position.
Although no one at the White House cleared the speech, Schlesinger
had worked on an early draft. Even before the address, Minow was
impressing other White House staff members. Frederick G. Dutton,
helping to oversee the FCC, wrote on April 13 that "Minnow [sic] is
developing into probably the most alert and politically effective of
our Commissioners." 45 In the wake of the NAB talk, Minow received private support from the president, who, encountering the chairman at asocial function soon thereafter, warmly approved his work.
The president's father had already called Minow to offer his congratulations and support. 46
Still, the greatest praise for Minow came from outside of
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government: TV critics in newspapers and magazines, unhappy
viewers, and the disenchanted workers in the industry itself. Edward
P. Morgan of ABC News termed Minow's talk "the best speech of its
kind ever read. Icouldn't begin to do it justice." 47 An executive producer for the TV film division of Allied Artists, lack L. Copeland,
similarly hailed Minow's effort. Sponsors, agencies, and network executives, Copeland wrote, "have the habit of thinking in terribly
mediocre terms." He was sure that "the only thing which will shock
these people into assuming aresponsible attitude is the loud, persistent and undying criticism of people like yourself." 48 The creator of
the "Dobie Gillis" situation comedy, Max Shulman, praised Minow,
and "as atoiler in the television waste land," urged the chairman
to compel all of the networks to air more news and public affairs programs and simultaneously." 49
The most favorable response to Minow's NAB address came from
TV's newspaper columnists. Initially, many major newspapers buried
or abbreviated reports of Minow's speech." There were exceptions.
The Washington Post, the Detroit Free Press, the New York Times
and the New York Herald Tribune gave Minow's talk front-page treatment. The regular TV critics of the Times and the Post, Jack Gould
and Lawrence Laurent, respectively, provided first-day analyses. Gould
called Minow's attack "the most withering, complete and searching
ever to emanate from ahead of aregulatory agency." 8'Several days
later, on May II, Del Carnes, TV critic for the Denver Post, adaily
that had originally given little space to the May 9controversy, virtually repeated Gould. 52 Cecil Smith of the Los Angeles Times caught
up the following day with the inevitable reference to Minow as "a
big fish." 83 For the Toledo Blade, an enterprising critic outdid all by
taking up Minow's charge and sitting before his TV set watching intently for nineteen hours straight to confirm the chairman's observations. 84
Syndicated columnists joined in as TV, for the first time since the
quiz-show scandals, became the subject of alarger, political opinion
leadership. Cartoonist Herbert Block of the Washington Post paid
Minow the ultimate tribute of afavorable cartoon, one in which
everything about TV regulation could be defined by the good and evil
dichotomy of abad Western. 58 Others extravagantly praised Minow.
Columnist Doris Fleeson remarked on May II that "official
Washington, not to mention the TV industry, is only slightly less interested in Minow than in the astronauts, with the honors for nerve
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Cartoonist John Fischetti's response to Minow's NAB speech.
Done for the Newspaper Enterprise Association, the cartoon appeared in many smaller dailies and weeklies. Reprinted by permission of Newspaper Enterprise Association.
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being distributed more or less evenly." 56 Eleanor Roosevelt wrote in
her column that the FCC enjoyed new life and as for TV itself, "It
certainly looks as though we're going to have to limit our westems." 57
Other sources informed an even broader public of Minow and his
speech. Whether as aresult of the coverage of certain newspapers,
or their editors' own intuition, such national weeklies as Life, U. S.
News and World Report, Time, and Newsweek did features on the
new FCC chief. TV Guide had run an open letter to the TV viewer
by Minow the week prior to his talk. All of this exposure, as well
as subsequent appearances on national television interview programs, 58 secured Minow an audience unusually large for the chairman of an independent agency.
Some five thousand people wrote Minow in response to his May
8address. And even Broadcasting grudgingly acknowledged that most
were thoughtful criticisms of the medium: "Few were of the crack
pot nature." 58 People wrote disclaiming ever having written to a
government agency official before;most of them-2,049 of the first
2,542—overwhelmingly endorsed the chairman's sentiments. 6°Many
clipped their weekly or daily TV schedule to bolster the chairman's
major point about the lack of balanced programming. "If only we could
have freedom of choice on T.V. during prime evening time," aLong
Island man wrote on May 13. "Let the cowboy and adventure programs remain, but not on every channel at the same time." A California college student simply cried, "I'm sick of the cow country." 61
Most of those responding to Minow's remarks offered, like the chairman, broad criticisms of the medium rather than specific charges
against stations, networks, or particular programs. A few simply
thanked Minow, since they were contemplating the purchase of their
first TV set. 62 Others worried about TV's effects on children. "They
tell me TV is agood baby-sitter," an Oregon housewife wrote. "I would
just as soon hire Al Capone to babysit." 63
The response to Minow's talk showed that some people had not
been placated by the industry's own efforts at regulation. Many expressed dissatisfaction with the "sweeping reforms," as one commented, which had been supposed to follow the 1959 scandals. "Instead," aManhattan woman wrote, "incredible as it seems, television programming became increasingly violent and tasteless. The network people simply gave lip service to Washington then went ahead
even more irresponsibly. Pi64
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Now television faced an FCC chairman willing to join if not lead
the ranks of those disturbed by what Walter Lippmann had dubbed,
"the TV problem." For so many years, those fighting for the medium's
uplift had numbered some congressmen, agreat many newspaper
critics, and in 1959, afew individual industry leaders. To them, broadcast regulation had languished during the Eisenhower years. Kennedy's
new Fœ chairman, however, forcefully indicated that the commission would act, do things in the "public interest" to transform
television.
With Minow's arrival, those despairing over the FCC had cause for
exhilaration. Minow's address "comes like awave of fresh air across
ahot and burning desert," wrote Clarence Dill, one of the authors
of the Radio and Communications Acts. "I had about given up hope
of seeing any refonn."65 The Senate majority whip, Hubert Humphrey,
commented to the new chairman, "This is what Ihave been waiting
to hear for years and years ....It is about time these boys began to
realize television licenses are apublic trust and not alicense to
steal." 66 Such public interest associations as the ACLU, the ParentTeacher Association (PTA), and the American Association of University Women (AAuw) shared Humphrey's delight. "Minow's forthright
utterances," observed aMilwaukee newspaper columnist, "have made
him [the] new champion of parent-teacher and other civic and improvement groups who are now sending their complaints to the FCC
chairman instead of to their congressman." 67 For the weary critic it
had been along wait, and now it was time for celebration. Doris
Fleeson wrote of "the possibly dreamy idealists who really want the
regulatory agencies to perform the functions assigned to them (whol
are toasting Chairman Minow." 68
This optimism was to be sorely tested. The NAB speech set off a
vigorous debate with the industry over broadcast regulation. Even winning that duel, Minow had to transform his ideas into administrative
policy in order to contend successfully with fellow commissioners
and acommission bureaucracy that had more often resisted being
an agency of decisive change. Congress, too, might balk at an expansive FCC. Finally, Minow had to determine the true depth of public
support for his vision of broadcasting.
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Chapter Five
Reaction and Realities,
1961-1962

Minow's admirers proved to be of little help in the months immediately following his "vast wasteland" address. He had to reckon with indifferent colleagues and an unsympathetic Congress. Struggling to
maintain momentum by still more spirited speech-making, he only
encouraged charges of censorship. These he deeply resented, enough
to lead him to redefine and narrow his solutions to the TV problem.
In the process, he became less apublic leader and more acloistered
bureaucrat. And at least one experienced overseer of the FCC, Chairman Oren Harris of the House Commerce Committee, foresaw
Minow's transformation. To anervous home town broadcaster, Harris wrote several days after Minow's speech, "Of course he will not
be able to accomplish anything like the proposals he espoused."
The first test of congressional sentiment closely followed Minow's
May 9 talk as Congress weighed the administration's proposed
reorganization of the FCC and six other regulatory agencies. 2 The
president's special assistant for the regulatory agencies, lames M. Landis, drafted each of the reorganization plans, which Kennedy announced in April. Under the Executive Reorganization Act of 1949. Congress had sixty days to consider the orders, which would take effect
if neither chamber vetoed them.
Landis sought to unravel the procedural maze that Congress had
imposed on FCC proceedings under the 1946 Administrative Procedure Act and the 1952 McFarland amendments to the Communica-
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tions Act. Awish to model commission adjudicatory proceedings after
the courts, reflected in the 1946 and 1952 legislation, had fragmented
the agencies and had been asource of frustration for Minow's usually hapless predecessors. 3Under Landis's plan, the provisions in those
statutes requiring formal commission hearings would be modified,
with the chairman rather than the petitioner setting priorities. Thus,
to borrow on Minow's own example, the chairman would decide, not
ashrimp boat operator, whether all seven commissioners needed to
gather to hear the operator's plea for aradio license.°
After the "vast wasteland" address, however, reorganization of the
Fcc became areferendum not on administrative efficiency but on
Minow's well-publicized intentions. No other agency's reconstitution
snared so much attention nor engendered so much opposition. The
lopsided defeat which followed was immediately regarded as arebuke
of Minow. One critic termed it "the saddest news of the television
season."
Yet even before Minow spoke to the National Association of Broadcasters, the FCC plan (number two of the seven) appeared to be in
trouble. In fact, there was little enthusiasm on the Hill for any of
the seven plans. Nor did recent history give grounds for optimism.
Since the New Deal, Congress had been preoccupied with the rights
of constituents affected by the regulatory process. Moreover, many
congressmen expected the agencies to be free of executive dictation
while subservient to congressional sway. At the inauguration, Speaker
of the House Sam Rayburn sternly warned Minow, "Don't ever forget
that you're an arm of Congress." 6
Landis's conduct prior to the submission of the FCC plan reinforced this congressional jealousy. In his report to Kennedy in December
1960 on the regulatory agencies, Landis had spoken of the need for
greater executive guidance of the independent commissions. To Landis, amajor problem of the agencies under Eisenhower had been their
lack of direction, an unwillingness or inability to plan and coordinate
their activities with other areas of the government. "I believe in executive overall leadership," Landis said. "I don't know where it will
come from unless it comes from the executive." 7Such opinions evoked memories of Eisenhower's chief aide, Sherman Adams, and his penchant for interfering with commission decision-making. These fears
grew as the White House asked each regulatory agency chairman to
submit monthly reports on his agency's activities?'
With extraordinary insensitivity to congressional prerogatives,
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Landis angered House Democratic leaders. The Republicans stood
solidly against the reforms, yet because the Democrats had healthy
majorities in both chambers, cor' forensics mattered little if Speaker
Sam Raybum and House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris acquiesced to Landis's proposals. 9 But neither did.
On May 19, Harris testified against the Landis plan. Although he
had agreed to Landis's investigation of the commissions in December,
relations between the two men became sorely strained in the administration's first months. Landis drafted his plans without consulting with Harris, and Harris appeared bothered by agency "independence" in Kennedy administration. When aWhite House aide
demanded monthly reports from commission chairmen, evoking the
impression of executive management of the fourth branch, Harris
irately issued the same request. Finally, Harris had ahigh regard for
the very procedures Landis sought to eliminate.")
Rayburn abandoned the administration in lune. The Speaker's
nephew, Robert T. Bartley, had been acommissioner since 1952 and
with most of his colleagues resented investing his chairman with new
authority. And, Bartley argued, the Landis Plan would transform the
FCC into an executive department. No longer, then, would the FCC
be an "arm" of Congress. Given his affection for Bartley and proprietary interpretation of the administrative agency, Raybum soon
stood against plan number two. It marked his first break with the
young administration he had been laboring for and one of the few
times he offered his own opinion on the floor."
Most of Minow's fellow commissioners joined Bartley in speaking
against all or most of the plan. Ford had objected to Landis's December
1960 report on the commission and secretly provided Harris with a
forty-page memorandum outlining his reservations about plan number
two. The former chairman testified vigorously against the scheme
in public and executive hearings. The reorganization plan, Ford concluded, would adversely affect the status of the other commissioners.
With his increased powers, the chairman could in assigning work
reward or punish commissioners for their opinions.' 2
Ford's colleagues, fearful that, as he put it, Minow might order them
to Alaska on the day of acritical commission vote, likewise spoke
against the plan. Minow's ambitious and well-publicized goals caused some to worry that he might be tempted to play the autocrat. "The
FCC plan doesn't shift any more power to the chairman than do the
SEC, CAB, or Frc plans," Commissioner Rosel Hyde said. "But
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none of the other chairmen have indicated awillingness to use that
power quite so dramatically as has Mr. Minow." Only two commissioners, John Cross and T. A. M. Craven, gave the plan even tepid
endorsement.' 3
They did not need to worry. On June 15 the House vetoed plan
number two in a323-to-77 roll-call vote. The plan's supporters were
younger, liberal Democrats from the East and West coasts. Most of
their colleagues from outside the Confederacy as well as nearly all
southern Democrats joined every Republican colleague in lining up
against the measure. Although two of the president's other regulatory
agency reform plans also suffered rejection, none did by quite so lopsided amargin. The vote was commonly seen as the administration's
first significant legislative defeat and arebuke to Minow for his NAB
discourse. '
4
What had gone wrong? Why had Minow, having earned public favor
so unprecedented for an Fœ chairman, suffered such ahumiliation?
Much of the blame had to be placed on the White House staff, whose
members had offended people like Ford, Rayburn, and Harris. Ailing,
Landis had often acted undiplomatically and irrationally.'s Moreover,
as in amending the Communications Act after the quiz-show scandals, Congress had indicated an unwillingness to invest the FCC with
much authority. Whatever the perception of the TV "problem" by
Minow's friends and new-found allies, Congress did not believe its
solution necessitated astrengthening of the chairman's powers.
Congress remained outwardly far more concerned about the
slightest possibility of arbitrary broadcast regulation. Congressman
James Wright, amoderate Democrat of Texas, voted against plan
number two without denying the merits of Minow's NAB speech.
Congress's action, he wrote his constituents, "reflects ahealthy concern against centralization of power in the sensitive field of television and radio broadcasting!' Minow himself posed no danger, he explained. "Still, because of the latent although wholly unexercised
power inherent in the Commission's right to revoke licenses ..., Congress instinctively and rightly reacts with extreme caution against
anything which even remotely smacks of increased power which
could conceivably result in even the subtlest censorship." 6 Although
he praised Minow, Wright worried about potential abuses. He and
other critics of plan number two asked what adifferent FCC chairman
might do with excessive authority. Broadcasters had to be protected
against aMinow successor disrespectful of freedom of expression.''
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Many observers held that the broadcasting industry's lobbying—
intensified by Minow's talk—killed plan number two. "The actual
murderer of the proposal is the TV industry," Newsday claimed.' 8
Other sources restated this melodramatic thesis of conspiracy. A
California columnist wrote of America's "three superpowerful lobbies": the United States Bank in the age of Jackson, the Power Trust
during the New Deal, and for Kennedy, "the Radio-Television lobby,
whose tentacles reach into every city, town and hamlet in the country, successfully frustrating Minow and FCC reform." 9
Indeed, the trade had little difficulty commanding attention on the
Hill. Worried station managers in particular could exercise asubtle
pressure. Radio and television outlets, each with the enormous power
to report—or ignore—the activities of the congressman, dotted each
district. Only in the most densely populated urban districts, served
by so many stations that individual operators could be snubbed, did
broadcasters apparently have little leverage." About 3percent of the
legislators, including, briefly, Oren Harris, actually held afinancial
interest in stations, 2'and an unspecified number owned stock in a
broadcast-related industry. 22 Many more had good friends in broadcasting, whose interests they naturally sought to guard. 23 Frank Stanton was regularly approached by congressmen seeking CBS affiliations
for constituents, and asenior Republican on the House Commerce
Committee personally interceded to secure an ABC contract for astation in his district. 24 A disheartened Minow muttered in July, "I have
no illusions about the influence the industry wields in this town. 25
Industry lobbying played arole in the dimensions of the commission's defeat if only because of the absence of other forms of persuasion. In seeking to reform administrative agencies, the Kennedy administration discovered what Presidents Roosevelt and Truman had
unhappily found: the public, or much of it, took absolutely no interest
in areorganization battle. 26 In the absence of much organized constituent involvement, congressmen were more likely to accept the
entreaties of local station managers who had been helpful in reelection campaigns. 27
That summer, Minow salvaged some of the reorganization proposal.
After berating White House assistants for their clumsy efforts on plan
number two, Minow took it upon himself to fashion abill with Oren
Harris and which both Houses approved in August. 28 The measure
repealed several of the 1952 McFarland amendments and modified
some provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act that had
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fragmented the FCC staff organization. "We are now consulting with
the Chief Engineer and General Counsel on matters where we were
cut off from their expert judgments before," Minow wrote Senator
Pastore after the Harris bill became law. "Our Hearings Examiners
now can discuss matters of law with each other." The final bill also
allowed certain cases to be decided by staff as opposed to the full commission. But it did not grant Minow rights over other commissioners,
which the chairman could have used to gain power and authority."
The Administrative Procedure Act still provided that Minow and
the other commissioners attend to many of those petitioning for
redress. "Until we get beyond the day-to-day administrative problems," Minow warned, "there won't be much time for contemplation." One Wednesday, he noted, "we voted 100 times.... We vote
thousands of times each week on the most trivial matters." 3°That
emphasis on each case left Minow and his colleagues with little time
to weigh the larger question of the TV problem. "Our greatest hope,"
Minow cracked in December, "is that Russia will adopt the Administrative Procedure Act." 3'
The defeat of plan number two foreshadowed Minow's difficulties
with his fellow commissioners. On the one hand, nearly all of the
commissioners liked their new chief;pleasure rather than jealousy
greeted the attention Minow (and the commission) received because
of his NAB speech. 32 But few if any of Minow's brethren, as he liked
to call them, shared many of his notions about TV or the role of the
FCC. Four of his six colleagues had openly parted with Minow on the
Landis proposal. And, though Minow enjoyed a four-to-three
Democratic majority on the panel, partisan affiliation did not predict
identification with his regulatory philosophy. 33
Even in viewing habits, Minow stood apart. In the 1950s, while
Minow had watched "Omnibus" and "Studio One," Ford viewed
"77 Sunset Strip" and Westerns (like Eisenhower, Ford read Western novels avidly). Robert E. Lee, too, liked horse operas; he told
Television Digest in mid-1959, "I'm not very eggheady." John Cross
and Robert Bartley spoke only of sports programming, while T. A. M.
Craven, another sports enthusiast, went further than Lee in his
sentiments toward "serious" programming: "I'll tell you what Idon't
like—opera and discussion programs with a bunch of longhairs
all talking at the same time about something they don't know
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anything about." 34
There were other sharper contrasts between Minow and his colleagues, especially the Republicans. As chairman, Ford had in many
ways tried out for the regulatory role Minow started playing in May.
But Ford would not go so far as the regulation of progranuning. 35 Nor
would Rosel Hyde, another Republican. Hyde offered experience stretching back to his days with the FRC, when he served as astaff lawyer.
A commissioner since 1944, Hyde had been chairman for one year,
1953-54, under Eisenhower. Although more than willing to advise
Minow on procedure, he held an even more constricted view of the
FCC's role in policing television than Ford. Hyde objected to the spontaneous wave of support for Minow's NAB address. In July he told
Idaho broadcasters, "It is unfortunate that the public is being led to
look to the FCC for fulfillment of its program interest." 36
Robert E. Lee, the third Republican, hailed like Minow from
Chicago. A former aide to FBI director J. Edgar Hoover and congressional Republicans, Lee had been closely connected to Senator Joseph
R. McCarthy of Wisconsin. In drafting his notorious Wheeling, West
Virginia, speech of February 1950, McCarthy had relied—carelessly—
on aconfidential report Lee had written earlier for acongressional
committee. The two Irish Catholics became close friends. Lee's wife
campaigned for the Senator's allies in Maryland and served as matron
of honor at McCarthy's 1953 wedding. Lee himself helped to arrange
the ceremony. 37
As amember of the FCC since 1953, however, Lee, like Ford, proved no Old Guardsman. He had occasionally nettled segments of the
broadcasting trade. With Hyde and Ford, Lee had differed with Doerfer
and his ilk in the late 1950s by seeking some forceful means of
strengthening UHF telecasting. Lee had by then separated himself
from well nigh all his brethren, to say nothing of Republican
regulatory principles, by advocating limits to the amount of time TV
and radio stations sold to advertisers. Commissioner Lee "remains
an enigma to friends and foes alike," atrade journal had remarked
in 1959. "His record has been aseries of self-contradictions." 38
The three Democratic commissioners proved to be only slightly
more predictable. Craven, an engineer, had been acommissioner from
1937 to 1944, when Fly arranged his ouster partly because of his conservative views. Reappointed in 1956, Craven well fitted the
Eisenhower regulatory equilibrium. He took no unusual stances.
However, like Hyde, Craven did offer experience to Minow, in this
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case, technical expertise. 39 Bartley, like Lee, held acontradictory set
of positions. His background projected adualism: by upbringing he
was amild Texas Populist, yet he had also labored as abroadcast lobbyist for the Yankee network, aregional radio chain, between 1939
and 1949. Bartley had an aversion for national networks, but ahealthy
regard for the rights of individual licensees, which Minow wanted
to scrutinize. 40 Similarly unreliable was John Cross, dubbed "Oren
Harris's boy" by one wag. Cross often voted against Minow and rarely kept up with the workload.°'
As abody, Minow's colleagues exhibited adeadening caution. They
were not the corrupt or kept men of legend. Those fitting that
stereotype of regulators as captives of the industry—John Doerfer and
Richard Mack—had disgraced themselves off the panel. The remaining commissioners deferred not to the captains of the industry they
oversaw but to abureaucratic tradition of the 1950s, atendency
toward circumspection. Four of the six began their service in the fifties. Only Hyde and Craven had any recollection of the agency during the late New Deal "activist" period, from which both stood aside.
The others, whether Democrat or Republican, were used to construing the commission's role in the narrowest manlier."
The extent to which Minow was outnumbered by conservative
regulators could be seen in key commission actions early in his chairmanship. The TV market in Rochester, New York, consisted of two
VHF and three UHF assignments. With UHF still the poor relation,
viewers in the Rochester area and ABC sought athird VHF service.
Rochester's two VHF channels carried cas and NBC fare, leaving AK
with the problem of access to the country's forty-ninth largest TV
market. The Joint Committee for Educational Television (IcET) also
wanted aVHF channel for Rochester. On July 27, 1961, the commission met, assigned a third VI-EF to Rochester, and elected not to
reserve it for educational use. Despite the pleas of JcEr and afew
viewers versed in administrative procedure, the commission did not
even hold hearings on the question. The American Broadcasting Company now had aprimary VHF affiliate in George Eastman's town.
Minow alone dissented."
In February 1962 came another instance, not quite so striking, of
Minow's isolation. Westinghouse Electric Company owned TV stations in such major markets as Cleveland and Pittsburgh, operated
by asubsidiary, Westinghouse Broadcasting Company (wac). A year
earlier, the Justice Department had successfully prosecuted Westing-
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house on nineteen counts of price fixing and antitrust law violation.
The Communications Act empowered the FCC to move against
licensees tied to such practices. Minow accordingly wanted to chasten
WBC. He proposed that the Westinghouse licenses up for renewal be
extended for one year rather than the usual three years. Such amove,
though not nearly so dreaded as revocation, nevertheless constituted
alegal expense and administrative burden for stations and station
chains.
Minow insisted that WBC be punished for its parent firm's transgressions, even though WBC had an unusually good record in public
affairs programming and was led by Donald McGannon, agood
Democrat and reform leader of the NAB. This time, Ford joined
Minow in support of aone-year renewal. Bartley dissented because
of the absence of evidentiary hearings. The other four commissioners,
Hyde, Lee, Cross and Craven, voted to renew for three years."
As in the Rochester case, the anti-Minow philosophy held sway.
The majority preferred the reality of commercial service to the
possibilities of adifferent course.
Thus, for Minow, one serious frustration was collegial. Kennedy
could not remove acommissioner. And until the president named
his own commissioners at the expiration of each one's term, initiatives
Minow took would be at best limited in scope. Cross's term was due
to end on June 30, 1962, but the Arkansawyer had married aformer
House chairman's daughter and had powerful allies on his home
state's delegation. He could count on the support of not only Harris
but both of Arkansas's senators, McClellan and Fulbright, who chaired
the important Government Operations and Foreign Relations committees." Craven turned seventy in January 1963, and could be forced out;two other seats remained Eisenhower's legacy until 1964 and
1966.
While waiting for new and sympathetic colleagues, Minow returned
to the rostrum. Unable to institute reforms, he could still speak out,
urging stations and networks to improve programming. Who would
object to his ministerial pleas? Norris Cotton, who like most congressional figures dreaded the slightest hint of censorship, told acorrespondent that Minow's "best course seems to be one of encouraging the industry to police itself with the aid of an informed public." 47
Yet speech-making had its perils. Many in and outside the trade
were unaccustomed to an FCC chairman commenting on program-
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ming. The critics of scheduling practices in the 1950s did not include
FCC chairmen, only afew congressmen and many television critics.
Now came acritic with official status, which prompted the question.
Is Minow to be the censor?
Some had praised him in May, but others—defining freedom of
speech most broadly—regarded his NAB debut with alarm. The Wall
Street Journal found "grave implications in Mr. Minow's (NAB]
speech."'" David Lawrence, awidely syndicated conservative columnist and editor of U.S. News and World Report, launched avirtual
one-man crusade against Minow and his attempts to" 'take over' the
radio and television stations of the country, and make them obey the
Government's dictations." 49 Governor lack R. Gage, Republican of
Wyoming, complained in June of the "pseudo-police tactics" of the
FCC under Minow. 5°Another station operator spoke of Minow's intentions as "the very essence of censorship."' The Chicago Tribune,
Minow moaned, had dubbed him "the cultural Khrushchev." 52
In his NAB talk, Minow had attempted to forestall such charges by
declaring his aversion to censoring specific programs. The chairman
had asked only that stations present more types of programming in
the public interest and had suggested that during his chairmanship
the FCC would expect such behavior from stations. For years the commission had asked that licensees pledge to air some measure of public
service programming. Minow simply proposed to review licensee's
pledges more carefully and revoke the franchises of those failing to
fulfill the promises made.
Many remained unpersuaded. Bill Monroe, aNew Orleans broadcaster, dismissed any FCC role in the name of "balance," which, he
argued, "represents, if not censorship in the usual sense, at least a
step toward censorship. There is no clear-cut difference between
government control of specific programs and government control of
what over-all types of programs can be scheduled." Carried to another
medium, "the government might just as well suggest that newspapers
be required to carry acertain proportion of actual news material." 53
At abroadcast regulation forum at Northwestern University in
August, Minow's defense of the FCC's programming role came under
greater attack. W. Theodore Pierson, aprominent Washington communications lawyer, accused Minow of being unable to reconcile his
aversion for censorship with his quest for balance. Pierson dismissed the criterion of diversity as beyond definition, away of foisting
unpopular religious or educational fare on the viewer. He added,
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"The balanced programming guideline is but an instrument of conformity and censorship." More damningly, he accused Minow of advocating "prior restraint" by threatening broadcasters with
nonrenewal if they did not agree to his definitions of diversity in submitting to the FCC—as all did—their future program schedules.s°
Such charges appeared all the more serious when echoed in
Evanston by Professor Louis L. Jaffe of Harvard Law School. With his
old mentors, Landis and Frankfurter, Jaffe ranked as one of the nation's leading authorities in administrative law. Highly critical of the
FCC under Eisenhower, Jaffe shared many of Minow's goals for television. Yet, he berated the chairman for dangling revocation before
operators failing to promise to schedule certain categories of programs.
"you can't censor anything regardless of whether it's aprivilege (use
of the radio spectrum' or it's before or after!" 55
Soon after the Evanston meeting, even friends deserted the chairman over the censorship issue. Janet Kern, TV critic for the Chicago
American and aMinow supporter in the spring, wrote aseries of columns sympathetic to the contentions of Jaffe and Pierson. "Few of
us would—or do—disagree, as private citizens, that TV oftimes
resembles that 'vast wasteland,'" Kern wrote. But apowerful FCC
bothered Kern. "Whatever precedent you might establish," she wrote
Minow, "remains for any of your successors to use for even the most
nefarious of ends.""
That argument frustrated Minow. The chairman considered his civil
liberties record spotless ;he had long belonged to the American Civil
Liberties Union, which had warmly embraced his program." Minow's
law firm had represented the publisher of D. H. Lawrence's Lady
Chatterly's Lover against Eisenhower's postmaster general, who had
refused to deliver copies of the novel." Responding to Jaffe's remarks
at Evanston, the chairman had trouble controlling his temper. Jack
Gould, who attended the conference, observed that "Minow's display
of sensitivity" to what the critic deemed "a little criticism, immediately caused the industry to raise an eyebrow.""
"Those broadcasters," the chairman complained, "who would
clothe themselves with the arguments of John Milton should also be
prepared to serve the public interest."" To those like Jaffe, fearful
of an expansive FCC, Minow pointed out that the courts would protect the broadcasters' liberties. He wrote Kern, "You know me. Iwould
hope you agree that Iam as opposed to censorship as any broadcaster
and as long as Ihave anything to do about it, there will be no
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censorship by the Fcc." 6i
Nevertheless, after the Evanston conference, Minow labored to
elude the allegation of censorship. Asked to recommend a CBS
children's television program soon after the Northwestern meeting,
Minow declined. In aletter to acm executive he wrote, "Unfortunately Ifeel it inappropriate for me ever to comment specifically
about particular programs—I am called censor enough without justifying the charge." 62
After August, Minow spoke less of what he disapproved of (too
many Westerns, too many situation comedies) and more of what could
be added to the schedule. In May, for example, he had praised broadcast news services while deriding an oversupply of non-news. After
his summer bouts with Pierson and Jaffe, the chairman emphasized
the need for more news programming, without criticizing the trade
for airing so much else.
In aSeptember 1961 address, Minow championed the news as a
specific, "positive" standard in his speech-making advocacy of the
public interest. He asked the networks to lead the trade by expanding their evening news programs from fifteen to thirty minutes. The
chairman called for more special affairs news programs, as well as
more regularly scheduled weekly news programs. Local stations were
encouraged to upgrade their news services. "News, information and
public affairs programs," he said, "are the heart of broadcasting in
the public interest." 63
Championing the cause of more news programming held aspecial
appeal for New Frontiersmen. Television news programs tended in
the early 1960s to concentrate on political leaders, especially the president." And this served Kennedy all the more given the commonplace
assumption that he was the first chief executive to master the
medium. In battle with occasionally hostile newspaper columnists
and editorial writers, the administration eyed broadcasting as an instrument of direct communication with the people. "We couldn't
survive without TV," Kennedy confessed. 65 His aides and other staff
went out of their way to cooperate with the networks, encouraging
them to telecast the president's news conferences live (a first) 66 and
to produce documentaries about the administration. For CBS in
February 1962, Mrs. Kennedy gave a televised tour of the White
House. 67
Although newspaper columnists and the New York Herald Tribune
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could infuriate Kennedy, television rarely gave him cause for concern. Television newsmen stood well within the bounds of the genteel
consensus. For various reasons, the TV networks rarely rewarded the
contentious or highly opinionated reporter. 68 TV newsmen treated
the president and his office with arespect that bordered on sycophancy. When infrequently not doing so, they left Kennedy baffled. On
an April night amid the 1962 steel price crisis, the president called
Minow at home to criticize the antiadministration tone of that evening's "Huntley-Brinkley Report." The president screamed at Minow,
"I thought they were our friends."69
Aside from news, Minow held to another "positive" standard—
better children's programming. Again Minow hoped to persuade network leaders to air more educational programs for children. Minow
all but ignored the inquiry chaired by Senator Thomas Dodd, who
sought to connect TV violence directly with child deviance. Instead,
drawing on recent social science studies of the effects of television,
Minow maintained that TV should be regarded less as acause of
juvenile delinquency than as abasis for preadult development. He
had, in other words, great faith in the medium's educational
possiblities for children. And, increasingly mindful of censorship
charges, Minow by the late summer of 1961 assumed that few would
argue over the need for some government influence in children's programming. 7°
In September, Minow proposed adaily "children's hour." Each network would air for one hour twice weekly in the late afternoon programming designed to enlighten as well as entertain the young viewer.
He announced that Attorney General Robert Kennedy endorsed his
plan and waived antitrust enforcement. To his earlier critics, Minow
said that giving the viewers what they wanted made business sense
for adults but was wrong for setting the children's program agenda.
The children he polled overwhelmingly "preferred candy to
spinach ..., movies to Sunday school." Paternalism here was easily
justified. "There is nothing wrong with giving children some candy
in the form of television escape, but there is something wrong in not
giving them some spinach in the form of enrichment." 7'
The American Broadcasting Company sabotaged the plan. Although
CBS and NBC appeared willing, .ac in early October refused to
associate with the children's hour scheme. It had already planned a
new daily children's program, Discovery, but some seventy-six ABC
affiliates, ten of which were in the largest twenty-five markets, would
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not accept it. As aresult, potential revenues from toy and candy company sponsors fell below already modest forecasts. President Treyz
postponed scheduling the program. 72 Without ABC's cooperation, CBS
and NBC each produced "quality" children's programming, but they
telecast them simultaneously and only once aweek. A writer for
United Press International later sadly observed, "The overall response
to pleas for good new [children's] programs of an educational nature
had been farcically inadequate." 73
Despite the collapse of his children's hour plan Minow could not
resist claiming much for his rhetorical labors He acknowledged, of
course, that it took time for his pleas to have an effect ;the 1961-62
schedule had been set and in production well before his May address.
But he maintained in September and December that TV networks
and stations "are doing abetter job" by airing more news and public
affairs programming. 74
In the wake of Minow's NAB speech, program production and network officials did apparently weigh changing their ways. Minow's sudden and forceful appearance reinforced the arguments of those at all
levels of the industry already pleading for more public affairs programming. A few stations unexpectedly began to carry or "clear" the less
popular network news or cultural programs they had heretofore
eschewed. Everywhere, one executive commented in June, "Mr.
Minow has caused everyone to pause." 75
At the very least, Minow prevented aretrenchment in the area of
news programming. Indeed, the number of network specials and
documentaries actually rose slightly in 1962. All three networks kept
such prime-time news programs as "CBS Reports" and "Chet Huntley
Reporting" on the air despite low ratings. As apercentage of the night's
schedule, however, informational programming did not increase. If
anything, the new FCC chairman had simply delayed any reversal of
the trend to more informational programming that had begun prior
to his arrival in Washington. 76
The bulk of the schedule remained unaffected by Minow's presence.
Production notes for "The Untouchables" following Minow's NAB address showed no lessened interest in infusing violence into scripts. 77
One producer, Quinn Martin, tried to create athinking man's detective series, one bereft of violence ;"The New Breed," however, proved to be another action-adventure melodrama. "I'm begging the FCC's
pardon," Martin said. "But we had hoped to come out with an anti-
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violence show first." 78 Most of those previewing the whole 1961-62
season saw little reason to hail Minow. A Milwaukee critic warned
that if Minow "considered last season's network offerings a'vast
wasteland,' he's not out of the desert yet." 78 If Minow had hoped
through his speeches to arouse the industry's conscience, all he had
shown in late 1961 was—as Freud once complained of an American
client's subconscious—that the trade lacked one.
Minow kept insisting that he was having an effect on programming. In aVariety interview in December, Minow alluded to the "very
substantial improvement" of TV programming. Minow then cited an
example of all three networks airing different special programming
at the same hour: adramatic special, "Victoria Regina," starring Julie
Harris;avariety special starring Yves Montand ;and a"CBS Reports"
feature on bookie joints."
The chairman had rather innocently loaded his adversaries'
weapons. A senior Republican congressman described Minow as "a
very impulsive young man [who' tends to be abureaucrat in the
broadest sense." 81 Network officials, in turn, abandoned their relative
silence regarding Minow's admonitions. Furiously, they now assailed him for commenting, even affirmatively, on specific programs.
Robert Sarnoff of NBC asked, "When criticism comes—pointedly and
suggestively—from the voice of governmental authority, speaking softly but carrying abig hint—at what point does criticism become coercion?" Stanton remarked, "If government is going to set standards"
for program "balance" or quality, "whose standards are they going
to be? The chairman of acorrunission?" 82
In aDecember address, Minow angrily defended his Variety interview. He asked his antagonists to cite actual examples of FCC censorship. Demanding that stations fulfill pledges regarding public service programming made when they applied for the franchise, he insisted, was not the same as calling for the removal or change of individual programs. If stations promised to air aset amount of public
service programs, the FCC had every right to see that they did.
"Freedom of speech should not be confused with freedom to make
promises in order to secure atelevision license and then freedom to
break those promises in order to exploit that license," he said. 83
Amid this conflict, Minow had to reckon with one other argument:
that what he really objected to was the public taste. If television had
changed for the worse in the late 1950s, or lacked the balance the
chairman held to be necessary in 1961, was not the majority of
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viewers, who preferred stolid cowboys and wacky housewives, at
fault? Stanton of CBS had called broadcasting "cultural democracy."
What went over the air most of the time was what audience ratings
indicated most viewers preferred. He complained to Minow in
February 1962, "The more sophisticated who are restless with the
type of entertainment that appeals to others may need arededication of faith in that hopeful experiment that is our democracy. 1'84
Minow and his allies had ready rejoinders to such logic: audiences,
they wrote, responded favorably to those stimuli offered. Without a
true choice of programming, viewers took what remained. Sociologist
Bernard 13erelson denied that the public taste equaled the public interest. "A two-way process lisj at work." he remarked in 1961. "The
public tastes reflect apreference for what is made available and
familiar by the media." 85 Schlesinger, writing Minow in December,
agreed that "cultural democracy" only partly determined TV programming. "The act of accepting or rejecting what is offered is one way"
of establishing viewers' preferences. "But this way is obviously limited
by the limitations of what is offered."" Minow simply cited Bernard
Shaw, observing that the reason Chinese ate rice was that they had
never tried steak. 87
The Columbia Broadcasting System challenged the contention that
viewers lacked achoice in early 1962 by promoting atelevised memoir
of the Eisenhower presidency. Scheduled to compete with ABC's
popular series about prohibition agents, "The Untouchables," the program garnered relatively few viewers. Indeed, Elliot Ness could do
what Adlai Stevenson had only dreamed of, overwhelm Eisenhower
in popularity. Against Ness and NBC's "Sing Along with Mitch,"
Eisenhower obtained amiserable 11 percent rating. 88
Minow did not dispute the mathematics of audience calculation.
Soon after he became chairman, an aide assured him that the rating
services were essentially accurate indexes, 89 and Minow never joined those critics haphazardly attacking the statistical utility of
measurements of audiences. Rather, Minow simply spoke of the rights
of minorities, the perennial losers of the Nielsen and Arbitron
"sweeps." To Stanton, Minow again quoted Shaw, "liberty means
responsibility. That is why most men dread it.""
At this point, the administration acted to bolster Minowts position.
The Budget Bureau, after reducing the appropriations requests of all
agencies, agreed to restore Minow's original amount. 9'The president,
in turn, met with reporters off the record in late December and de-
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scribed Minow's performance as among those aspects of his first year
that had most pleased him." At aJanuary press conference, Kennedy
willingly defended his Fcc chairman against charges of "censorship."
"Mr. Minow," Kennedy commented, "has attempted not to use force,
but to use encouragement, in persuading the networks to put on better children's programs, more public service programs.""
Nevertheless, Minow emerged from the renewed debate over broadcasters' freedom of expression all too mindful of his detractors' cries
of censorship. The chairman ceased listing specific programs of which
he approved." And he pondered alternatives to setting both his
positive and negative standards.
Only in mid-1962, when Cross's term would expire, could Minow
hope to begin to fashion amajority of like-minded commissioners
able to bite as he had tried to bark. A year later, Craven's term would
be up. Until then, Minow could expect to accomplish little, given
the FCC's already limited powers and his colleagues' restraint.
Despite the attention focused on Minow's "vast wasteland" speech
and all the hopes raised, Minow remained the prisoner of aweak agency, one restrained by strict interpreters of the First Amendment and
asuspicious House. Each circumstance led him to more narrow objectives, any one of which still might provoke heated criticisms. By
late 1961, he had limited his once encompassing criteria for balanced programming. He had shifted from seeking, so to speak, both "CBS
Reports" and "Playhouse 90" to advocating only "CBS Reports." Furthermore, voluntary efforts, in this instance, to improve children's
programming, had not worked. Taken as awhole, these setbacks and
obstacles did more than limit Minow's freedom of action. They
demonstrated how difficult it was to be for this New Frontiersman
to alter matters significantly.

Chapter Six
Competition as Regulation
1962

As 1962 began, an FCC chairman who was uncommonly well known
was nevertheless forced to lower his expectations for his agency.
Newton Minow drew upon aless controversial and less direct proposal to improve programming: encourage the establishment of more
stations. Such astrategy invited neither the furor nor the frustrations
of 1961, though it still entangled him in acomplex web of interests—
those of Congress, the industry, and one network.
Minow labored for acompetition that he anticipated would afford
viewers greater choice. Three commercial networks nationally and
three or fewer stations within most large markets coveted one mass
audience. They perpetuated alimited cycle of program "types" or
genres that he had derided in his NAB talk. "One of the principal problems in television now," Minow said in March 1962, "is that unless
aprogram appeals to so many millions of people, it has very little
chance."
That oligopolistic structure—one that only rewarded the purveyors
of mass culture—could be broken by stimulating the use of UHF
television. The UHF portion of the radio band could double or triple
the number of stations in individual viewing area, if ameans could
be found to promote the founding of UHF stations and selling TV sets
with UHF tuners. Otherwise, UHF remained the "sick man" of broadcast regulation.
By 1961, the plight of UHF television had become most severe. 2
Some one hundred UHF stations established after the 1952 Report and
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Order had left the air; thirty-nine others remained operating—at a
$20 million loss. Of all American TV sets, 94 percent were unequipped to receive UHF signals, nor would their owners pay the thirtyfive dollars necessary to "convert" their receivers to obtain the UHF
channels, 14 through 83. 3
The commission bore much of the blame for the problem. It had
assigned UHF frequencies prematurely, before adequate transmitters
and receivers could be perfected. Additionally, the FCC had placed
many UHF operations at adisadvantage by "intermixing" or placing
them in direct competition with vi-w channels, 2through 13. 4 As a
result, new UHF facilities came and went. "The FCC, with its dilatory
and discriminating policies,"a Florida newspaper observed, "effectively
killed all hope of putting the 70 UHF channels to good use."
In 1956, the Senate Commerce Committee insisted that the FCC
"deintermix" certain medium-sized television markets to ensure three
channel services in the same frequency band. 6 That meant either
creating athird VHF service in some areas or transforming others to
all-UHF. But between 1956 and 1961, the commission, many of its
members skeptical of UHF, hesitated and refrained from exposing
some communities only to UHF. 7
The entanglements of UHF and deintennixture mattered enormously to one of the national networks, American Broadcasting. Of the
three chains, ABC faced the greatest trouble winning affiliates and
clearing programs in intermixed markets that had only one or two
VHF stations. In such areas, ABC most likely had to share an affiliation or rely on UHF outlets for local affiliates. Aac had twice as many
UHT affiliates as either cas or NBC. These stations served such smaller
cities as Madison, Wisconsin; Erie, Pennsylvania;and Rockford, Illinois. Yet they were of sufficient size to drag down ABC'S earnings.
Normally, advertisers discriminated against ABC because its weaker
group of affiliates denied it the comparative "coverage" of CBS and
NBC. That is, despite some popular evening programming, the network could not "deliver" as many TV homes and therefore could not
charge as much to time buyers. 8
Since 1955, ABC had fought unsuccessfully for asubstantial revision of the Table of Assignments. 9 Then in July, 1961, Minow and
the FCC voted four to three to consider changes in the allocation of
frequencies. In February 1962, ABC submitted petitions requesting the
creation or "dropping-in" of third VHF services in eight markets. In
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addition, the network called for the deintermixture (transforming to
all-UHF service) of eight markets. Of these sixteen areas, .ac lacked
basic affiliates in nine, to cas's four and NBC'S three. Robert Coe, a
vice president of ABC, termed the reallocation of these areas "vital
to our development." Coe complained, "c has been the principal
victim of the shortage of competitive facilities in these important
markets." 10
Coe and others at American included in their appeals promises of
better meeting the "public interest" in network programming. Allocation policies, ABC representatives argued, hindered the network's
capacity to schedule news and public affairs programs." Had the third
network the same access to markets that CBS and NBC enjoyed, then
it would earn more and, like its rivals, be more able financially to
air the costly and less watched fare that Minow termed valuable."
Furthermore, if the commission provided equal access in their
intermixed markets, ABC'S spokesmen contended, American would
have less of aproblem clearing programs with those stations sharing
affiliation with ABC; such stations tended to take only the network's
entertainment offerings. Fewer of NBC'S larger grouping of stations
were likely to share affiliation, which meant, for example, that 132
stations carried the news program, "David Brinkley's Journal." A
similar Asc offering, "Howard K. Smith and the News," was accepted
by 87 stations. Oliver Treyz, president of ABC, argued that because
so many areas "still have less than three competitive channel services, we find ourselves hampered in scheduling top quality, hourlong live dramas or live variety shows." Without selective deintermixture, "we can neither satisfactorily clear, nor reasonably expect
to enlist advertiser support for programming in the live drama and
variety fields." 3
As part of its calculated courtship of the FCC chairman, ABC cited
recent changes in programming. In May 1961, only Treyz and Chairman Leonard Goldenson of the network executives had praised
Minow's NAB address (with its plea for more competition),I 4 They
also noted how even before that speech, their network, long the laggard in news coverage, had begun expanding its news division. Between the 1959-60 and 1960-61 seasons, Asc's budget for news and
informational programming virtually doubled.'s As part of that offensive, one week after Minow's NAB message, ABC gave Adlai Stevenson, the FCC chairman's mentor and Kennedy's United Nations ambassador, his own biweekly TV series, "Adlai Stevenson Reports."
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The program went on the air without asponsor.' 6
If not directly because of ABC'S overtures, Minow did favor deintermixture. The Chairman believed that the commission had to respect
the Senate Commerce Committee's 1956 recommendation that some
areas had to be converted to all-UHF. A key adviser to the chairman,
Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau, had been
counsel to that Senate panel and continually stressed to Minow the
need for deintennixture. The principle of equal access for all networks,
the chairman concluded, should be followed. Asked later the number
of stations reach large community might optimally have, Minow
replied, "As amatter of general national policy," there should be
"room for all the three network services," and each network should
have "an outlet in acity." 7
The dilemma of too few VHF channels, however, particularly
hampered noncommercial and educational television (Erv). Although
ABC felt cheated out of vi-ir stations in afew markets, ETV groups had
to settle for UHF outlets in most communities. Of the channels
reserved by the FCC educational and other non-profit agencies in the
1952 Table of Assignments, 182 of 274, or 66 percent, lay in the UHF
band.
For ETV to be available to large numbers of Americans, UHF had to
be rendered effective. In Columbus, Ohio, wosu, an UHF Ely channel, went on the air in 1956, yet four years later only 15 percent of
that market's sets could even receive the signal. Los Angeles ETV
forces had been even less fortunate. On the UHF band in 1954, that
community's ETV outlet went out after one year of operation.",
Educational broadcasting remained astruggling enterprise in 1961.
The weaknesses of UHF posed one problem, but so did alack of broad
support for the very premise of ETV. Many states and localities rejected educational broadcasting as too expensive.i 9Starting and maintaining an ETV outlet proved to be an onerous financial burden,
despite some $60 million poured into the system between 1955 and
1961 by the Ford Foundation. In January 1961 twenty-two states and
most TV markets, including New York and Los Angeles, lacked ETV
service. 2°"Large areas of our country still do not enjoy the benefits
of educational television," Secretary of Education and Welfare
Abraham Ribicoff said in May 1961. "Many who have areal interest
in starting educational television programs are frustrated by alack
of equipment and funds."21
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Much of the momentum for educational television came from adult
education and public school groups, both of which defined Erv's mission narrowly. None proposed that the federal government create a
network modeled after the British Broadcasting Corporation. A few
of the critics of TV in the late 1950s, however, including Walter Lippmann, had begun for the first time to suggest amodest nonprofit
system of broadcasting as the most obvious alternative to majority
television. 22
What educational outlets did present contrasted sharply with commercial television. Daytime schedules were given over to instruction.
In the South, ETV channels substituted for crowded classrooms;
Chicagoans could receive college credits by taking courses telecast
over wrrw. Evenings tended to be used for inexpensive, adult educational offerings that the commercial networks had by the late 1950s
relegated to Sunday morning. Eleanor Roosevelt hosted adiscussion
show over Boston's WGI3H. Other ETV units offered yoga, dance
classes, and lectures and conversational programs that featured college professors. 23
Although such fare commanded minuscule ratings—educator
Robert Hutchins once observed that "that the trouble with educational television is that the shows are not good"—Minow took solace
in some studies of viewer responses to ETV programming. In 1960 and
1961, several surveys indicated that in those markets having aVHF
ETV channel, up to 25 percent watched one Ery program at least once
amonth. Such findings (challenged by some as exaggerated) inspired
Minow to aid educational broadcasting. 25
The test of Minow's commitment to ETV came early. New York
City, by far the nation's largest TV market, had been assigned seven
VHF channels, one of them ostensibly to Newark, New Jersey, just
afew miles away. The FCC had reserved an ETV frequency for New
York, but in the UHF band. In March 1961, however, the independent
Newark VHF station, WNTA, was up for sale. Through acomplex and
controversial administrative maneuver, Minow forced WNTA'S
owners to sell their station (at aprice 30 percent lower than that
tendered by acommercial party) to educational TV interests. And the
country's most populous area had an educational outlet that all
viewers could receive on their sets. 26
Elsewhere, ETV groups remained stuck on the UHF band. But
Minow could not similarly shift VHF assignments to ETV organizations: there were not enough vi-w frequencies available. Because most
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large communities lacked afourth vi-w assignment, under the FCC'S
1952 Table of Assignments, one-half of the country's thirty-six largest
cities had their ETV channel reservations in the ultra high frequency.
These included Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Detroit, Baltimore,
Cleveland, Washington, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Indianapolis,
and Atlanta. As noted earlier, ABC'S skillful lobbying had stripped
Rochester, too, of an ETV VHF channel reservation. 27 The chairman
planned to rerun his wNTA show in Los Angeles and snatch VHF station there for ETV interests. But the leaders of the Los Angeles ETV
committee elected to try again with their uHF assignment, 28 abrave
move, considering that few Angelenos (about 10 percent) had allchannel sets.
In the capital itself, educational broadcasters began to operate over
channel 26 in September 1961, only to find that few Washingtonians
had sets that could obtain the signal. No Washington TV set dealers
or wholesalers had all-channel converters in stock. In his FCC office,
Minow himself had trouble receiving the channel on his own allchannel set. 29
The plight of ETV led Minow to asolution first offered by his
predecessors. Commissioner Ford had been urging his successor to
fight for an all-channel set law. On Ford's initiative, the commission
had in February 1960 recommended to Congress and the Bureau of
the Budget that the FCC be empowered to direct TV set manufacturers to make only receivers capable of obtaining both UHF and VHF
signals. Under Ford's bill, buyers of new sets would have to purchase
an all-channel receiver. As new sets replaced old, the percentage of
homes receiving both frequencies would rise. This diffusion would
encourage the founding of uHF outlets and advertisers to buy time
on them. Although agreeing to resubmit the proposal early in 1961,
Minow at first questioned Ford's confidence that all-channel sets provided the best solution to the UHF problems. In September 1961,
however, National Educational Television leaders endorsed Ford's bill.
Their confidence and that of the Los Angeles ETV group finally persuaded the chairman to begin to lobby hard for the all-channel receiver
By the end of 1961, other circumstances combined to make the allchannel set bill Minow's sole option. The chairman had been unable
to fashion avoluntary arrangement whereby set makers would agree
to produce only all-channel receivers. 3'As for reallocating channel
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assignments, the commission would continue to attempt to deintermix the mixed markets. The ideal and least painful solution would
be simply to create new VHF services in others. Again, however, the
propagation problem loomed. Because of the great reach of vi*
signals, the FCC could authorize only afinite number of new vi-IF
channels in the relatively contiguous northeastern and Great Lakes
cities. The few VHF channels available for allocation there limited
each community to afew channels free of interference. NOr would
the Defense Department and other government agencies surrender
the six VHF frequencies they had been given in the 1940s. 32
As chairman, Ford had helped to lay the foundation for an allchannel set policy. Part of the argument against the upper frequency
stations had involved the signal's inferiority. Late in his chairmanship, Ford had persuaded the commission and Congress to fund a$2
million test of UHF propagation in New York City, whose tall
buildings had been thought to hinder UHF telecasts. Even before the
FCC completed this experiment in 1962, Minow and others
somewhat exaggeratedly declared the UHF tests to be asuccess. In
March 1962, Congressman Emanuel Celler of New York termed the
commission's Manhattan project unqualified proof that "UHF broadcasting has come of age from atechnical point of view." He added
that "good UHF reception has also been reported from the Holland
Tunnel in the event that anyone wishes to set up housekeeping
there." 33
Celler and Minow did not consider athird possible cure for the
medium's imbalances; community antenna television or cable
transmission systems. In use in less populated Appalachia and Rocky
Mountain areas far from TV transmitters, the process relied on large
antennas and direct wiring into the home. It afforded consumers an
even greater potential range of channels—both local and distant—
than a fully utilized VHF-UHF service. With cKrv, the number of
choices available to aconsumer might run to twelve or more outlets.
The most aviewer could hope for with arevitalized UHF was an increase from three to six services. Cognizant of that difference, Frank
Stanton of CBS and afew other industry leaders had suggested to
Minow that ovrv, and not UHF, might represent the true future of
television technology. But the chairman ignored such counsel, gambling that to correct the errors of the 1950s would suffice. Few disagreed
with him. 34
The idea of championing competition through UHF appealed to
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Minow for another reason. Contemplating the allocation problem in
the latter half of 1961, he was being accused of promoting government censorship, an allegation that stung sharply. A means might
be found, however, to achieve the ideal of diversity without confrontations. Creating new stations rather than meddling with existing ones
would rescue Minow from acivil liberties tempest. "The broadcasters
can't have it both ways," Minow said in February 1962. "Either you
will have (a) limited (number of) channels and government regulation, or unlimited channels and no control. The ills of television,
unlike many problems which face the world today, can be cured, and
opening up UHF channels 14 through 83 for more television stations
is asolution." 35
The need for the FCC to review programming would all but disappear with all-channel television. Howard J. Trienens, like Minow, a
Chicago attorney and former Supreme Court clerk, advised the chairman in aNovember 1961, memorandum that "broadcasters have a
clear choice: They can either favor increased competition with the
resulting reduction in the F.C.C.'S concern over programming;or they
can choose restricted entry which carries with it F.C.C. review of programming at the time of application and renewal." 36 "If we gradually replace VHF sets," Minow wrote in March 1962, "we will also act
to loosen, rather than tighten, the bands of regulation, because we
will move toward apromised land with many television services and
choices." 37 Later he termed his principle, "Minow's law": "the extent of government regulation should vary with the number of competitors in each community." 35
Minow admitted that his strategy held risks. "Many thoughtful people," he told Theatre Arts in December 1961, "say the broadcasters,
by competing more actively for the fragmented audience, under UHF,
will hit ever-lower levels of programming—instead of rising higher."
Yet he foresaw apossibly cheerier outcome.
A TV broadcaster trying to reach aminority audience will
have to compete on ever higher levels. Just as, in the
magazine field, we have mass magazines and highly
specialized periodicals—so, in television, we could also
have such diversity: stations serving smaller, special
groups—but groups that are, in toto, significant both in
numbers and taste. 39
Minow's advocacy of competition was all the more compelling
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given the views of his brethren. One of Minow's first-year frustrations had been his colleagues' resistance to his positions. A habit of
caution, born of the fifties' nonactivism, conditioned most to avoiding
anything smacking of controversy. For Minow, coalition-building was
not easy. Virtually all of the commissioners, however, accepted the
alternative of competition as regulation. Ford had offered the allchannel receiver bill as asolution, and Commissioners T.A.M. Craven
and Robert Bartley tended to go along with it. Bartley, especially, was
committed to the small-scale entrepreneur likely to enter UHF television.
Even one of Minow's most conservative colleagues, Rosel Hyde,
had long favored greater competition. Hyde had been concerned with
the plight of UHF since the middle 1950s. In aFebruary 1962 interview, Dwight Macdonald of the New Yorker recorded Hyde as saying, "I'd rather accept afew programs Idon't like than risk government censorship." Hyde, Macdonald wrote in his notes, "has
principles—free market, free speech, free enterprise. His solution:
wider area of competition." 4°
Commissioner Robert E. Lee offered the most extreme case. A
Republican commissioner identified with the Old Guard, Lee nevertheless had been advocating since the mid-1950s the fairly radical solution of converting all of television to the UHF band. 4'Such apolicy,
most experts agreed, would cost telecasters and consumers millions
of dollars. In September 1955, CBS had calculated that the expense
of converting all stations and sets to uHF would run between $1.1
billion and $2.6 billion. 42 Yet Lee continued to call for an all-UHF
television into late 1961. Short of that cure, he would support the
all-channel receiver proposal.'"
Minow thus enjoyed the luxury of virtual unanimity among the
commissioners. The brethren had divided over the administration's
June 1961 reform of the commission's procedure, but only one commissioner, John Cross, failed to endorse the all-channel receiver bill.
He alone remained so convinced of the inferiority of UHF that he
would not back the measure." With that exception, Minow promoted
the all-channel receiver bill with aunited commission behind him.
The all-channel set proposal became Kennedy administration policy
in early 1962. Secretary of Commerce Luther Hodges originally opposed the measure as too severe, and the administration deferred to
Hodges45 until early January 1962, when Minow finally won over the
commerce secretary. Two months later, the president included the
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all-channel receiver bill in his consumer protection message. "I strongly urge its passage," Kennedy said, "as the most economical and practical method of broadening the range of programs available."
Minow and others acknowledged one drawback to the all-channel
set solution: it would be some time before the medium felt its effects. TV sets lasted from four to six years, depending on the consumer's care and use. Therefore, the chairman calculated in March
1962, most American homes would be equipped with all-channel sets
by 1970, assuming the FCC could act by 1964 to force the diffusion
of UHF tuners. Commissioner Lee, though long achampion of UHF,
disagreed; Lee had testified one month earlier that rather than
Minow's estimate of six, conversion would take ten to fifteen years,
or not until 1974 or 1979, before being realized. 47
The negative connotations to any lag, however, were partly offset
by the assumption of many that consumers' cultural preferences in
the early 1960s were rising. The public would surely welcome the
specialized programming UHF television might bring. One advertising analyst forecast that TV would steadily improve as Americans
adjusted to the medium's presence in their homes: "TV has passed
the gigglebox stage and can no longer attract audiences by its sheer
novelty ...amore sophisticated public [is demanding] more variety
in its prograrruning. 48 similarly, aMichigan State University political
scientist observed, "A nation like ours, with its ever-rising levels of
public education and public taste, is simply not going to tolerate our
kind of TV forever." 49 An NBC News producer maintained in
December 1961 that "the dramatic mill in Hollywood has run dry"
and that the TV documentary would begin to command larger audiences: People are beginning to watch. They're conscious of television's voids."
Others encouraged the chairman's uHF policy. Prior to taking office, Minow met with representatives of the ACLU, who restated their
support for more channels as TV's cure. 51 Fairfax Cone of the Foote,
Cone and Belding advertising agency insisted in October, 1961 that
"our real difficulty is that we have no little television stations. We
have only giants fighting each other." 52 The Washington Post, commenting on Minow's all-channel conversion, agreed that, "the country could benefit from expansion, increased competition, and greater
diversity of programming in television." 53
Some appeared to be simply resigned to the idea of all-channel
television. Senator Cotton, amember of the Commerce Committee,
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admitted that "it may well that there is no other solution to the problem." 54 New York Post columnist lames Wechsler remarked that
"not many people can afford to establish and run aTV station, and
most of them will be conservative Republicans." Wechsler added, "Expansion is no guarantee of anything. But the premise of afree society
is that many voices are preferable to afew." 55
No reaction to the all-channel receiver proposal, however, proved
to be more surprising than that of the television industry. If an allchannel receiver law eventually caused new UHF stations to commence operations, those stations already established stood to lose
shares of their markets to the upstart telecasters. Yet the response
to Minow's bill was anything but hostile. Although most television
set manufacturers opposed the measure as an unwarranted burden, 56
many powerful elements of the trade actually endorsed the bill. "This
legislation," wrote a prominent Kansas broadcaster, "has the
backing of most of the responsible people in the television broadcast
industry." 57
Most trade leaders apparently realized that the all-channel receiver
law represented the least unpleasant solution to the allocation crisis.
Conversion to an all-uHF system, for example, would have cost vi-w
channels millions of dollars in new transmitters and other equipment.
Those particular VHF outlets faced through deintermixture with a
compulsory conversion to UHF especially dreaded the prospect of the
additional outlays. The all-channel receiver idea would not only pose
no great financial burden but meant that UHF would not be fully competitive for years. Jack Gould of the New York Times commented,
"Present TV broadcasters are assured of no more significant competition for years to come." 58
Part of that reaction, however, owed something to Minow's relationship to the leaders of the industry. Against the sentiment of many
members of the NAB board, its president, Le Roy Collins, testified on
behalf of the bill. Stanton of CBS, too, spoke for the bill before congressional committees in March. 59 Deals with others were struck.
Over lunch, David Sarnoff of RCA agreed to have NBC endorse the allchannel receiver bill in return for afavor;Minow personally asked
Attorney General Kennedy to drop an antitrust investigation into
RCA'S color television manufacturing operations. Kennedy did. 6°
Leonard Goldenson of ABC similarly went along with the allchannel receiver bill if Minow promised to stand by his earlier pledge
to deintermix those markets in which ABC lacked affiliates. 61 Yet
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while favoring the all-channel receiver bill, ABC jeopardized the proposal by coupling that endorsement with renewed pleas for deintermixture. ABC representatives insisted on immediate as well as longterm relief: eight mixed markets should be converted to all-uHF. 62
The pleas of ABc for deintermixture and all-channel receivers fueled apowerful opposition among affected vi-IF station owners, their
viewers, and congressional representatives to any deintermixture.
Although significant portions of the broadcasting industry accepted
the all-channel receiver bill, virtually all of the trade opposed deintermixture. Collins and Stanton, for example, expressly denied supporting deintermixture in addition to the all-channel receiver proposai 63
Their influence, in turn, was soon felt at congressional offices.
Senators and Congressmen forgot any "mandate" of 1956 for
deintermixture.
Unaware of deintermixture's sudden ill will, Minow continued to
insist on both all-channel and deintermixture as a"short-term solution in certain particular communities." His resolve flowed in part
from counsel he received from the Senate's earlier call for action on
the problem. Since 1956, Minow noted, Congress "has been telling
us to solve the allocations problem." 64 He was also honorbound.
Although less than sympathetic to ABC'S plight, Minow has committed himself to the third network.
Meanwhile, viewers in the affected communities began protesting
the prospect of losing their vi-ii signals. Deintennixture would have
left areas heretofore served by at least one vie channel with only UHF
service. And people living on the fringes of such markets worried
about the loss of TV signals altogether. These viewers' sets, even with
aconverter, could likely obtain only aVHF signal: forced conversion
to UHF would place them in what FCC engineers called "white areas,"
forty or more miles from the transmitter and where UHF signals were
thought too weak to substitute for the VHF channel. A few sparsely
populated areas, ABC did admit, would be affected. But others grossly distorted the consequences of nothing but UHF television (though
it was worth noting that the two commissioners known to be
adamantly opposed to deintermixture were also the only engineers
of the seven). Many more viewers, ignorant of radio physics, simply
resented having to pay for an all-channel converter. 65
As aresult, managers of VHF stations in the markets that ABC
sought to deintermix had little difficulty enlisting masses of viewers
to protest apossible loss of service. From the Madison, Wisconsin,
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area alone, the commission received thirty volumes of letters and petitions opposing the loss of channel 3." One committee mailed 523
petitions signed by citizens in central Illinois and western Indiana
protesting the possible end of Champaign's vHF. 67 That wave of indignation, in turn, reached the offices of congressional leaders. 68
"Deintermixture? If you think that's painless," commented aMinow
ally in the Senate, "I suggest you talk with aCongressman from an
area where the Commission has proposed to take out the VHF channel and substitute aim-JF." 68
Location also figured in the debate over deintermixture. The eight
markets listed by ABC included four state capitals, communities with
unusual access to their states' political leadership. Particularly active was Illinois's delegation. Both the state attorney general and
senate sent formal protests of the proceeding. 7°The Senate minority
leader, Everett Dirksen, the House minority whip, and aprominent
member of the House Commerce Committee, all hailed from Illinois.
And as the all-channel receiver bill came up for ahearing, nearly all
testified to demand that the commission not deintermix the Champaign and Rockford areas!'
The odds still should have been on Minow's side. Although the constituents of some prominent members of Congress would be affected
by the shift, those eight congressional districts and seven states hardly
made for amajority. Moreover, agood number of deintermixture's
most noteworthy opponents were Republicans in an overwhelmingly Democratic Congress.
The intensity of opposition against deintermixture was sufficiently intense, however, for that minority of congressmen to win their
colleagues' sympathy. Few representatives and senators had any enthusiasm for deintermixture. Others, such as Senator Prescott Bush
of Connecticut, indicated that although in favor of deintermixture,
they did not wish it for cities in their states. 72 It was asmall matter,
then, and simple congressional courtesy, for members of the
Democratic majority, including Oren Harris, chairman of the House
committee, to join the ranks of deintennbcture's foes. There was more
important legislation to draw blood over.
Legislators accordingly acted to blackmail the commission. A coalition of congressional leaders threatened to kill the all-channel receiver
bill unless the commission pledged not to proceed with deintermixture. Although Minow continually insisted that deintermixture and
all-channel television were separate issues, those congressmen repre-
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senting the affected viewing areas disagreed. To discourage the commission from acting affirmatively on AK's memorials, House and
Senate members, including Dirksen, indicated that they would
forestall the all-channel set bill without an express deal about deintermixture. Dirksen complained that the FCC sought both all-channel
television and "to destroy valuable and effective vi-IF channels." Any
effort to remove Champaign's VHF frequency would constitute an
"appalling" exercise of the "sacred trust of licensing." 73
Urged on by Ford, Minow then compromised. Orally and in writing,
he promised the chairmen of the House and Senate commerce committees that the commission would not pursue the deintermixture
proceedings. And with that pledge, the all-channel receiver bill passed both houses in July while ABC struggled to keep the deintermixture issue alive. 74
As in the struggle for regulatory reform in 1961, Minow had encountered acongressional opposition of no little sway. The all-channel
receiver bill did bring about along-term solution to the UHF crisis,
aproblem Minow's predecessors had been unable in adecade to end.
Yet, to win the bill's passage, Minow has been compelled to abandon deintennixture. Congress effectively closed eight adjudicatory proceedings. And Gould dubbed that concession "a severe blow" to the
commission's prestige. 75 With the all-channel receiver bill, Minow
had not asked for much from Congress. He received even less.

Chapter Seven
To Omaha and Back:
The FCC and Local Stations,
1961-1963

Congress refused to expand the FCC chairman's prerogatives and
limited the agency's reallocation of TV frequencies, but the FCC's
basic power remained. No one disputed the commission's right to
regulate individual radio and television stations. In exercising this
authority, Minow followed two approaches. The first involved the
largely unnoticed, bureaucratic, or internal, method of using the FCC's
potentially vast licensing and renewal powers as alever against irresponsible franchise holders. A second tactic was public, or external: holding hearings in different localities to ascertain their stations'
performance.
The chairman's intentions, as so often, related to his antipathy for
the unrelenting "mass" appeal of television and his nostalgia for the
medium's early days. He insisted that stations surrender some portion of their more coveted evening air time to the perennial losers
in the audience rating wars: racial, religious, and educational "minority" interests. Minow also hoped that networking itself would be
decentralized ; perhaps the networks would again, as in the 1950s,
utilize their Chicago stations, and not just New York and Los Angeles
production groups, for national programming.
Chicago's role in TV's golden age constituted the one constant
reference in Minow's advocacy of more local programming. As in his
encouragement of news and cultural fare, Minow looked to the television of the early 1950s to justify regulatory policy in the early 1960s.
In this instance, Minow recalled Chicago's contributions to national
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networking: the children's program of his former client, Burr
Tillstrom, starring Kukla, Fran, and 011ie, as well as such series as
"Stud's Place," "Zoo Parade" and "Garroway at Large." Despite artistic successes, the programs of the "Chicago School" of television
had all but disappeared, along with so many other forms of the golden
age. The time had now come for arevival. Chicago "did it before,"
he said, "and Chicago can do it again."
Then, too, regulatory precedent inspired Minow. From the days of
the Radio Commission, licensees had been asked to allot time for
"local expression," under the category, "local, live." That meant, quite
simply, community news and weather reports;information programs;
discussion forums featuring political, social, and religious leaders;and
locally produced entertainment programs. A station, in other words,
could not schedule just from the networks, and its own offerings had
to strike abalance between entertainment and news. The commission had reaffirmed its commitment to this licensee responsibility
policy in the 1946 Blue Book and 1960 local programming report. 2
Past admonishments notwithstanding, the amount of initiative by
stations had varied. Local programming constituted about 12 percent,
on the average, of the entire schedule, with regular news, weather,
and sports reports taking by far the largest share. Less frequently aired
religious, educational, or community discussion telecasts tended to
be presented at odd hours: Sunday mornings or before seven on weekday mornings. 3 Some outlets offered original local, live talent programs, though;in the 1950s, aFort Smith, Arkansas, station had its
own version of NBC's "This Is Your Life." In Huntington, West
Virginia, WSAZ produced achildren's program, "Steamboat Willie,"
as well as "TV Handyman," "Farmer Bill Click," "Let's Doodle," and
acountry music show, "Parson's Study." 4
Stations relied most, however, on filmed productions created in
New York or Hollywood. Old cartoons, originally made for motion
picture houses, absorbed most of the time on children's shows, while
syndicated series took up most of the local adult entertainment time
during hours anetwork did not seek. Syndicated programs were either
reruns of such network series as CBS's "I Love Lucy" or cheaply made
entries rented to stations by such independent producers as zry Films
(which created "Highway Patrol" among other non-network efforts).
Of the near addiction to the syndicated product, Variety observed in
February 1963, "The old film shows never die ;they don't even fade
away."5

The FCC and Local Stations, 1961-1963
In the early sixties, virtually all stations depended on the networks
for programming. In fact, so many outlets actively sought network
association that the overwhelming majority—in 1961, 503 of 527 stations, or 95 percent—had one or more affiliations.° During the "most
watched" hours, between 7:00 and 11:00 P.M., the networks were
responsible for almost everything that outlets scheduled. By June 1960,
network fare consumed 63 percent of an affiliate's total schedule and
about 95 percent in evening prime time.'
This extraordinary dependence on networks and syndicators
underscored acritical limitation to the FCC's long-running doctrines
of localism: the economies of scale in television. Compared with single
stations, networks and independent producers spent more on individual programs. They could afford to do so, both because they were
larger enterprises and because they offered larger audiences to advertisers than did the single outlets. For example, one episode of NBC's
"Bonanza" cost $120,000 in late 1961, or roughly ten times more than
one production of WSAZ's "Parson's Study." Yet the audience for one
NBC program, carried by 150 stations, dwarfed that for awsAz series,
which was broadcast only in Huntington.° Thus for the individual
outlets, the real or relative expense of developing much of their own
programming was enormous, especially when outside sources
presented aready-made and reasonably priced alternative.
Affiliates sometimes rejected those few network programs Minow
regarded as serving the public interest. A Cincinnati doctor complained to the chairman in May 1961 that his area's CBS outlet bumped
"CBS Reports," adocumentary series, for "Sea Hunt," a zry sea
adventure program.° In December 1961, when twenty-five ABc affiliates declined to accept aviolent episode of "Bus Stop," Minow praised such independence from the network yoke by remarking that "progress is being made when twenty-odd stations refused to clear anetwork program they believed to be objectionable.'IO But even more
ABC stations had rejected "Discovery," the educational children's program the network had hoped to air for the fall season."
Minow and his supporters wondered whether the individual
licensee, and not the octopuslike networks, should be cast as the
villain. He and others felt uneasy about the low acceptances by stations of network news and educational children's fare, aproblem
especially acute in areas with only one or two stations." Many NBC
affiliates refused to clear a critically well-received production of
Macbeth in November 1960, causing aSaturday Review writer to
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comment, "The fact that 'Macbeth' even won half adozen top TV
awards would cut no ice with these local Caesars." 3The adversary,
then, did not necessarily work on Madison or Sixth Avenue. "[Tjhe
culprit is not always 'big business'—the networks," a Cornell
economics professor, Alfred E. Kahn, wrote Minow in May 1961, but
"the local franchise owner who rejects the public service programs
that the networks make available to him.""
Into the early 1960s stations' managers had found the temptations
of larger profit margins greater than their fear of federal regulation.
Through the fifties, licensees' scheduling practices had not commanded the FCC's attention, and by the decade's end, most stations, particularly in the bigger markets, were accruing vast earnings, with rates
of return more impressive than those for the networks themselves.
"Stations are run like grocery stores," one producer commented later,
"a raking-in-the-money kind of business." 5 Thus, TV station executives took exception to Fcc imperatives for less popular programming, not because such programs threatened insolvency but because
of opportunities for far greater receipts. TV men, Minow complained in November 1961, "think this [industry] is an oil well. Unless
they're making 30 percent ayear, they consider it afailure.""
Ironically, the commission's own licensing forms tended to
strengthen the hand of those broadcasters wishing to eschew less
popular, public interest programming. Upon application for alicense,
parties pledged to air aspecified percentage of news, religious, and
other minority interest programming. They could forfeit their license
renewal if they failed, within reasonable limits, to broadcast those
percentages of public service fare. At renewal time, the Broadcast
Bureau scrutinized three sample weeks of the station's schedules to
determine if the promised proportion of nonentertainment fare had
been aired. This procedure, however, failed to have much effect,
because the commission asked for data so broadly categorized under
rubrics like "local, live" that an operator could count ahigh school
football game as the moral equivalent of acity council debate.
This looseness of definition rendered the calculations virtually worthless. In 1962, one legal analyst of the application process described
the forms' "various ambiguities" which encouraged" 'paper' "compliance." A very different observer of the commission, conservative
columnist and broadcast licensee William F. Buckley, jr., wrote more
harshly: "The FCC encourages arank hypocrisy offensive to honest
men." Buckley likened the forms' request for pledges of amounts
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of types of programming to guarantees of civil rights in the Soviet
Constitution: "one promises in one's career as abroadcaster to be
guided by heavenly motives of public service and universal enlightenment which have nothing whatever to do with the sordid business." 18
So apparently trivial amatter as revision of the license form, then,
offered Minow one possible avenue for change. Under Ford, the commission had revised the application in July 1960 suggesting fourteen
bases of defining local service. 19 Minow favored such adetailed listing
of information, but he also wanted the form to include arequest for
data on the quantity of network news programs carried by the stations. He expected the commission to look with disfavor on those
outlets that refrained from accepting such efforts as "CBS Reports"
or "Chet Huntley Reporting." The other commissioners, however,
refused to add such aquestion to the form, and they delayed approval
of other possible alterations."
The chairman did achieve with the KORD decision aconsensus
among his colleagues about gross violations by licensees. A Pasco,
Washington, radio station, KORD, had failed to schedule any educational or discussion programs, despite having pledged in its original
application in 1956 to allot 7.5 percent of its total schedule to such
fare. Moreover, between 1956 and 1960, KORD had aired 1,600 spot
commercial announcements per week, 900 more than it had agreed
to limit itself to in its 1956 application. Needless to say, the commission did not find these excesses and shortchanges permissible. In
July 1961, the brethren extended KORds license for one year only, and
in messages to all stations, enunciated the KORD "doctrine."
Henceforth, the FCC warned, public service programming plans
would be checked more stringently. "By issuing this opinion," the
commission declared, "we immediately make clear to broadcasters
the seriousness of the proposals made by them in the application
form." 21 Hailing the KORD edict, aVirginia TV columnist wrote,
"The FCC is moving at long last toward the correction of abuses the
public ...has suffered for along time." 22
The KORD doctrine took on added import when Minow named
Kenneth A. Cox head of the Broadcast Bureau soon after becoming
chairman. The bureau staff—called Cox's army—first screened the
applications of all radio and television stations. A Seattle attorney
and special counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee's investigations of television during the late 1950s, Cox had earned areputa-
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tion as an advocate of vigorous regulation. He was especially committed to local, live fare, and aired in evening prime time, not just
at odd, or less popular, hours. Furthermore, Cox held to a"magic
number," a percentage that stations should allot for local, live
product ions.
Under Cox, the bureau placed discreet pressures on stations. Except for the most flagrant violators, bureau officials did not recommend many license revocations to the commission. Cox did, however,
believe in using the "regulatory lag" as an instrument of regulation.
If astation's intentions on the form regarding local, live productions
failed to impress the bureau chief, he could and often forcefully did
convey his disapprobation. And rather than renew licenses
automatically, as had traditionally been done, or ask the commissioners to suspend a franchise, Cox strode a middle path. He
deliberately postponed action, pending the receipt of more information. Affected operators received from Cox "letters of inquiry," which
cited the KORD doctrine and requested more detailed data on public
service programming. Word quickly spread that Cox was really asking for "improvements" in the form of increases in the amount of
such programming or better time slots for it. Under ths system his
staff delayed some 500 (out of 2,000) renewal petitions by late 1961.
"No longer," Broadcasting reported, "is aregular three-year renewal
considered pro-forma by either the industry or the FCC." 23
For all the mail exchanged, Cox's army secured only alittle ground
in its battle with the broadcasters. To be sure, Cox's raised eyebrows
moved some station managers. Broadcasting reported instances of
Cox's letters causing licensees, anxious for speedy renewal, to shift
one or two public service programs into evening prime time or to
increase the percentage of religious or discussion shows. By such a
manipulation of the schedule, station operators obtained an automatic
approval from the bureau. "Broadcasters get the hint," Robert Kintner of NBC said of the exercise. 24 Yet the bureau chief later denied
that his approach had much influence on most licensees. Rather, Cox
recalled "a continuous reduction in the level of public affairs (program) proposals" by stations large and small despite his many letters. 25
A far more effective action might have been the revocation of a
license whose holders had failed to honor the KORD edict. Such a
suspension might have shaken all the trade into better observing the
commission's commandments about public service obligations. But
significantly, the commission revoked no licenses under the KORD
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doctrine. 26 Those who did lose their franchise in the early 1960s were
the small-time operators whose practices bore little relationship to
those of most broadcasters.
During Minow's chairmanship, the FCC initiated revocation proceedings against twenty-three stations, fourteen of which lost their
licenses. Most of them were small radio stations in small markets.
Nine outlets received short-term renewals, an administrative and legal
burden for the unlucky broadcaster but an outcome obviously preferred to revocation, the dreaded "death sentence." Few of these cases
won much attention, even in Broadcasting, because they involved
such narrow technical violations as the misdirecting of an antenna. 27
Minow had hoped for one severe action. Early in 1962, the chairman directed his staff and Broadcast Bureau members to select astation in amajor television market that had failed to fulfill its public
service obligations pledged on the form. Minow sought the revocation of aTV license in alarge city. To kill agoose laying golden eggs
would set afar more telling precedent than to fell alame duck. In
seeking afitting victim, the chairman's aides decided upon aLos
Angeles VHF channe1. 28
Having selected this Los Angeles lamb for slaughter, Minow found,
however, that his fellow commissioners so ardently opposed the
strategy that he could not bring the issue up for aformal vote. The
evidence in the Los Angeles station case did not compare with that
assembled in earlier revocation proceedings. The station in question
had not, for example, broadcast obscene country humor programs or
aired thirty minutes of nothing but used-car advertisements. It had
simply not fulfilled relatively minor obligations promised when the
license had been previously renewed. That difference proved to be
critical. Minow's colleagues, with the possible exception of Robert
Bartley, would not broadly enforce the KORD doctrine and would suspend alicense only if astation's practices were blatantly antisocial.
Thus, the brethren refused to sign the California station's death
sentence. 29
The reasons most commissioners abhorred revocation and its symbolic uses are murky. The Los Angeles license never came to avote,
and other, related, majority opinions went unsigned. Furthermore,
because most commissioners, operating case by case, tended to look
narrowly at each proceeding, certain basic assumptions about the inviolability of licenses often went unrecorded.
Nevertheless, certain generalizations are possible. Most commis-
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sioners regarded alicense, once awarded, with the requisite investment in equipment and programming, to be private property rather
than apublic utility subject to public regulation. More significantly,
Minow's colleagues preferred to hope atransgressor station would
mend its ways rather than to despair over its past failures. In the 1962
Westinghouse order, 3°noted earlier, the majority hailed improvements
in those stations' public service records just prior to the vote ; in
KORD, the brethren put off revocation because the station's managers
took the FCC's very interest in their programming as awarning and
had begun to institute changes. In subsequent proceedings, too,
hopefulness defined and delimited the commission. "One of the tenets
of our society," Commissioner Lee wrote in a1964 opinion, "is that
even acriminal should have asecond chance." 3'
As Minow's colleagues groped for reasons not to act, the chairman
resolved to go outside the commission to find support and add to the
pressures on individual broadcasters. Besides revocation, the FCC
possessed another, though less dramatic, device to police licensees:
local open forums to determine citizen opinion regarding area broadcasters' service to the public. During the mid-1940s, Commissioner
Clifford I. Durr had held such sessions for radio station renewals.
Minow seized upon the idea. In his May 1961 speech he suggested
that "when arenewal is set down for hearing, Iintend wherever possible to hold awell-advertised public hearing, right in the community
you have promised to serve." 32
For Minow the appeal of local hearings mirrored his idealism about
citizen participation in the governmental process. "I am sure the
public does care about TV," Minow remarked in late 1961. 33 He accordingly sought to involve the great audience in the process of determining the social responsibilities of licensees. "I want to alert the
public to their own rights," he said. "I doubt that very many people
really know the power they have over broadcasting." 34 The industry
itself might protest, because local hearings had been so long avoided
and they portended nothing but trouble. But, he told broadcasters in
Chicago in April 1962, "The public must have its say in your planning and building." 35
The chairman decided to try Durr's exercise in the Second City,
where local service had clearly declined since the early 1950s.
Although the three national networks owned stations in the city, none
had attempted to revive an earlier practice of originating series for
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national audiences in Chicago. For example, NBC, refused comedian
Bob Newhart's request to film his series in Chicago, and instead had
the program shot in California. In addition, all three network stations
in Chicago had cut back on local, live shows intended for area audiences only. 36 The worst offender, NBC's station, WNBQ, had actually discontinued alocal show despite sponsor objections. And for many
working at WNBQ, effects were disastrous: in 1957, WNBQ employed
130 engineers ; that figure had dropped to 7within five years. 37 A
spokesman for the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA) had asked in October 1961, "Is Chicago to get all of its
culture, all of its thinking, from New York and Hollywood? Can't
the second largest city contribute anything to the United States
besides money?" 38
In Chicago, Minow had the two elements he needed to initiate an
area-based proceeding. The Chicago stations had undeniably decreased
their local, live programming, and the chairman could point to
dissatisfied local groups. Since 1958, Chicago groups led by the AFTRA chapter had been filing complaints about the stations' programming practices and had been demanding revocation of their licenses.»
In 1959, the FCC had disregarded these petitions and renewed the
Chicago licenses. 4°But three years later, with the licenses up for
renewal again and complaints still being voiced by AFTRA, Minow
raised the matter in astunning fashion at acommission meeting on
February 21, 1962. Minow wished to grant AMA's petitions ;he asked that the three network stations' requests for renewals—or at the
very least, that of NBC's WNBQ—be denied completely or renewed for
one year only. Rather horrified, his colleagues compromised. With
only Rosel Hyde objecting, the commission agreed to send Commissioner Lee to conduct hearings in Chicago on the issue. 4'
Held in March and April 1962, the Chicago proceedings all but confirmed AFTRA's charges. As expected, AFTRA leaders and other television talent groups cited the loss of jobs that followed the curtailment
of local operations. That the networks exploited Chicago, as opposed to New York or Los Angeles, by investing relatively less there than
in the coastal cities, proved to be indisputable. 42
Network station representatives, however, made some telling
points. National programs originating from Chicago had never comprised more than 5percent of the total schedule. Most of Chicago's
network programs had been intended merely to fill the temporary
gap created by the lack of anational coaxial cable, which the American
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Telephone and Telegraph Company was in the process of laying, to
connect eastern and midwestern stations; most programs had
therefore initially been viewed in only one region of the country.
Chicago programs that were continued nationwide, including "Kukla,
Fran and 011ie," suffered low ratings. Moreover, the networks needed the high earnings gained from their Chicago operations to compensate for the lower profits (and occasional losses) experienced in
national programming. The benefits were traditionally larger and more
certain in running astation than anetwork. Finally, in ashrewd bit
of programming revenge, WNBQ aired portions of the hearings by
delaying broadcast of "The Jack Paar Show," anetwork feature. Poor
ratings and aflood of angry phone calls from Paar fans followed."
The public, over whose interest Minow watched, were not very interested in this exercise of "public interest" regulation.
Non-network representatives offered Minow no solace: few present
spoke for the viewer at large or the whole community ; "public"
witnesses, those outside the trade, quickly equated the public interest
in Chicago TV with their own interest." The Catholic church
representatives protested the poor studio facilities and less desirable
air time available to them, and AFTRA sought not more local programs, per se, but shows that would require the employment of more
union members. 45 Italian-Americans disliked the characterizations
of their ethnic group and Chicago on ABC's "The Untouchables.""
Civil rights associations objected to the invisibility of blacks on television. 47
Such criticisms, however justifiable, did not necessarily represent
"Chicagoland." They certainly evaded broader matters of mass culture
for the whole of the community. The hoped-for town meeting about
amass medium often lapsed into afaction-ridden ritual. Commissioner Lee may not have been Pericles, but the Chicagoans bothering to testify before him made poor Athenians too.
At best the proceedings had amuted effect on Chicago television.
In his report, Lee recommended renewal but did attack the stations
for reducing programs of local origin ;he also called for similar hearings elsewhere." In response, WNBQ and the other stations slightly
augmented their local coverage. Variety's Chicago correspondent, Les
Brown, reported afew more hours of religious discussion and other
local fare but no substantial changes."
However mixed the results in Chicago, Minow sought to hold additional local proceedings and asked the Broadcast Bureau to scour for
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another city. Under Cox's direction, the staff looked for amediumsized community with three stations, each affiliated with, but not
owned by, anational network and with mixed records in public service. The choice narrowed to Buffalo or Omaha. The Nebraska city,
despite the renewal of its stations' licenses in mid-1962, was selected."
Minow could not have another local proceeding without support
from his colleagues. Chicago had been aspecial case, with local petitioners, clear evidence of the abandonment of local, live programming, and the licenses due for renewal anyway. In Omaha, the justification appeared less obvious ;only two other commissioners, Lee and
Bartley, would agree to the Nebraska inquiry, and Minow needed one
more vote. Cross, Craven, and Ford would not accept what they construed to be an arbitrary hearing, while Hyde opposed the procedure
altogether, with or without local petitioners."
Minow could fashion anew majority coalition—one needed for an
Omaha proceeding—by ridding himself of fellow Democrat Cross,
whose term expired on June 30, 1962, and whom he regarded as not
only lazy but disloyal. Cross, however, would not be easily removed.
For months, the commissioner from Arkansas had been assiduously
mobilizing support from his native state's powerful congressional
delegation, led by Senators I. William Fulbright and John J. McClellan
and the House Commerce Committee chairman, Oren Harris. At one
point, Harris telephoned the White House to say about Cross's reappointment, "By GOD I'm interested in this one." 52 Such sponsors
caused Kennedy and his assistants to hesitate over Minow's demand
for the Arkansawyer's ouster in favor of Cox, who could claim support from Senator Warren Magnuson. 53 And Kennedy's decision could
determine the extent to which Minow actually led the agency. "The
FCC chairman needs amajority of the commission" Shayon observed in August 1962, "which he has not had." 54
In the resulting melee, neither Cox nor Cross won appointment.
Kennedy played off Cox, Cross, and their angels by naming E. William
Henry, ayoung Tennessee attorney who had supported him in 1960.
Henry qualified mainly because of his friendship with Robert Kennedy. 55 Like Minow in 1961, he lacked experience in administrative
law, having never practiced before aregulatory commission;nor did
he know much about broadcasting (he did astint on Yale's radio station, while an undergraduate)." But Minow at last had another sympathetic commissioner ;Henry shared most if not all of his notions
regarding the public service obligations of local stations. In late
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November, Henry agreed to support another local hearing in Omaha
and joined with Minow, Lee, and Bartley, to affirm the motion. 57
Minow then selected Henry to chair the session.
When announced, the decision aroused only resentment among the
Omaha citizenry. Most of the mail the Fcc received from area
viewers defended the stations and questioned the propriety of the hearing. One resident wrote the commission that "to my knowledge, there
has been no indication of widespread local dissatisfaction with the
programming offered"" Even Henry noted in his opening statement
that the commission had no record of complaints about the service
of the Omaha stations."
Henry made the skeptical scornful by remarking on arriving in the
city that he and the FCC better understood the public interest in
broadcasting than did Omahans. "They may not like the fact that
we are established to regulate their interest," he said. 6°Henry later
qualified his statement to the editor of the Omaha World-Herald by
writing, "What Imeant to say if Iwas quoted correctly—was that
we are established to regulate in their interst."61 The first day of the
hearings, observed the World-Herald's TV critic, "it was hard to tell
the hunter from, the hunted." 62
Henry was already in trouble with the state's political leaders. Well
before his arrival, Nebraska's legislature and congressional delegation
joined in condemning the commission's inquiry. The Democratic
governor, Frank Morrison, decried "opening the door to anything
which could be construed as Federal censorship" and declared that
Nebraskans resented "a paternalistic inflow from the outside." 63
Such criticisms distinguished the Omaha from the Chicago proceedings. In the Second City, political leaders, whether because of
the strength of the local party machine or the then small audiences
for TV news programs, had ignored their stations' confrontation with
the FCC. But in Nebraska, political leaders felt obligated to Omaha's
stations. They benefited from exposure on the channels, one of which
even telecast aprogram hosted by Governor Morrison's wife, Maxi
ne. 64
In other ways, however, the Omaha affair could be likened to that
in Chicago: similar preoccupations predominated at the sessions. Only
20 of the 125 scheduled witnesses did not represent aspecial group.
Of these 20 unaffiliated participants, at least 10 were public officials
and not the common man wandering into the assembly hall to speak
his piece. 65 As before, the AURA local chapter and talent agencies
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protested the dearth of programs originating at home ; the Omaha
Musicians' Union asked for alocal version of Jack Paar's variety-talk
shows." Religious leaders sought better time slots. Once again, area
television managers defended their service ; one of them, in airing
Henry's opening statement rather than the NBC quiz show, "The
Price Is Right," only raised viewer ire. 67
Altogether, the Omaha proceedings had less than clear-cut results.
In October 1963, Henry submitted areport critical of Omaha's TV
service. He concluded that the stations limited local productions to
news, weather, farm market, and sports reports. 68 Such observations,
as with Lee's in Chicago, did not go unnoted. Soon after the hearings
the local stations began producing some relatively costly, local public
affairs shows. But these, too, proved few and short-lived. 68
The most striking aspect of the hearings in Omaha and Chicago
was what had not occurred. Minow had hoped that the public—en
masse, or in more organized fashion—would participate. "I intend
to find out whether the people really care," Minow said in May 1961
of his designs for local hearings. 7°Although certain groups indeed expressed their opinions, the chairman could not justifiably claim that
asignificant portion of citizens of either city followed or engaged in
the proceedings.
Indeed, public indifference all but mocked the administrative process. Those who did join in usually represented small, special interests,
with program complaints particular to their race or ethnic heritage.
Media coverage or stereotyping engrossed them, causing an Omahan
to cite testimony there as an "exhibition (of] the failure of American
community leaders to evaluate television by standards other than 'exposure' given their own organizations and projects." 7'Labor representatives complained not of the almost total lack of series mirroring
working-class culture and aspirations 72 but of the adverse effect on
some AURA members of reliance on national programming.
Particularly in the smaller communities, too, many regarded the
licensee as ahometown entity worth protecting against outside intervention. An American Bar Association analyst of the Fcc observed, "The commission lacks grass-roots support when it seeks to
challenge the manner in which a broadcaster has been using its
license ;the contest is seen as one between alocal citizen, the broadcaster, and adistant Washington bureaucrat." 73
Furthermore, broadcasting's exercise of majoritarianism—culti-
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vating public satisfaction with the scheduling practices—checked the
FCC chairman. No evidence exists that local expression could compete with the national, standardized entertainment of the networks.
Viewers not only repeatedly preferred Jack Benny or Hoss Cartwright
(of NBC's "Bonanza") to alocal wit or community program forum but
often held the hometown production in contempt. "If any of your
members watched one of these local, live television programs," an
Omaha woman wrote in January 1963, "you would readily
acknowledge that such programs are so poorly planned and ineptly
done that we certainly need no more of them cluttering up the T.V.
charmels!" 74 Thus the very element Minow sought most to contain,
the incessant supply of amass-produced product, generated enough
popular support to deny him any substantial following for the reform
of programming practices.
Dismissing the Omaha and Chicago proceedings as meaningless
regulatory rituals, however, ignores their tie to other liberal activities
in the sixties. Through the decade, planners of social programs—like
Minow at the FCC—assumed that community participation could be
achieved and incorporated into their efforts. But instead of town hall
democracy, they found agreat indifference, even from those affected
by their labors. Only those few with the most direct interest in such
programs availed themselves of the process. 78
For Minow and his allies at the commission and elsewhere, the
Omaha and Chicago hearings strongly suggested that the chairman
commanded avery small constituency. He uncovered no great grassroots movement sharing his regard for balanced programming. Rather,
it became all too apparent that Minow and others labored under what
Henry Fairlie dubbed an "elite consensus" of the Kennedy years. 78
A small body of opinion leaders—in this instance, TV columnists and
regulators—had common concerns uncommon to the great majority
of Americans.
Evidence of the elite consensus about television extended to personal habit. In 1961 the average American watched four hours of
television per day. Few of Minow's admirers could claim such attentiveness. William Benton, aprominent liberal critic of TV and friend
of Minow, had boasted, amutual friend told Minow in August 1961,
of never having watched more than one hour of television in his life. 77
When, in 1962, the New York newspaper columnist Marie Torre polled fifty members of the intellectual minority of viewers, twenty-nine
confessed to watching an hour or less of television per week. 78 "The
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ideal standard," complained an Omaha TV critic, "is upheld by those
who have no set at all." 79
There had been inklings of the shallowness of support. Some 5,000
people had sent supportive letters, postcards, and telegrams after
Minow's NAB address of May 1961. Minow and his allies had pointed
to such mail as an expression of mass dissatisfaction with the
medium." Yet, some 24,000 communications had been sent to the
FCC in 1955 to protest the prospect of pay television. And proportionally more viewers wrote or petitioned the commission whenever
it pondered removing the powerful vi-IF channels (in favor of UHF
ones) in particular markets. 8, Still, the possibility that amajority of
Americans did not follow or even agree with the chairman's remarks
was not entertained by Minow and his followers.
Minow, of course, had gone to the public partly because amajority of his colleagues refused to take more drastic steps, including the
revocation of amajor television station license. Few disputed the
FCC's right to regulate licensees, but to exercise that power the commissioners first had to agree among themselves about the problems
of license forms and those who violated the pledges made thereon.
This area of agreement could not be found.
Nor would acommission majority contemplate suspending the
license of alarge station. That symbolic gesture would have compelled
five hundred other television stations and several thousand radio stations to take their FCC forms more seriously. "[The] FCC had but to
take away asingle license for the right reasons," Variety's Les Brown
observed later, "to shock every station from coast to coast into amore
responsible ... service."82
The chairman had, indeed, been left to rely on the indirect, or
marginally effective, devices. In the end, Minow could point to only
the smallest gains. The percentage of all local programming on stations affiliated with networks rose only 2percent between 1960 and
1962, or from 12 to 14 percent of the total schedule. 83 It is by no means
clear that this increase, which tapered off soon thereafter, had very
much to do with Kennedy's FCC chair. On the whole, station
managers continued to schedule as before, as if Minow and the New
Frontier had never come to the federal city. Only slightly, if at all,
did broadcasters augment the amount of "public service" programming that Minow and others defined as being in the public interest.
Those who wrote later on the commission's local station regula-
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tion often described Kennedy's chairman contemptuously. Viewing
an all-too-obvious gap between the promise and the perfonnance, they
berated the chairman for too much style and too little substance. A
former aide, Hyman Goldin, referred to Minow as one "famed for his
literary allusions" and then noted how the FCC during his tenure failed to suspend the license of alarge station." With alike regret, Les
Brown found Minow "overrated" and his reputation "still amyth"
in 1971 because of his "vast wasteland" talk ten years earlier. 85
Minow's lack of success, however, should not have invited such
rancor. Defending minority interest programming, Minow found
himself the member of two minorities. Most of his colleagues resisted
his more forceful proposals to regulate local stations, and the chairman could not remove recalcitrant commissioners but only await
their terms' end, and then hope the White House would force their
retirement. Until then, he had to rely on public opinion in those cornmunities where the commission held hearings on the performance
of stations. Yet those exercises revealed only apathy, not sentiment
for vigorous FCC action on programming. The chairman could not
find his public in Chicago or Omaha. And this lack of broad support
rendered the agency all the more vulnerable to any future confrontation with the House and anew president.

Chapter Eight
The Association,
the Chairmen, and the House
1963-1964

By mid-1963, after aseries of frustrations with intransigent congressmen and apathetic viewers, Newton Minow had something to
look forward to: aNew Frontier majority on the FCC. The opposing
majority had begun to disintegrate in mid-1962, when President Kennedy appointed E. William Henry to replace John Cross. Another New
Frontiersman entered the picture in early 1963 when Kenneth Cox
succeeded T.A.M. Craven. With three votes, Minow's actual influence
over the agency grew, as did his designs for regulating the industry.
The shift in the balance of power within the commission was
reflected in the FCC'S attitude toward the National Association of
Broadcasters. In his first years as chairman, Minow could only hope
for the best in the industry's trade group and its new president, former
governor Le Roy Collins of Florida. Minow encouraged Collins's ambitious plans for astrong, self-policing organization. By early 1963,
however, Minow, had lost patience with the NAB and, with his new
majority on the commission, elected to take matters into his own
hands. In mid-1963, the commission prepared to adopt as regulation
what had been the NAB'S voluntary code for stations.
Yet the long-awaited arrival of aNew Frontier in broadcast regulation only provoked the House of Representatives. In late 1963 and
early 1964, the House acted to curb the commission's powers.
Although many congressmen meant only to rap the agency's
knuckles, the skirmish left the commission with abroken hand, and
it soon backed down in disgrace. The Nation, which had cham-
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pioned so many of Minow's endeavors, unhappily dubbed his commission the "Sad Sack Agency."
Founded in 1922 by station operators and radio receiver manufacturers, the NAB was soon serving stations, most were on its membership roles, almost exclusively. Traditionally, the NAB had operated
to check government regulation in favor of amild self-regulationz and
to host pleasurable annual conventions. In the wake of the 1959 quizshow scandals, some voices demanded that the NAB assume amore
vigorous role in the trade. Industry and governmental leaders from
Robert Samoff of IYBC to Senator Eugene J. McCarthy argued that the
NAB should become more actively involved in encouraging higher
program and professional standards. 3
An enthusiasm for greater self-regulation led the association's board
of directors in December 1960 to name Governor Le Roy Collins of
Florida as NAB president. A moderate Democrat and symbol of the
"New South" of the 1950s, Collins had prestige and asense of mission.° To Collins, only more self-regulation, and not mere lobbying,
could forestall greater federal regulation. In May 1963, he told aSouth
Dakota group, "All our NAB efforts are designed to make the individual broadcaster stronger; keep him from being imposed upon
from any quarter, government or otherwise."
To offet the possibility of alarger federal role, Collins upon assuming office called on NAB members for more news and cultural programming. In January 1961 he said, "I believe broadcasting is in serious
trouble, that its public favor is dangerously low." But the industry
could save itself through "improving the kind and quality of programming, the diversity of programming in prime time!' Repeating these
themes frequently6 he even called for arevival of the moribund 1960
Doerfer Plan, under which each network would agree to schedule two
hours aweek of news and public affairs programming in prime time.'
Collins's intentions as NAB president delighted Minow. Encouraging greater self-regulation, Minow reasoned, would allay charges of
"censorship" casually issued against the FCC. Moreover, apowerful
NAB championing individual stations could act as acounterweight
to the national networks. Minow, though not close to Collins in the
1950s, nevertheless sensed that they shared similar views toward TV's
impact on society and the broadcasters' responsibility to their communities. Consequently, he went out of his way to hail the NAB president. In aMarch 1961 letter to Oren Harris, Minow wrote that
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"dedicated and enlightened leadership for the broadcasting industry—
as exemplified by Governor Collins—is aprime source of improvement in program quality."° In calling for more news and public affairs programming, Minow frequently began by citing Governor Collins's addresses and referring to his "great leadership," and in
Washington the two men kept in constant touch with one another.
It was acongeniality much removed from the time when James
Lawrence Fly compared the NAB to adead mackerel.
Collins could be expected to aid Minow most by shoring up the
NAB codes. The association, first for radio in 1929, then for TV in
1951, had formulated the Code of Good Practice for stations. These
mostly enumerated what astation should not air, such as nudity and
hard liquor advertisements. But they also set higher and broader
criteria for programming that suited Minow's purposes. For example, the codes spoke of "the special needs of children," of giving them
"a sense of the world at large."° Furthermore, the code stated, "program materials should enlarge the horizons of the viewer, provide
him with wholesome entertainment, afford helpful stimulation, and
remind him of the responsibilities which the citizen has towards his
society." Minow had incorporated this excerpt into his first NAB address." An adviser to Minow commented in August 1961 that if spirit
of the NAB television code "were observed by the industry, the imbalance in television programming would be corrected." 12 When the
NAB Code Authority reviewed children's advertising for the 1962
Christmas season, Minow described the screening process as "exactly what this Commission seeks to encourage."' 3
Collins soon set out to have the code further strengthened' 4 with
Minow helping as best he could. The chairman arranged and participated in ameeting with Collins and Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy in June 1961. Collins needed assurance that the NAB'S efforts would not violate antitrust rules. The governor had little cause
for concern; the attorney general quickly approved of the NAB'S efforts. In October, the chief of the Antitrust Division, Lee Loevinger,
all but waived enforcement of the Sherman and Clayton acts by reporting that his branch was "sympathetic" to the NAB code's revision.' 3
Collins thereupon enlarged the Code Authority's budget and capacity to monitor subscribers.
Still, Collins faced serious obstacles in using the codes, not the least
of which was the reluctance of many stations to subscribe to them.
Stations did not have to belong to the NAB to display the organi-
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zation's seal, yet they did have to pay afee, graduated on the basis
of their charges to advertisers.' 6 And whereas most station managers
belonged to the NAB, about 60 percent of all American radio outlets
and 30 percent of all U. S. TV facilities refused to participate in the
code process.' 7
The NAB Code Authority had even more difficulty enforcing the
guidelines among member stations. There was virtually no way the
NAB code's goals of more educational programming could be imposed. Petty transgressions, such as excessive advertising or ribald copy,
could be policed, but only superficially.' 8 In effect, then, adherence
to the code remained largely voluntary. One NAB attorney later termed obedience to be agoal "to be lived by," one akin to aminister's
wish "to have everybody in church on Sunday." 1°
The worst punishment that the NAB Code Authority could mete
out hardly constituted the stuff of depression-era prison films. As a
last resort, the NAB empowered the Review Authority to withdraw
the station's seal of good practice, an action meant to arouse public
opinion. Such revocations occurred on occasion, but to little notable
outcry. In June 1959, for example, nineteen stations lost their seals
for having aired commercials for ahemorrhoid remedy. 2°Yet there
is no evidence listeners or advertisers boycotted any of these outlets.
All told, station managers found that if they violated some code stricture, they had little to fear.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the codes—if not of Collins's
presidency—rested in large part with the cooperativeness of the national networks. 2, And almost from the outset, neither Collins' nor
the Code Authority could count on the heads of the national chains.
If anything, the networks resented Collins: and summarily rejected
his resurrection of the Doerfer Plan. 22 Such cavalier attitudes surfaced even as the Omaha and Chicago hearings confirmed the
predominance of network programming during the popular evening
hours. Each network, though acode subscriber, successfully resisted
having the NAB pass on its product. None would allow Code Authority officers to prescreen network programs, except in the two extraordinary circumstances. Even then, Collins's staff could not "reject"
aprogram by advising members not to carry it. 23
Collins's problems with the networks underscored the overwhelming problem he faced as NAB chief: his selection as president had not,
after all, signaled awidespread change of heart within the trade. His
calls for self-policing fell on deaf ears, as did his pleas for the adoption
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of new, professional values, Indeed, Collins met with aconstant complacency among his constituency. Most industry spokesmen appeared
quite pleased with scheduling changes effectuated between the 1959
scandals and 1961. With more news and public affairs programming,
notably the televised 1960 presidential debates, many concluded that
the industry had done enough. Any broadcasting "crisis" and need
for atrade "czar" like Collins had passed. 24 Broadcasters accordingly
sought praise, not pleading, from their trade leader.
Ironically, Minow himself helped to undermine Collins's position
as NAB president. Minow's early, unexpected and well-reported attacks on television not only upstaged Collins's own plans to
"jawbone" the trade but placed the governor on the defensive. AntiCollins factions within the industry regarded the governor as Minow's
man. Collins's criticisms seemed only avariation on atheme by
Minow. Variety merged Minow and Collins in May 1961 into "the
hottest and most daring act in broadcasting." 25 And this perception
of Minow and Collins as Elmer Gantry and Sister Sharon Falconer
seriously hurt Collins's standing among NAB members almost from
the outset of his tenure.
Collins eventually had scant choice but to separate himself from
the chairman. The governor faced severe criticism from Broadcasting,
the major trade organ. There were hints of rebellion within the NAB;
stations in Texas and Colorado contemplated quitting the NAB en
masse in protest against Collins's leadership. 26 To preserve his position, the governor became one more shrill foe of the FCC. In his NAB
presidential address of April 1962, he severely attacked the commission's Chicago hearing. The FCC, he said, typified the "federal government wasteland." 27 Variety reported the formal "break-up" of the
Minow-Collins "act." 28
With Collins only another adversary and not an ally, Minow slowly came to agrim realization. The governor could not be relied upon
to do the commission's bidding;both he and his association were proving to be insincere self-regulators. And accordingly, Collins's role
in Minow's plans for television's uplift all but ended.
Minow's references to Collins, the NAB and the code at successive
NAB national conventions evinced this enveloping gloom about the
trade association's possibilities. In May 1961 the chairman struck a
note of hope by reciting portions of the NAB code and commenting,
"I urge you to respect them as Ido." The following year, however,
Minow lamented the large number of stations that either did not
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subscribe to or did not observe the code. Then came ahint of retribution. "If you are unable to achieve self-discipline," Minow warned,
"we may have to adopt arule on commercials which does apply to
everyone." A year later, in April 1963, Minow observed, "The trouble with that Code provision Ion commercials] is that it is not complied with and is not adequately enforced." 29
Minow prepared to strengthen the

NAB

by investing the associa-

tion with semiofficial status. The chairman wished to transform the
NAB into apolicing agency of the commission, just as the Securities
and Exchange Commission had converted the National Association
of Securities Dealers (NASD) in 1938. Minow's former law professor,
William L. Cary, then Kennedy's SEC chairman, had encouraged his
former pupil." After meetings with Cary and Minow's aides, the
FCC'S Office of Network Study recommended late in 1962 that all
broadcast licenses be compelled to join the NAB and subscribe to the
NAB code ;in addition, the association would be invested with quasigovernmental authority similar to the NASD. Minow promoted this
scheme in his April 1963 NAB convention address. 3, Under the plan,
the NAB would have the power to police all stations violating the
codes, just as the NASD oversaw security dealer transactions and was
empowered to suspend individual operators after review by the SEC.
The NAB would in effect inform on those stations disobeying the
many guidelines expressed in the code. In this instance the Fœ
would retain the right to revoke licenses, but in considering license
renewals, it would nonetheless look upon the NAB's code board as
an extension of the Broadcast Bureau, the formal investigator of station performance.
Nothing came of the NASD concept. Congressman Oren Harris,
chairman of the House committee that oversaw the FCC, opposed the
idea;Broadcasting editor Sol Taishoff angrily resented the comparison
of station managers to the "swindlers and stock manipulators" of the
1920s. 32 Most important, Minow found little enthusiasm among his
colleagues for submitting to Congress the enabling legislation. His
trade association concept, Business Week reported in April, "isn't
taken seriously within the Commission." 33 Here, as in the FCC'S actions on stations—when the chairman sought the symbolic revocation of alarge station's license—Minow found his brethren unenthusiastic about an unfamiliar approach to broadcast regulation.
The Commission could still seize upon the NAB code to combat a
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single problem, "overcommercialization," the airing of too many
advertisements. The NAB code specified that astation could allot to
commercials up to 17.2 percent of an hour in regular time and 27.2
percent of an hour in evening prime time." Minow and others proposed to set these quotas as FCC policy. The NAB'S percentages could
then be used by the Broadcast Bureau to assure uniformity in considering each application for anew license or renewal.
Additionally, by adopting the measure of the trade association, the
commission would be extending its own powers without seeming unduly harsh or arbitrary. What station owner could argue against his
own trade association's criterion? It was all very neat. "The Code was
written by this industry," Minow said of the commercial limits in
April 1963, "and represents the thinking of responsible broadcasters
about advertising practices." 35
Minow's soothing logic notwithstanding, some saw adangerous
tendency in his emphasis on the NAB code. On the one hand, by backing off from the NASD idea, Minow seemed to be settling for only one
of the NAB'S guidelines. But might not the FCC soon add other code
strictures, specifically ones with programming criteria in mind? The
same Business Week feature that had sarcastically noted the commission's lack of enthusiasm for the NASD idea, warned ominously:
"The commercial time limitation is important as a foot in the
door... it gets into an area of where ¡the Fcc] can establish major
precedents. Once federal standards are adopted to determine how
many commercial stations can broadcast, the FCC majority could
easily go further and apportion time among types of programs."'"
The task of initiating alimitation of commercials fell to Commissioner Robert E. Lee. Although the intimate of Old Guard Republicans
and otherwise achampion of free enterprise, Lee had long favored
some sort of restriction. Unbridled broadcast advertising, Lee maintained, added to the costs of goods and services;he assumed too that
TV's consumers, like himself, overwhelmingly disapproved of the
number of commercials and the ever-increasing interruption of programs. 37 ¡He was also annoyed at the loudness of many commercial
messages, which invariably interrupted his occasional naps in front
of the TV.1 In November 1962, Lee mistakenly thought he had the
votes to have the NAB's regulation placed on the agenda for consideration as an FCC rule. But by avote of four to three, the commission
voted not to commence arule-making procedure on the commercial
limits proposal." Only Minow and E. William Henry, the two New
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Frontiersmen on the panel, stood with Lee.
In early 1963, then, Lee and Minow still needed the vote of another
commissioner to begin the process of restricting commercial time
by means of the NAB code. Frederick W. Ford stood unalterably opposed to the proposal, as did Rose! Hyde. Bartley and T.A.M. Craven,
both moderate Democrats, had also spurned Lee. Craven's days,
however, were numbered. He agreed to leave the commission in
January 1963, several months before his term expired: In his place,
Minow finally secured the appointment of Kenneth Cox. 39 Because
his regulatory enthusiasm knew no bounds, Lee's proposal fared well
when it next came before the commission. 4°
At aMarch meeting, Cox joined Lee, Minow, and Henry in support of arule-making procedure to restrict commercials. Accordingly, the FCC was to hold hearings and receive communications regarding the idea, after which it would vote on the matter. If Lee's motion carried, the NAB code's article on commercialization would
become afixed Fcc standard. TV stations would be restricted to 10.33
commercial minutes, radio stations to 18 minutes, per hour.'
In Cox, Minow thus had not just the needed support for asingle
proceeding but a fourth, majority, vote for other initiatives. Lee,
Bartley, or even Ford might go with the New Frontier commissioners
on agiven matter. "Despite all his talk, Minow hasn't done much
to alter the structure of broadcasting," Business Week observed in
April 1963. But the elevation of Cox changed the odds, and Minow
had awinning alignment: "The New Frontier appointees are beginning to move beyond the traditional 'raised eyebrow' style of regulation towards significantly tougher rules."42
At the threshold of anew era in broadcasting regulation, the chairman did the unexpected by resigning from the commission in June.
Minow found himself missing Chicago and the good life too much
to remain in Washington earning $21,500 ayear. Nor did other positions in government interest him. As ayoung and impressionable aide
to Stevenson in the 1950s, Minow had seen enough of the public life
and its tolls to want too much of it himself. Instead, he accepted
William Benton's lucrative offer to work for Encyclopedia Britannica
in the Second City. 43
At first, Minow's leaving portended only amore severe regulatory
attitude. Kennedy filled his vacancy on the commission by appointing Lee Loevinger, chief of the Antitrust Division of the Justice
Department. Briefly a judge on the Minnesota Supreme Court,
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Loevinger had joined the division in January 1961. He did not get along
well with his superior, Robert Kennedy, and in May 1963 the FCC
appeared the most convenient dumping ground. After some flattery,
then afew threats, Loevinger acquiesed. Trade journals, unaware of
the Kennedy-Loevinger feud, looked dourly upon Loevinger's designation and predicted harder days to come.'"
With Minow's encouragement, Kennedy promoted Commissioner
Henry to the chairmanship. To broadcasters, Henry appeared to be
another Minow, if not worse. Henry, after all, had presided over the
controversial Omaha hearings on licensees' responsibilities. He had
regularly voted with Minow on important policy questions. Like
Minow, Henry believed in an "ideal type" station manager, the executive as public steward or trustee of the airwaves. The broadcaster,
he wrote of his Omaha proceedings, "is not free to maximize profits
at the expense of the public interest" and "the essence of the Communication Act's public interest mandate is that broadcasting must
be more than abusiness."45 With Henry adhering to such views, Variety alluded to apopular chocolate bar with the headline, "OH HENRY!
THAT AIN'T CANDY!" 46

Already on record in favor of Lee's proposal, the new chairman had
come to share his predecessor's disillusionment with the trade association's capacity for self-regulation. Like Minow, Henry had undergone,
in ashorter time span, ametamorphosis concerning the desirability
of imposing—rather than encouraging—NAB standards. In December
1962, Henry had declared, "It is the broadcasters' primary
responsibility—not the government's—to police their industry."'" But
soon he began to echo Minow's disgust with the NAB'S self-policing.
In September 1963 the new chairman stated, "Anyone who has placed his hand on the Bible, looked solemnly at the judge and sworn
to represent the interests of the viewing public, must sooner or later
question whether industry codes are, in and of themselves, asufficient answer to the problem of overcommercialization." 48
Henry might have chosen his first major cause as chairman more
carefully, for astring of setbacks and one tragedy accompanied the
fight over commercial time, and left the FCC'S reputation greatly
damaged. Even before the commission voted on Lee's original motion, members of the House prepared to endorse overwhelmingly an
amendment vetoing the rule. Commissioner Loevinger, thought to
be tied to the Minow-Henry regulatory philosophy, surprised all by
indicating late in 1963 that he would probably not vote for the Lee
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proposal. Finally, the death of President Kennedy proved to be an
especially hard blow for the commission. The wife of the new chief
executive, Lyndon Johnson, owned broadcast properties in Texas, and
Johnson himself possessed decidedly relaxed views on government
regulation.
The commission's problems began in September 1963, when Congressman Walter Rogers, Democrat of Texas and amember of the
Commerce Committee's Communications Subcommittee, offered an
amendment to the Communications Act that forbade the commission from limiting the amount of advertising on stations. The fight
over Rogers's amendment, in turn, proved to be the touchstone to
opposition to the Fcc's attempted extension of power.
In late November, before any vote on Rogers's amendment, John
Kennedy, was assassinated in Dallas;any notion that the FCC enjoyed
aWhite House mandate to save American television died with him.
It had been widely held that Minow and Henry had been intimates
of the president, doing his bidding in broadcast regulation. Much of
this interpretation had been grossly overstated ;Broadcasting, for example, in a characteristic attempt to engender paranoia among
subscribing station managers, had noted in mid-1963 that William
Henry's daughter attended the same day school as Caroline Kennedy.°
In truth, since the defeat in June 1961 of the reform bill, Kennedy
had distanced himself from the regulatory bodies. Rarely if ever had
Henry or Minow consulted with him or his aides in formulating
policies.s° Nevertheless, the perceived close association of the FCC
with the New Frontier continued until Dallas.
Lyndon Johnson's immediate effect on the commission was similarly overestimated. The new president played no role in the debate over
the Rogers amendment, which, the Wall Street Journal noted on
November 22, the day Kennedy died, already appeared sure of
passage.s' Nevertheless, asuperficial connection was drawn between
the House's budding revolt against the FCC and Johnson's coming to
power.s 2
Johnson's arrival may have changed one vote on the commission
and thereby doomed Lee's proposal. Under Kennedy, Loevinger was
apparently prepared to accept some of the Minow-Henry agenda. But
he wanted afederal judgeship, and after Dallas, he needed to placate
apresident not sympathetic to Kennedy's men. Thus, the newest
commissioner began to separate himself from his fellow New
Frontiersmen.s3
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Although agreeing with his colleagues that the FCC had the right
to force alimitation, he could not support the restriction itself. Loevinger accepted the tenets of those who hailed television as "cultural
democracy"; the majority of consumers, and not the commission,
must determine the matter of overcommercialization. In December
1963, Loevinger sarcastically told the National Association for Better Radio and Television (NAFBRAT) and other petitioners that viewers
aggravated by aspirin advertisements could always shut off their sets:
"I wonder why people insist upon this masochistic exercise of subjecting themselves to that which they find objectionable." 54
As if Loevinger's doubts were not bad enough, on December 17,
the House Commerce Committee passed favorably on Rogers's bill
by avote of twenty-five to eight. Henry had urged Oren Harris to delay
acting, since the commission had yet to decide the issue of limiting
commercials. But Harris refused the new chairman's request. For the
first time since the fight over the reorganization of the FCC in June
1961, Harris openly broke with the commission. 55
On January 15, 1964, Henry, Lee, and Cox surrendered to the
mathematics of the House Commerce Committee, the Commission,
and Loevinger;the brethren voted seven to zero to end the proceeding
and possible adoption of the rule. 56 The rule, the commission determined, "would not be appropriate at this time." More information
would be required before the agency would adopt "definite sundards." 57
Such language hardly veiled the immediate cause for the panel's
retreat: Loevinger would not side with Henry, Cox, and Lee, and agree
to aset limitation. "I'd like to see the code adopted as aguide," Henry
told the Washington Star, "but it was obvious that the majority of
the commissioners, in this proceeding anyway, were not going to get
tough. Icould have gone off on my white charger, but to what
purpose ?" 55
One month after the commission's vote, on February 27, the House
approved the Rogers amendment by avote of 317 to 43. No southern
Democrat and only five Republican congressmen voted against the
amendment. The commission had actually fared better two and ahalf
years earlier, when seventy-seven House members endorsed the Kennedy administration's controversial reorganization of the FCC.
Twenty-six of those who voted against the Rogers amendment had
also served in the Eighty-Seventh Congress and had favored the
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Kennedy administration's reorganization plan for the FCC. Fifteen of
them came from two states, California and New York. (The commission's friends were not only few but geographically far between.) Nearly all were easily categorized as liberal Democrats: Morris Udall of
Arizona ; John Moss of California ; Torbert Macdonald of
Massachusetts; John Dingell, Jr., of Michigan ; Otis Pike, William
Ryan, and Emanuel Celer of New York ; Henry Reuss and Robert
Kastenmeier of Wisconsin. 59
Cox and Henry later bravely held that, the House tally
notwithstanding, Loevinger alone warranted blame for the Fcc's sun
render. 6°The Senate, they contended, would not have gone with
Rogers and Harris. Senator John O. Pastore of Rhode Island, who
chaired the subcommittee which oversaw the FCC, believed that the
commission had the right to decide the commercialization issue
without congressional interference. He could have saved Henry's face
in the upper chamber. 61
Others, however, including afinancial analyst for International
Telephone and Telegraph (rrr) looking for broadcast properties, maintained that the very size of the House vote rendered Senate action
superfluous. An aide to amember of the Senate Commerce Committee wrote astation manager, "this was asubstantial slap at the Commission." 62 A longtime FCC staff member recalled, "The Commission knew the jig was up."63
It was difficult to escape the conclusion that the House had all but
destroyed the premise of the FCC as an independent agency. Whereas
in the 1950s critics of the commission maintained that the agency
badly needed asense of direction, and the FCC wallowed in procedural minutiae, the commission under Minow and Henry needed
no street signs. Regulatory actions between 1961 and 1962 originated
within the agency itself. With the Rogers vote, however, Congess
reasserted its earlier sway, causing Henry Steele Commager, professor
of history at Amherst College, to write, "If the Congess is to dictate
specific controls to the supposedly independent regulatory commissions, they will in ashort time destroy the effectiveness of these commissions." 64
The House's action offered striking evidence of just who the captive of regulated industries was. In the 1950s political scientists had
concluded that the agencies eventually became the willing tools of
the enterprises they were supposed to be regulating. In the case of
the commercial time proposal, however, no commissioner apparently
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considered Lee's proposal except as amatter of regulatory principle
or political advancement. None was the kept man of broadcasters or
the NAB. Yet members of Congress appear to have been all too attentive to radio and television industry interests and to have dutifully humiliated the Fcc. 65
The House tally followed an intense lobbying offensive. Over the
summer of 1963, the NAB mobilized an impressive campaign meant
to convince House members that their self-interest rested with that
of the broadcasters." Those stations earning less money would, with
the Lee proposal, be less likely to run public affairs programs with
congressmen as invited guests. A radio station in the red could ill
afford to air afree, five-minute report congressmen made available
to stations. 67 Smaller outlets, notably those in rural areas, one small
broadcast company representative said in July, would suffer enormously. With less revenue, such outlets would have to curtail local news
and informational programming and in effect "become repeaters for
the major networks." 68 Among other effects of Lee's idea, aMinneapolis advertising agent predicted in October, "no political candidate
could buy broadcast time to speak in his own behalf." 69 A special
horror, no doubt, with an election in the offing.
Such lobbying did not necessarily assure the success of the Rogers
amendment. Losers in congressional tallies could always conveniently
blame an insidious interest group for their failures, and they did so
without always citing the exceptions. 7°Well-managed letter-writing
campaigns did not always determine matters. In the eighty-ninth Congress, an aggressive American Medical Association could not block
enactment of federal health insurance for the elderly; the Senate
withstood in 1967 avigorous offensive via the mails against aconsular treaty with the Soviet Union.
Regarding the Rogers amendment, however, the cards and letters
did have influence. Which constituents championed the bill mattered
to many representatives. That many unsympathetic to the industry
did not take aposition undercut the commission's position. Citizens
did not ordinarily follow congressional proceedings closely, and the
debate over the Rogers bill was no exception. "Pressure groups," one
political scientist observed of communication lawmaking later, "are
most effective on specialized legislation where there is little or no
public opinion or awareness."'
In the face of entreaties by station managers to support the bill,
congressman heard surprisingly little from either private citizens or
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self-proclaimed public interest groups. Although surveys showed
widespread dissatisfaction with the number (and quality) of coinmercials, 72 few viewers wrote the FCC or their congressmen in support
of restricting commercial advertisement. Not one Oklahoman, that
state's delegation informed the commission, had written to complain
to his congressmen about overcornmercialization. Even Senator
Monroney, achampion of Minow in 1961, joined his fellow Sooners
in opposing the "illegal extension of the Commission's operation." 73
Those who did write included leaders of religious and voluntary
organizations. Two special associations representing viewers joined
the fray: NAFBRAT and aspecially formed League Against Obnoxious
Commercials, which claimed between 2,000 and 6,300 members in
every state but Alaska. 74 These groups, however, could not match
the organizational prowess of the industry. Indeed, one congressman
sympathetic to the antiadvertising lobby wrote of "the poor benighted
listener, who seems to be the only person without alobby on Capitol
Hi11." 78 Without that consumer activism, one observer wrote, "the
right to assail the general public with radio and television commercials is apparently inviolable." 78
In the absence of ameasurable public outcry, congressmen looked
to their self-interest. Within individual disticts, radio and television
stations offered an efficient source of exposure, areminder to voters
of arepresentative's name and positions. In some communities, such
publicity was vital if the local newspaper opposed the congressman.
Stations aired tapes produced in special studios on the Hill. A South
Carolina congressman confessed: "Any person in politics benefits, ordinarily, by any radio or television interview. The honest politician
will tell you that he knows the value of being placed before the public
in the off season, when there is no political contest involved. It is
advertisement at its best insofar as his ambitions are concerned." 77
It was no coincidence, then, that those favoring the FCC'S limitation
on commercials tended to come from the more densely populated
viewing areas served by many stations, any group of which might
still offer aliberal representative exposure:78
Others, even liberal or moderate Democrats, could not resist,
especially on realizing that the FCC could not win. John E. Fogarty
of Rhode Island, upon learning of his state's broadcasters' strong views,
asked an aide to check the prospects for the Rogers amendment. When
told that things looked bleak for the commission, Fogarty voted for
the Rogers bill."
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Some representatives proved attentive to broadcasters for more
complex reasons. Southern and border state Democrats, like Oren
Harris, were among those least likely to support astrong FCC. Most
served in politically less competitive areas and had less cause to worry
about media exposure than their northern colleagues. But they often
identified with those small-town entrepreneurs likely to own or
operate aTV or radio outlet."
Economic interest was not apparent. Although data on representatives' stock in broadcast-related industries are incomplete, 12 of 435
congressmen (2.8 percent) owned an interest in aradio or television
station. Of these 12, 2Republicans James Battin (Montana) and Robert
Taft, Jr. (Ohio) did not vote ;8supported the Rogers amendment ;and
2, Udall of Arizona and James Roosevelt of California, opposed it.
81

Those who complained about the commission's shortcomings often
failed to note how often Congress had deliberately acted to limit the
agency's freedom of action. In the aftermath of the 1959 quiz-show
scandals, Congress had watered down amendments to the Communications Act that would have increased the FCC'S powers over
stations. In the debate over the distribution of television services in
early 1962, both chambers had effectively suspended moving on an
all-channel set bill until Minow had promised not to upset the prevailing imbalances within certain viewing areas.
As Minow and then Henry finally assembled amajority coalition
willing to implement their approaches to the policing of the airwaves,
they discovered arebellious House ready to disassemble their proposals. That abureaucratic body should occasionally be constrained
by elected representatives seemed reasonable. But those members of
the House overwhelmingly behind the Rogers bill were not responding to abroad public dissatisfaction with the commission. Rather,
the 317 congressmen voted on behalf of an interest group threatened
by the FCC. The House served as alast and comfortable resort of
broadcasters. It, not the commission, had been captured by the
regulated entities; the lower chamber, not the FCC, prepared to do
their bidding if the Commission pursued the limitation on
commercials.
The promise in the spring of 1963 of an expansive FCC had been
forgotten by the winter of 1963-64. The House's decision left the commission demoralized, with little in store to provide solace. One
consumer group representative wrote of a visit to FCC office in
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Chapter Nine
Resignations, 1964-1966

For apresident fighting aland war in Asia and warring against poverty
at home, Lyndon Joluison spent an inordinate amount of time deciding
whom to name to the Federal Communications Commission. The
FBI checked and rechecked names of people that the president then
resolved not to nominate. One commissioner, planning to retire, was
brought to the White House and admonished by Johnson to stay. After
some spirited language in the Rose Garden, the commissioner elected
to remain.'
Johnson's intimate involvement in designating commissioners did
nothing for the agency's reputation during his presidency. In fact, between 1964 and 1966, the Federal Communications Commission went
from being an industry nuisance to aregulatory nonentity. Chairman
E. William Henry, the talented and purposeful Kennedy appointee,
found himself philosophically outnumbered by colleagues and out of
sympathy with the White House. A conservative faction of commissioners reversed most of the policies begun during the New Frontier
years. Johnson might have rescued Henry by adding to the ranks of
liberal commissioners. Instead, Johnson chose to spurn the regulators
and court rather than confront broadcasters.
The FCC swiftly and with a striking completeness abandoned
almost every vestige of the Minow era. Between 1964 and 1966, the
agency all but ended attempts to encourage more public affairs programming. The commissioners ordered the Broadcast Bureau to cease
utilizing the NAB code to determine if certain stations presented an
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excessive number of commercial announcements. Similarly, the
bureau ended efforts to foster more local programs. Gone altogether
was the prospect that the brethren might revoke the license of alarge
station that ignored agency guidelines.
The commission's collapse began as aretreat on overcorrunercialization, when Henry, lacking the four votes necessary to win Lee's advertising time limit proposal, withdrew the proposal in January 1964.
None objected. Any lingering hopes that the NAB might become an
instrument of policy vanished with the departure of Le Roy Collins
in July to assume asubcabinet position in the Johnson administration. The NAB's board of directors, in turn, avoided selecting another
prominent political leader for the NAB presidency. Indeed, early in
1965 the NAB board eliminated Collins's position by dividing his
duties between two functionaries of the association. 2
With Collins out, the NAB offered no realistic promise as aselfregulatory authority. Henry continued, as Minow had done, to endorse efforts by the NAB to encourage the airing of less popular, public
service programming. 3But individual outlets evinced no more interest
in the code than they had earlier in the decade. In fact, any sense of
urgency born of adesire to forestall greater regulation in 1960, or to
please an FCC chairman one year later, had passed by 1964 and 1965.
Although two of the three networks did informally adhere to the
code's suggested levels of advertising time and violence, Asc ignored
both strictures. With "Batman" in January 1966, ABC increased sponsored time from three to four minutes per hour, despite the code's
prohibition against such an expansion.° Later studies indicated that
ABC during this period violated other NAB guidelines on the extent
and treatment of violence in such programs as "The FBI." 5
With self-regulation obviously unfeasible, the FCC tried to enforce
on acase-by-case basis the NAB code's suggested limits on the number
of commercials per hour. With Henry's quiet but firm encouragement,
the Broadcast Bureau closely checked individual renewal applications
for the number of commercial messages pledged on the license form
versus those actually aired. 6 Henry had in December 1963 warned
Harris that his agency would do so "whether or not the Commission
has arule on this subject," for the FCC "must inevitably be concerned with the extent of commercialization when (passing upon applications for new broadcast licensees or renewal."'
The Broadcast Bureau had also been encouraging local presentations.
In accord with FCC precedent, the bureau had since 1961 been sen-
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ding "letters of inquiry" to stations that had failed in applying for
renewal to promise an adequate percentage of local programming (not
including news, weather, and sports) or to schedule enough of it in
evening prime time. This informal practice of reviewing stations'
schedules had continued on acase-by-case basis well into 1965.
Henry's reliance on the FCC's bureaucracy might have worked but
for apowerful, countervailing tendency within the commission itself.
The composition of the "brethren" was changing. Votes for tough
regulation were not to be found in the middle 1960s. Instead, an antiHenry alliance forcefully led by Commissioner Lee Loevinger emerged
and effectively set the direction of the agency in 1964, 1965, and 1966.
The first showdown concerned overcommercialization. In
mid-1964, the Broadcast Bureau accused stations in Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Arkansas of running too many commercials and
recommended that each be granted ashort-term license renewal pending alengthy investigation into their advertising practices. But in
July, Loevinger's faction of Rosel Hyde, Frederick W. Ford, and Robert
T. Barley vetoed the bureau's recommendation and renewed all of
the licenses. 8 That month also, the four horsemen ignored Henry's
motion not to extend the licenses of some South Carolina stations
guilty of airing too many advertisements,
As in the matter of overcommercialization, the full commission
ordered the bureau to stop harassing licensees over their levels of local
programming. At aJune 1965 meeting, acoalition led by Loevinger
voted five to two (Henry and Cox dissenting) for the renewal of four
stations' licenses whose extension the bureau had held up pending
responses to letters of inquiry. In addition, Henry was ordered to instruct the bureau to cease sending such communications. Cox noted
bitterly, "If we don't believe licensees should do more local, live, we
shouldn't write letters." 10
These votes on overcommercialization and local, live programming left the bureau with little leverage and stations with great independence. The discreet, but ever-present bureaucratic pressures of
the early 1960s had essentially disappeared by the decade's final years.
Some FCC staff members monitored stations' activities occasionally, but only after charges of obscene or off-color remarks." Otherwise, the commission offered less regulation and stations less program "balance." As shown in table 3the percentage of productions
by stations remained at levels achieved preceding Minow's or Henry's
coming to Washington. Of those channels earning more than $2.5
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Table 3. Live and Taped Programs Produced by Network-Affiliated
Stations, June 1958-June 1968 (percent)
June

Live

Tape
or film

Total

June 1958

13.1

-

13.1

June 1959
June 1960

12.1
10.6

0.8

12.1
11.4

June 1961
June 1962
June 1963

10.4
11.6
11.4

1.5
2.1
1.9

11.9
13.7
13.3

June 1964
June 1965

11.0
10.3

3.0
2.8

14.0
13.1

June 1966

10.0

3.0

13.0

June 1967
June 1968

10.3
10.0

4.7
2.0

15.0
12.0

Note: Dashes indicate that data were unavailable. Most stations-in 1961, 95
percent-were affiliated with anetwork, while few taped their own programs
until the late 1960s.
Source: Broadcasting Yearbook 1963 (Washington, D.C., 1963), 18 ; Broadcasting Yearbook 1968 (Washington, DC., 1968), D36;Broadcasting Yearbook
1971 (Washington, D.C., 1971), A119.
million in 1964, just under 15 percent originated any local, live programming in evening prime time. 12 A check of Oklahoma stations
four years later confirmed what everyone thought: networks continued to dominate the programming of individual stations, which
in turn, offered little local programming other than news, weather,
and sports reports. 13 The FCC's lessening emphasis on the obligations
of stations led Louis Jaffe to conclude in 1969, "In the last few years,
the Commission seems to have given up any control whatsoever.""
Needless to say, the threat of license revocation in the middle 1960s
lay dormant. Henry, like Minow, saw the symbolic advantages of
suspending the license of aTV channel in amajor market. Only by
such an extreme measure might all telecasters heed the FCC regarding standards on overconimercialization or local, live programming. Henry had sought to revoke the license of one of these larger
stations, just as Minow had ; Henry, too, could never bring his colleagues to consider the idea.' Variety's Les Brown observed bitterly,
5
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"The net effect was that an individual could be awarded aradio or
television license for promising to serve the public interest, convenience and necessity, but would not lose it for really failing to do so." 16
There was no more striking example of the brethren's high regard
for the license holder than the WLBT case. A Jackson, Mississippi, TV
station, wurr had indisputably violated the FCC's Fairness Doctrine
of affording time to viewers wishing to express opinions in conflict
with the station's editorial stances. Moreover, WLBT had, like so
many southern institutions, grossly discriminated against black
viewers. Few Negroes ever appeared on the channel;its managers commonly censored or refused to carry network programs favorable to
blacks. These manifold violations first came to the FCC's attention
in 1962, when Eleanor Roosevelt called Minow to protest the station's
denial of advertising time to ablack congressional candidate) 7Minow,
Henry, and Cox all called for swift and severe punishment. Yet the
brethren would not act. Rather, the majority took to heart the promises of WLBT's operators to end blatant broadcast racism ; the FCC
renewed the license)*
Eventually, afederal circuit court ordered the commission to revoke
WLBT's license. For the majority, fudge Warren Burger wrote, "After
nearly five decades of operation, the broadcast industry does not seem
to have grasped the simple fact that abroadcast license is apublic
trust subject to termination for breach of duty." 19 Burger berated not
only broadcasters but the Loevinger-led commissioners, who had
refused to act against WLBT in the first place. "A pious hope on the
Commission's part for better things," Burger found, "is not a
substitute for evidence and findings." 2°
The WLBT and related decisions by these commissioners underscored how little leverage Henry had. The composition of the commission during his chairmanship determined its attitudes. The fragile
coalition of votes Minow assembled, which appeared permanent as
he left office, gave way soon after Henry assumed the leadership.
Henry plainly found Loevinger, of any colleague, the most exasperating. In aflurry of speeches and writing, Loevinger declared
himself the great applier of the First Amendment to broadcasting.
In his newfound mission, he broke with recent custom. Most commissioners, notably during the Minow years, avoided airing in public
fundamental disagreements with their chairman. Those who did, like
Commissioner Hyde, had done so in a rather mild manner. Not
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Loevinger. Before the NAB national convention in March 1965 Henry
described a"working program .... that has the support of aworking consensus" of commissioners; the next day, Loevinger brutally
dismissed almost every element in Henry's plan. He gibed, "We're
not the moral proctor of the public, or the den mother of the audience." 21
Loevinger attacked virtually every element of Henry's regulatory
philosophy. In aMarch 1965 law review article, he protested that the
FCC's listing of religious programming as part of stations' public service obligation violated constitutional separations of church and state.
That month, before the NAB, Loevinger lambasted local, live broadcasts with the remark, "As far as I'm concerned, alot of local, live
ought to be dead." Network programs, he found, were both better
and more popular than stations' originations, and network informational programs far superior to local efforts. 22 As to the FCC enforcers'
call for some local, live and religious programs, Loevinger commented
in aJuly 1965 TV Guide interview, "I've seen pig pens better run than
the Broadcast Bureau." 23
Loevinger did not go unanswered. At the March 1965 NAB meeting,
Cox argued that astation should try to serve as well as amuse and
not worry about matching the higher production values of the networks. "It's not important whether your stuff is better than the networks'," Cox declared, "but whether you do the job you were put
there to do to help solve the problems of your community." Henry
simply dismissed Loevinger's barbs as a"mish mash of erudite irrelevancies." 24
Yet Loevinger's positions were significant in light of the composition of the commission. Cox and Henry were the agency's hardcore
New Frontiersmen. To draft new regulations or to act against certain stations, the Henry faction required two more votes. Past positions suggested that Commissioner Lee or Bartley might join them
on agiven matter. But afourth vote from Commissioner Ford or Hyde
was by no means certain, since each adhered to a fairly narrow
philosophy of broadcast regulation. Hopes for apotential fourth vote
rested with Loevinger, the third Kennedy appointee who, unfortunately for the chairman and Cox, talked and voted like one named by
Dwight Eisenhower.
If Cox and Henry were to succeed in securing more local programming or less commercialization from stations, President Johnson
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had to replace at least some of their brethren. The president, however,
used his power of appointment to maintain the conservative advantage on the commission. He ordinarily retained old hands or
designated new ones who did not share Henry or Cox's opinions. Nor
did the president confer with Henry about upcoming nominations,
as Kennedy had with Minow, or agree to remove hostile commissioners, as IFK had done with John Cross in 1962. Instead, Johnson
reappointed all four members of the anti-Henry faction—Ford, Bartley,
Hyde, and Lee—between 1964 and 1967. 25 Loevinger, leader of the
four horsemen, repeatedly asked to be named to the federal judiciary,
but Johnson denied that request. 26
In March 1965, Johnson chose James J. Wadsworth, scion of a
distinguished, upstate New York Republican family, and considered
a"safe" replacement for Ford, who had resigned. Although Wadsworth
had impressive credentials as adiplomat, he knew nothing of broadcasting. 27 Nor was he willing to compensate for his ignorance ;instead
the former ambassador complained of overdetaikd memoranda. "I
don't understand the technical jargon," Wadsworth confessed.
"Anything over two or three pages, Ican't handle it." 26 Furthermore,
a penchant for martinis at lunch often led to naps at afternoon
meetings. Although Wadsworth occasionally sided with Henry and
Cox on such matters as overcommercialization, 29 he otherwise belonged to the Loevinger coalition.
Johnson's appointments to the commission well conveyed his contempt for the two Kennedy chairmen. In May 1961 Vice President
Johnson had, unlike Kennedy, disapproved of the chairman's "vast
wasteland" NAB talk. Johnson shared with his mentor, Sam Raybum,
adislike for Minow's proclivity for publicity and regulatory zealotry?)
Regulators, Johnson believed, should be hardly seen and never heard,
particularly those overseeing American broadcasting. Henry recalled being brought to the White House in December 1963 to hear
Johnson tell him and the other independent agency chairmen, "I want
you to approach your job in the spirit of cooperation, not confrontation."' Broadcasting reported "a clear indication the President was
out of sympathy with the generally 'hard' regulatory line the FCC has
taken under Henry." 32
Then, too, broadcasters enjoyed aunique fellowship with Johnson.
The president's wife, Lady Bird, owned several radio and television
stations worth some $7 million. 33 These properties Johnson refused
to sell upon assuming the presidency, although he turned over their
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operation to trust officers after November 1963. In contrast, both
Eisenhower and Kennedy had placed their financial holdings in "blind
trusts" ; neither man knew how his monies were being invested.
Throughout his presidency, Johnson understood where his family's
nongovemment income originated. 34
Because of his wife's holdings, broadcasters assumed Johnson would
handcuff the FCC. Broadcasting, after Dallas, spoke of "a new tone
of regulation." 35 With scant evidence, many construed the FCC's
January 1964 vote to drop the limitation on commercials, for example, as proof of Johnson's moderating influence over the FCC.
Johnson's presidency, Barron's reported, "brought an appreciable
softening in the Federal Communications Commission's previous
truculent attitude toward the industry." 36
Too much, however, can be made of Johnson's own stake in weak
broadcast regulation. Although the editors of Broadcasting, the Wall
Street Journal, and Republican National Committee newsletters
quickly pointed to aconflict of interest, the president's attitudes are
better understood in light of his philosophy toward business generally. Regarding the FCC, then, it would not have mattered if Lady Bird
had owned an airline rather than aTV outlet. Johnson simply did
not believe in an adversarial relationship between business and government. His address to all of the regulatory agency chairmen served
as one example, as did his assurance to agroup of business leaders
in December 1963 that "we will not harass or persecute you." 37
Part of the explanation for the new president's behavior relates to
his own experience in Texas politics. Although Johnson had been
touched by the Texas Populist tradition, by the time he entered state
politics, he discovered that most successful Texas Democrats looked after the needs of the state's business oligarchs. In aone-party state,
Democratic primary contests decided the winner and financial support from at least one financial kingfish was vital for victory. By the
1940s, the Populist enthusiasm for state regulation of enterprise had
been spent. In 1949, Johnson was among those in the Senate opposing the renomination of Leland Olds to the Federal Power Commission. Closely tied to the New Deal ideal of public power, Olds had
advocated strict regulation of natural gas, contrary to the wishes of
Texas vested interests. For Johnson, abiographer noted, "the task was
to dispel any doubts among the oil and gas barons that he was their
agent." 38
Johnson not only disdained the regulatory agencies' activists but
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in Congress, perfected apolitical style that avoided public confrontation whenever possible. He ridiculed Senate orators, especially
liberal ones. His strong, obscene language came in cloakrooms, not
on the floor. It is not surprising, then, that Johnson cringed at Minow's
open declarations of dissatisfaction. "Johnson's career," wrote political
scientist Doris Kearns, "was marked by acontinuing effort to avoid
confrontation and choice, to prevent passionate and emotional discussions over issues." 39
As president, Johnson strove mightily to overcome the business
community's habitual opposition to liberal administration. He wanted
to make social welfare programs palatable to those long opposed to
excessive government spending. Thus, early in his presidency, Johnson
engaged in much-publicized budget cutting, characterized by his switching off some of the White House lights at night's°
Johnson's style of leadership, moreover, called for a"consensus,"
asharing of goals among organized groups in and outside of government for social action. That harmony, of course, necessitated some
measure of support from free enterprisers. And in contrast to the New
Frontier and New Deal, the Great Society strenuously avoided even
the appearance of tension between business and government ; corporate leaders formed an integral part of Johnson's system of governing. "The consensus he had cultivated for the Great Society," wrote
a Johnson biographer, "enlisted industrialism and its corporate
managers in the quest for abetter quality ofIffe. ,, 41
Yet governance by consensus in effect gave over power to the
unelected components of the "broker state." The president wanted
the FCC to surrender authority that Henry and others wished to exercise, but not because Johnson believed with University of Chicago
economists and Eisenhower administration refugees that a free
marketplace would solve the TV problem. To Johnson, that "problem"
and the FCC's mission were irrelevant, the Communications Act and
Saturday Review notwithstanding. Far more important was an industry's cooperation in creating the Great Society. An agency supposed to oversee broadcasting was expected to do less, regardless of
any legal mandate. In the broker state Lyndon Johnson led, not only
were broadcasters more influential allies than minorities of viewers,
but that power defined regulatory action. "Having granted exclusive
privileges to private groups in the public domain without laying down
practical conditions for perpetual retention of the domain itself,"
wrote political scientist Theodore Lowi in 1967, "the FCC had actual-
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ly given over sovereignty. //42
The application of Johnson's consensus on broadcast regulation was
nowhere more painfully evident to Henry than at the March 1965
NAB convention. The chairman used the forum, just as Minow had
four years earlier, to bemoan the state of television programming. Yet
the station manager from Memphis or Manchester listened not only
to Henry and the caustic Commissioner Loevinger but also to Vice
President Humphrey and the president's family attorney, Leonard
Marks. Humphrey and Marks hailed the trade and, in effect, blunted
any possible "jawboning" effect from Henry's speech. Such divisions
within the administration had not occurred four years earlier, when
Kennedy and other administration figures said nothing to undermine
Minow.
Addressing the NAB four years after Minow's famous talk, Henry
found no greater diversity in programming. Like his predecessor,
Henry saw redeeming characteristics, but "at best, it is amixed bag,
with some changes for the better—some for the worse—most of the
movement is horizontal, not vertical." Violent Western and detective series had not given way to arestoration of live drama or spectaculars. Instead, "situation comedies have taken over from actionadventure shows." The amount of informational series fell as broadcasters increasingly scheduled news programs on an irregular or
"special" basis. In amove Minow had long urged, CBS and NBC expanded their evening newscasts from fifteen to thirty minutes in
September 1963. But at the same time, they cancelled such regularly
scheduled evening news programs as "David Brinkley's Journal." "The
overall size of the network public service effort has remained static
or declined," Henry declared. He went on to cite data (see Tables 4
and 5) indicating areduction in the number of hours such that the
1960-61 season, he pointed out, had "had 22 percent more network
ptiblic service hours, and 15 percent more network public service programs than the season (1963-64) just past.""
After Henry's systematic indictment, broadcast conventioneers
heard the vice president lavish praise. Humphrey, who had once aided Minow during the FCC's legislative battles and had saluted the FCC
chairman with his characteristic exuberance," now saw nothing but
lilies in the wasteland. "I'm no snob, Ilike television," he said, calling American TV "the greatest single achievement in communication that anybody or any area of the world has ever known." 45
Humphrey assured listeners of both his and the president's devo-
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Table 4. Network Public Affairs Programming, October-April
1959-1960 to October-April 1963-1964
Season

No. Shows

Total Hrs.

%Aired
Evenings

1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

39
68
78
71
58

189
271
269
270
210

25
51
51
47
46

Source: Sponsor (16 Sept., 1963), 13, and A. C. Nielsen Co., memo 057917,
copy in box 70, E. William Henry Papers, State Historical Society of Wisconsin.

Table 5. Network News Programs, 6:00 to 11:00 P.M., Eastern Time,
Third Week in January, 1958-1967
Year

Hours

Percent

1958
1961
1964
1967

8.2
13.5
12.5
13.0

9
15
13
13

Source: Lawrence W. Lichty and Malachi C. Topping, eds., American Broadcasting: A Source Book on the History of Radio and Television (New York,
1975), 436.

tion to the First Amendment and free enterprise. "Government
doesn't own you, Government is not your master," he declared.
"Government is here to help you and serve." Furthermore, "President Johnson made it clear," the vice president said, that "he does
not believe in Government by scare or threat." 46
In exchange for such assurances, however, Humphrey asked that
NAB members join in building the Great Society. That social vision

required a"creative federalism," the vice president noted, aspirit of
cooperation, not confrontation, in which government, business, and
other organized groups operated in concert. "There is ample meeting
ground for Government and industry to work together as ateam." 47
Marks spoke in asimilar vein, offering himself, in fact, as the Great
Society's alternative to Newton N. Minow. "You do not operate in
a 'vast wasteland,'" Marks told an NAB group on the eve of the
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meeting. "This clever catch phrase uttered several years ago obscured
the contributions of many talented broadcasters." Rather, television
in the mid-sixties should be praised. "Instead of living in a'vast
wasteland,'" he declared, "we live in acultural oasis." 48
Although there was every indication that Johnson shared the views
of Marks and Humphrey, the president refrained from registering
publicly his opinions of television or its regulation. Sensitive to
charges involving his wife's broadcast holdings, Johnson left to others
the task of presenting his soft regulatory line. Invitations to address
the annual NAB convention were ignored until after the president had
decided not to seek reelection in 1968. 49
Johnson not only avoided meetings of the NAB but ones with Chairman Henry as well. On at least one occasion, the president turned
down the chairman's request for an appointment to meet with him."
Henry, in turn, regarded himself as so isolated that, he later jested,
if he had suspended the licenses of all of America's five thousand
broadcast stations Johnson's secretary, Bill Moyers, would have replied
calmly, "Well, whatever you feel is in the public interest, I'm sure
you'll do." 51
Johnson had to treat Henry gingerly. In the wake of Kennedy's
murder, the new president had pledged to retain all of those named
by his predecessor. He could therefore neither remove Henry as chairman nor risk his resignation by asking him to perform in amanner
outside of the New Frontier pattern. He could only ignore Henry and
hope for his voluntary retirement. 52
The president separated himself from the FCC for another, more
apparent reason: the first lady's radio and television stations. Although
determined not to sell the properties that his wife had labored long
and hard to render profitable, he also dreaded the thought that these
holdings might suggest aconflict of interest. Any "instructions" to
Henry or Cox might become public, and reporters and Republicans
would be quick to smell scandal. "Johnson obviously was somewhat
circumspect (toward the Fccl because of his own family interests and
broadcast properties," recalled one commissioner. "There was never
asingle instance of any interference whatsoever by him." 53
Still, Johnson could not resist lecturing the non-Kennedy appointees.
When named or reappointed, individual commissioners came to the
White House to meet Johnson. The president then used this formality to deliver colorfully worded interpretations of the Coirununicadons Act. He usually echoed those comments made to Henry
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in December 1963. Meeting Rosel Hyde in May 1966, for example,
Johnson said he wanted "no harassment" of broadcasters. "Don't be
apublic scold," Johnson said, alluding to Minow's chairmanship. Such
encounters, it should be noted, during which the president even began
to proffer regulatory policy, had not occurred under Presidents
Eisenhower and Kennedy."
Finally, Henry and those sharing his view of broadcast regulation
had to recognize Johnson's close ties to the leaders of the two leading
networks. Through the Johnson radio properties, the president had
developed friendships at CBS. Frank Stanton, CBS president, had loyally supported Johnson since Lady Bird purchased her first radio station in 1942 and affiliated it with Columbia. When as asenator
Johnson appeared on CBS's "Face the Nation," Stanton personally
called some CBS affiliates in Texas to urge them to carry the
telecasts. 55 Stanton met with Johnson immediately after the latter
assumed office, indeed, even before the new president moved into
the White House. The CBS president advised Johnson about his TV
appearances and their ratings. Moreover, he personally repaired the
president's desk in the Oval Office and supervised installation of a
special TV unit designed to receive all three networks' signals
simultaneously. 56
Nor had Johnson neglected NBC over the years. He once termed
parent corporation, RCA, "a key element in our defense structure." 57 When Robert Sarnoff assumed the presidency of RCA in
September 1965, Johnson phoned his congratulations." But to no one
NBC's

at NBC was Johnson closer than NBC President Robert Kintner.
Johnson had known Kintner from his days as aWashington journalist
in the 1930s. Like Stanton, Kintner consulted regularly with the president about his TV appearances and "audience share." His wife worked in Johnson's 1964 campaign. In August 1965 Kintner called Johnson
"America's greatest patriot." 59 Soon after quitting NBC in February
1966, Kintner became aspecial assistant to Johnson and secretary to
the cabinet. 6°His duties had nothing ostensibly to do with broadcasting, though he occasionally advised the president about his TV
performances and nominations to the Fcc. 61
Johnson's intimacy with Kintner and Stanton hardly aided Henry's
cause. Whereas Johnson never regularly contacted his FCC chairman,
he did meet or telephone the CBS and NBC presidents constantly. And
there is no evidence the president ever called his friends to plead for
more diverse programming, to ask that they air more news or educa-
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tional children's series. Instead, Johnson asked about his TV image
or protested "biased" coverage of the Vietnam War. The content, not
the quantity, of such informational programming preoccupied the
president'' ,
Why did Johnson not share the concern of Henry and Minow over
television's imbalance? Personal taste may have accounted for much
of Johnson's inattentiveness. Unlike Kennedy, who genuinely enjoyed
public affairs programs (along with golf and boxing matches), Johnson
and his wife were "Gunsmoke" fans. 63 Then, too, both Joluisons
understood the broadcast trade well enough perhaps to recognize the
futility of appealing to Kintner's or Stanton's altruism. Finally, the
president may have seen no point in antagonizing friends. The administration was better off eschewing confrontation with the powers
that be.
The president damaged Henry in one more way. Like acompeting
carnival barker, Johnson had lured Henry's audience away from him.
Quickly after taking office, Johnson firmly established the agenda of
Democratic liberalism. Earlier, Democrats had divided over whether
the party should emphasize "quality of life" issues, such as the environment and culture, or "quantitative" problems, such as the persistence of rural and urban poverty. Minow's labors—so warmly endorsed by many within his party—had been part of the liberal preoccupation with the quality of leisure time. They had reflected the
qualitative liberalism of Democrats who regarded such things as
television's reformation as important. Soon after becoming president,
however, Johnson put off for the time being concerns with the quality of life. He declared war on poverty and racial injustice. Under him,
Democrats discovered the presence of Appalachia and Harlem and
forgot the cancellation of "Omnibus" and "See It Now." "We had
only just learned," Marcus Cunliffe wrote early in 1965, "that the
nation's economic problems had to do with affluence, when we were
told the real worry was poverty.
The effects on the chairman were clear. No speech he gave ever
received the attention or generated the correspondence that Minow's
1961 "vast wasteland" indictment had—even when he borrowed from
,64

the language of the Great Society in December 1964, terming television programming "our electronic Appalachia." After 1963, the commission received far less mail. A great many people had seemingly
misplaced the commission's address. To liberal faddists, the "television problem" had become passé.65
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If gains under Kennedy had been at best marginal, they were absent under Johnson. Laissez-faire did not bring out the best in chain
broadcasting of the middle 1960s. Instead, the networks abandoned
any attention to Minow's earlier pleas to grant more autonomy to
the stations that they owned and to add more news, informational,
and educational children's programming. Even plans for aseries about
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, to star Robert
Taylor, were mysteriously dropped after the Johnson succession. In
September 1965, abitter Jack Gould observed, "TV has disintegrated
into the rumpus room of the Great Society, ababy sitter for the
underdeveloped segment of the population." 66
In operating their Chicago stations, the networks now freely
disregarded the public service ideals of Minow and Henry. After the
cc hearings in Chicago in early 1962, the Chicago stations' general
managers had altered their practices slightly to fit better the commission's goals for more local programming. But in February 1964,
ABC fired its free-wheeling Chicago general manager, Sterling H.
Quinlan, who had displayed too much of an appreciation for local,
as opposed to network, productions. Chicago TV critics construed
Quinlan's ouster as ablow to the Second City stations' independence.
"Quinlan has been aleader in Chicago television," aSun-Times columnist wrote. "He believed that local television could be creative
and that alocal station could and should come to grips with the issues
of the community in which it operated." 67 In so acting, however, the
leaders of ABC, like their rivals along Sixth Avenue, saw no need to
worry about reprisals from the commission. Indeed, those network
executives still fretting over the FCC, said one trade wag, were the
inconsequential types "with too few tasks to occupy their minds." 68
The networks again organized their schedules with less concern
for balance and more for the Nielsen audience ratings. Whereas after
the 1960 presidential campaign the networks slightly increased their
news and related programming, the number of news and documentary programs fell after the 1964 election (see table 4 68 In October
1965, Variety found "definitely less pressure from Washington in the
Johnson administration." The reduction in the amount of informational series commenced when "Newton Minow went West" and "old
buddy broadcaster LIN changed the D.C. climate." 7°
Of course, decisions by the networks to air news programs had
always been partly influenced by economics, but with amoribund
FCC they were more so. Earlier, networks ran news programs in the
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Table 6. Network Documentary Programs, 1958-1968
Year

Number

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

178
223
297
336
447
396
321
296
290
270
251

Source: Raymond L. Carroll, "Economic Influences on Commercial Network
Television Documentary Scheduling," Journal of Broadcasting 23 (Fall 1979),
415.

absence of demand from advertisers for entertainment shows or
because such series were unavailable. Moreover, all three networks
appreciated the good-will earned with the commission by increasing
their informational programming. By the middle sixties, however, network executives could dismiss the commission altogether' ,
A much-publicized controversy surrounding the airing of Senate
hearings exemplified this new attitude. The rate of growth in CBS's
earnings had fallen in 1965. In February 1966, CBS's Television Division president, John A Schneider, cancelled live telecasts of the Senate
Foreign Relations Commission's hearings on the Vietnam War, despite
continued presentation of the sessions. 72 The hearings included testimony hostile to the administration's Asian policies. But
Schneider believed above all else that cas had to consider the revenue
lost by not airing reruns of "1 Love Lucy" and other situation comedies (popular old series that NBC's daytime schedule lacked). Defending Scluieider's decision, Stanton noted on February 25 that CBS had
lost $2 million already in covering the hearings, half of that in advertising monies. 73 The president of CBS News, Fred W. Friendly, resignNBC's

ed in protest. Suddenly he emerged from the relative obscurity of the
control room to become ahero of the antiwar movement. And to
many skeptics of the war, CBS was now regarded as Johnson's goat.

Resignations, 1964-1966
When asked by CBS News to appear, as he had before the incident,
in aspecial interview program, Walter Lippmann declined for fear
that his negative views on Vietnam would be censored» Senator
Albert Gore of the Foreign Relations Committee complained of a
"television network using the wave lengths that belong to the whole
people to advertise soap when we should be having critical examination of the issue of war and peace. ...
Government has been very profligate in allowing the wave lengths to be monopolized by commercial organizations." 75
Friendly's quitting conveyed the extent to which the regulatory atmosphere had reverted to that of the late 1950s. Friendly, in effect,
had joined his former partner, Edward R. Murrow, in video's oblivion.
Murrow's fall from grace in 1958 had also come when the FCC was
uninvolved and disregarded. When CBS cancelled his news program,
"See h Now," he lambasted the industry for thinking too much of
advertisers and audiences. Friendly had at that time remained with
the network, silently obeying its leadership, and was named executive
producer of "CBS Reports" in 1959 and president of CBS News in
1964. Yet after eight years, he, too, came to the same conclusion Mur.
row had and left CBS.
Even Robert Kintner—friend of Johnson and no foe of his venture
in Vietnam—left his network post in February 1966 in adispute over
the direction of NBC's programming. Kintner, in contrast to Friendly,
had, between 1958 and 1966, presided over both the i& network as
awhole and the news division and had enjoyed far more success in
increasing his network's news budget and air time. And he had sought
even more. Kintner wanted to expand "The Huntley-Brinldey Report"
from thirty to sixty minutes and maintain or increase other evening
prime-time news programming. But he found this and other suggestions increasingly unpopular with NBC's chairman, Robert Samoff. 76
In his letter of resignation, Kintner called for "greater experimentation in regular programming." He asked that NBC preempt more of
the entertainment schedule for news and public affairs programming and offer "an increasing number of dramatic entertainment programs dealing with controversial social, economic, and political problems." The networks, he insisted, "must be prepared from time to
time to sacrifice over-all rating leadership." 77 But he was ignored. By
October 1965, NBC had dropped 50 percent of its news and public affairs programming.78
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Chairman Henry left the FCC in the spring of 1966. President
Johnson, keeping to his pledge to retain the Kennedy people, had done
nothing to encourage Henry's retirement—except to ignore him. But
the chairman had served three years by mid-1966 and had grown tired
of weekly forensics with Loevinger. Ironically, when aWhite House
spokesman announced Henry's resignation in April 1966, Loevinger
was in Switzerland for an international communications meeting.
Henry noted, "With Loevinger in Geneva, I've never had more fun."
Still, more than Loevinger's verbal abuse moved Henry to depart ;he
simply found the satisfactions of being FCC chairman limited. He was
still young enough, at thirty-seven, to take on other challenges. An
excuse came when an old friend, John Jay Hooker, asked Henry to
return to Tennessee to aid his campaign for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination against, interestingly enough, Buford Ellington,
an old Johnson ally. Like Minow, Henry seized his chance to go
home. 78
In naming Henry's successor, Johnson, against the advice of some
White House advisers," elevated Rosel Hyde to the chairmanship.
Perhaps the most conservative member of the commission, Hyde had
ardently opposed virtually every initiative of the Minow-Henry years.
Business Week dubbed him "the reluctant regulator" while the New
York Times observed, "Hyde has been noted more for his amiability
than vigor."" Stanton and Kintner, however, had recommended his
selection. "He would not," Kintner wrote, "engage in public speeches
such as Newt Minnow [sic' and Bill Henry." 82
If the FCC had been growing weaker under Henry, the situation
gave signs of worsening with Hyde. In September 1966 Hyde proposed that broadcast licenses be extended from three to five years. 83
Secondline appointments supplied more compelling evidence of the
FCC's changing state. One of Minow's and Henry's few opportunities
to instill purpose within the commission had been the naming of
bureau chiefs. Hyde, however, appointed George A. Smith as Broadcast Bureau chief. This key position of overseeing the radio and TV
licenses of the nation, once held by Kenneth Cox, now fell to aman
totally out of sympathy with the rigorous regulators. Even the ages
of the two new major figures in the FCC—Smith was sixty-five, Hyde
sixty-seven—contrasted sharply with the New Frontier's image.
Jokesters mindful of the "Batman" TV series fad had sardonically
dubbed them the "dynamic duo." 84
Henry's departure still left Johnson with an FCC vacancy to fill. In
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June 1966 the president chose Nicholas Johnson, former assistant professor of law at the University of California at Berkeley. The younger
Johnson, not related to the president, possessed impressive credentials. In the tradition of Minow and Henry, he was, at age thirty-three,
ten to twenty years younger than his colleagues. Minow's career had,
in fact, inspired Johnson to enter public service in the early 1960s. 85
As Maritime Administrator between 1964 and 1966, he played no
favorites, to the annoyance of both the powerful shipbuilding concerns and the maritime union leaders. Together they joined with
Senator Warren Magnuson, chairman of the Commerce Committee,
to insist that Johnson, be removed. Johnson, however, had intended
to leave anyway, even before the president tapped him for the FCC
in June." Broadcast industry representatives, so pleased with Hyde's
selection as chairman, hardly noticed the newcomer. 87
To President Johnson's dismay, Nicholas Johnson proved to be an
aggressive regulator. He quickly sided with Cox on almost every question, assuming stances even more anti-industry than Henry's. The
president soon asked Stanton to see the newest commissioner and
tutor him on points of administrative restraint. But Nicholas Johnson
instead asked Stanton if he had any evidence he could use to stop
the proposed Ascrrr merger, which the administration quietly
favored. 88
Nicholas Johnson distanced himself from the other Johnson appointees all the more by publicly expressing concern over both broadcasting and the Fcc itself—by being, in other words, both seen and
heard. By 1967 and 1968, Johnson found himself speaking to public
interest groups and writing extensively for upper-brow magazines. 89
If Minow's tenure early in the sixties had signalled anew faith in
the FCC, Johnson's actions half adecade later revealed adisillusionment. The commission's ineffectiveness frustrated him enormously. He urged viewers to organize themselves into consumer groups ;
they should not rely on the commission." "Each day," he wrote, "the
Commission churns out innumerable memoranda, orders, decisions,
letters, and rulemaking proposals which in effect preserve the status
quo and the profitable stability of the industries involved." 9'
Nicholas Johnson and Kenneth Cox divided over the stridency of
the newest commissioner. Although sharing most of Johnson's
idealism about broadcasting and regulation, Cox disapproved of public
statements critical of the commission. His young colleague, Cox held,
should maintain alow profile, defer to his brethren and use the
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FCC's procedures to effect change. But Johnson disagreed. Cox, Henry,
and Minow had sought to use the commission to transform television but to no avail, and of Cox's pleas to keep silent and cooperate
with his colleagues, Johnson said, "That's been tried and it doesn't
work." 92
Nicholas Johnson proved the one exception to Johnson's FCC
nominations. He, unlike the others, was an unquiet, ambitious
regulator. "Lyndon Johnson only apppointed one Nick Johnson to the
FCC," commented two scholars of the process of nominating commissioners. 93 "I don't think it was ever in Lyndon Johnson's mind,"
recalled Henry, "that Nick Johnson would regulate the industry the
way he did.""
President Johnson, disapproving of the young commissioner's positions, asked intermediaries to persuade him to leave the FCC. The
president tendered him the chair of the Administrative Conference
of the United States, aquasi-governmental body of scant consequence.
The younger Johnson chose to stay and fight in his own way. 95

Nicholas Johnson notwithstanding, the new president and his majority of FCC commissioners left broadcasters with the impression
that they were free agents. The trade had made few efforts to placate
Minow with more balanced programming, but it sacrificed even less
to Henry and simply ignored Rosel Hyde. Amounts of news and
children's programming leveled off. Broadcasters, one survey of station managers found, "had to pretend that the regulators were frighteningly powerful while recognizing that they were little or no threat
except in the most extreme circumstances."96

Chapter Ten
The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967
and the Failure
of Commercial Television

By the middle 1960s, one policy identified with Minow remained.
More stations, he and his allies believed, would lead to more choice
in programming. And the FCC should do everything in its power to
create aclimate favorable to the starting of new TV stations. Although
little noticed, the commission's advocacy of competition continued
well after Minow and Henry had left Washington.
To Minow and the commission, achieving this competition meant
promoting uHF stations. On that portion of the spectrum rested most
potential new commercial outlets which could offer alternatives to
the relentlessly majority-oriented television of the national networks
and their affiliates. Budding subscription or pay TV systems were expected to rely on the ultra high frequency, and any hope of anoncommercial, educational television system depended on UHF. "On
the success or failure of UHF," commented one Senate supporter of
the FCC'S UHF policy in April 1964,"rests the future of educational
television, the desires of developing local outlets for many substantial communities and the potential of additional commercial programming services." That same year, the historian David Potter declared
that expansion of UHF television "might even destroy the monolithic
bulk of the mass audience and lead to asituation where the viewing
public, like the reading public, forms avariety of audiences, and
chooses from aconsiderable range of offerings that are really different,
rather than between two situation comedies or two crime thrillers
that might as well be one."2
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The benefits of UHF proved so marginal, however, that for the first
time other answers to the television problem received serious attention. The most radical of these—given the historically commercial
assumptions of the American system of broadcasting—became an actuality in 1967, when Congress created the Public Broadcasting
System (PBs). Although PBs's birth might be regarded as agreat victory for TV's long-suffering critics, in many ways the advent of the
system offered the most compelling evidence of the shortcomings of
the FCC and the failure of commercial television.
In early 1962, Minow had won congressional support for the AllChannel Television Receiver Act, which invested the FCC with the
power to specify that all TV sets be equipped to receive UHF signals.
Up to this point, four out of every five set owners had lacked the
choice of watching UHF stations. This circumstance, in turn, had
greatly discouraged the founding of both commercial and noncommercial UHF outlets.
In the years following Minow's departure, his arguments enjoyed
support even among those commissioners, like Lee Loevinger, determined to undo the greater part of Minow's designs. Although cast
as the Black Prince of the anti-Minow coalition, Loevinger nevertheless favored infusing competition into broadcasting by means of
UHF. Ideally, anew form of competition would emerge, one along the
lines of radio rivalries in certain large listening areas. In radio broadcasting, aspecialization in program "format" had occurred with some
stations focusing on aparticular program form, such as classical music
or local discussion. "The net effect," wrote Loevinger in 1966, "is
that the listening public has achoice among diverse kinds of programs
presented by different stations." 3
Such unanimity—rare at the commission—nonetheless underscored
the ever-present weaknesses of Minow's and Henry's positions. Both
chairmen had found their colleagues to be unsympathetic to the more
direct and dramatic steps for policing the airwaves. But competition—
and expecting that step alone to bring balanced programming—
inflicted no punishment on stations already operating and therefore
avoided questions of the propriety of regulation. Such acourse, indeed, had been Minow and Henry's sole alternative.
For this approach to succed, however, required moving against all
possible rivals of UHF. Individuals or corporations were likely to invest in UHF operations only if they were assured that the frequency
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would not be, as during the 1950s, at acompetitive disadvantage.
Then, the commission had greatly overestimated the technical
qualities of and consumer demand for UHF by encouraging UHF
outlets to compete directly with VHF channels. As aresult, some one
hundred uHF stations had failed. And between 1963 and 1967, the
commission took avariety of seemingly unrelated positions, all reflecting adetermination not to see history repeat itself. The upper band
had to be given an opportunity to succeed. The FCC, Henry told the
NAB in March 1965, had achieved a"working consensus" and "has
stuck to its guns. As aresult, UHF is on the road toward being a
truly competitive service." 4
Sometimes the commission contradicted itself outright in the name
of UHF. In June 1965 the commission proposed to limit the number
of stations owned by one corporation or individual. No group or person could own more than three VF and two UHF stations in the fifty largest viewing areas. While still pondering that edict in late 1967,
the agency permitted the Aviation Corporation (Avco) to operate six
UHF outlets in the top fifty markets. A four to three majority justified
the decision because the channels were in the UHF band. 5
The American Broadcasting Company's disproportionate reliance
on UHF proved helpful during deliberations over the network's pending sale to ITT. In early 1966 the network petitioned the commission to permit atakeover by rrT. 6 The FCC had to approve the combination because the transaction involved the transfer of radio and
television licenses. Through the initial stages of this proceeding, ABC
representatives stressed the network's relative dependency on UHF
stations for affiliates in such markets as Louisville and Dayton.
Among ABC'S stations in September 1966, 24 of 137 were in the UHF
band. 7 With rrT's technical and managerial aid, ABc could stimulate
research into UHF itself while being able, with ITT's financial
assistance, to offer programming likely to stimulate viewers to use
the frequency in those regions where ABC had been left with the UHF
station. In July 1966 the commission hearing examiner accepted such
arguments and recommended the ABc-rrr combination as aboost to
UHF television. 8
In December 1966 the Commission voted four to three to approve
the ABc-rrr merger. The majority concluded that rrr would help to
expand the network's dormant news and special program division.
Such "positive" competition from ABC, the commission majority
reasoned, would encourage ABC and NBC to redouble their efforts in
news and other minority interest fare. Moreover, UHF, as the
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frequency band so important to ABC, would gain. If ABC'S programming improved, the commission argued, more viewers in places like
Louisville would turn to ABC'S UHF affiliates. Finally, rrr pledged to
invest heavily in improving the technology of UHF to upgrade the
transmission and reception of the upper-band stations. Only later did
the commission learn that rrr had been less than forthright about
the acquisition and its own corporate character. Yet agiant international corporation nearly acquired one of the country's three networks
because it promised to enhance UHF television. 9
The FCC'S defense of UHF extended to anew and perceived threat
to the upper-band stations: cable and community antenna television
systems. Such processes sent signals through direct cable connection
into the home or relayed them via microwaves to the home antenna. Manmade or natural barriers, often hindering UHF reception, were
overcome. But most commissioners and trade experts determined that
cable operators jeopardized UHF television. By carrying the telecasts
of distant stations into communities (such as aNew York or Chicago
channel into central Pennsylvania or western Massachusetts), cable
placed local UHF stations in small localities in direct competition
with established operations from large communities. Demand for
UHF service might shrivel, as viewers in Scranton, for example, opted
for New York's channel 9rather than the hometown channel 44. And
the whole premise of the 1962 all-channel receiver law might be undone. "The development of additional sources of free, local television service has been, and continues to be," one UHF manager wrote
aWhite House aide, "blunted by the unrestricted and unregulated
growth of cArvs." ,'
,Said another UHF chain executive of cable television, "It's going to splinter the audience to such adegree that it might
well be economically unsound for me to operate."
Readily accepting such entreaties, the commission restricted the
diffusion of cable systems. In separate orders issued in 1962, 1965,
and 1966, the FCC first asserted its jurisdiction over civil/ processes
and then imposed the most restrictive rules on their operation in the
one hundred largest television markets. In disallowing the unimpeded growth of cAry in the late 1960s, the agency acted to protect UHF
facilities. The FCC commented in its 1966 cable rule, "We cannot sit
back and let cAry move signals about as it wishes, and then if the
answer some years from now is that cAry can and does undermine
the development of UHF, simply say, 'Oh well, so sorry that we didn't
look into the matter." 2 Community Antenna Television, the
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commission stated in 1966, could not be allowed to expand "at the
expense of healthy maintenance of UHF operations." 13
Such protectiveness by the agency nurtured demand for UHF
licenses and all-channel TV sets. The number of of UHF stations rose
from 76 in 1961 to 118 in 1967;large corporations like Time-Life and
Kaiser Industries secured their first UHF franchises." With the AllChannel Television Receiver Act, the number of TV receivers that
obtained both UHF and VHF signals also increased. Consumers, many
participating in aboom for color TV sets, eagerly replaced older, blackand-white receivers, most of which could only get vi-w. In 1961, the
commission estimated that 6percent of all TV sets could receive UHF
signals ;four years later, 33 percent were capable of obtaining stations
in the upper band. In 1967, 42 percent of all sets had UHF tuners.'s
Yet despite the frequency's greater availability to consumers, UHF
was not affording them the hoped for specialization in programming. Those attempting to establish fourth commercial networks met
with disaster without raising expectations about program uplift in
the process. These budding systems relied heavily on network reruns,
old motion pictures, or bad imitations of NBC'S "The Tonight
Show." 16 Nor did individual UHF station managers, competing against
four or five, rather than two or three, channels, schedule more "quality" or public affairs programming. Careful analyses of programming
in the late sixties showed that most new UHF stations offered little
other than reruns of network series and occasionally more sports. "Up
to now it's been that same ball game with the UHF'S," Robert Lewis
Shayon wrote, "comparable not even to minor league teams, merely
bush league and semi-pro." 7
Nor did local service—news and entertainment produced by the
individual station—increase with the added relief for UHF operators.
Indeed, UHF managers ranked below their counterparts running
established VHF facilities;UHF stations originated less prograrnrning.'s
Anxious to recover their initial investments, most new UHF station
executives kept operating costs to aminimum. Accordingly, the UHF
manager was less likely to seek expensive programming.' 9
Still, attempts by other UHF outlets to offer programming appealing to racial or ethnic minorities brought some positive results. Except at the less popular, Sunday morning hours, established VHF stations had normally refrained from presenting programs designed for
blacks or foreign-speaking viewers. But with the all-channel receiver
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policy of the FCC, Spanish-language stations commenced operations
in San Antonio and New York City by late 1965, and Washington's
black majority finally had aTV charuie1. 2°
Elsewhere, the evidence was less consoling to the champions of
cultural pluralism. The operators of aMilwaukee UHF outlet airing
German films discovered that most of the area's many viewers of
Teutonic descent had either forgotten their native tongue or preferred American TV series. In Los Angeles, aUHF station offering evening entertainment for blacks found that an insufficient number tuned in to justify program specialization by race. 21
Most UHF television programming closely followed VHF practices.
Minow and others had hoped that doubling of channels would encourage some managers to offer specialized programming—in other
words, to divide up the mass market in ways that increased consumer
choice. In practice, however, the size of each viewing region still proved sufficiently large for each station executive and all advertisers
to struggle for the largest possible audience share. A divisor of six
no more guaranteed balanced programming than had one of three.
"Serious questions are raised," wrote an economist surveying the question of UHF and diversity, "about the efficacy of new commercial entry as the sole or major instrument of widening viewer choices." 22
Finally, despite the greater availability of Ine channels, pay television systems using the upper-band frequencies fared poorly in the middle 1960s. Since the late 1950s critics of the commission had maintained that subscription telecasting could provide disgruntled viewers
with the choices they otherwise expected the FCC to force on massminded station managers. But fee television tests in Hartford, Connecticut (which Chairmen Ford and Minow had quietly encouraged),
failed in the early 1960s to demonstrate an audience large enough
to support the more expensive programming identified with the golden
age. 23 Elsewhere, opposition to the construction of an elaborate pay
system proved too great. Former NBC president Sylvester L. Weaver's
ambitious pay TV project for California was undone in November
1964, when voters overwhelmingly supported areferendum outlawing any pay processes. As in the fifties, pay TV proponents could not
overcome the fears of those who depended on "free" Tv .2.4
Still, there had been anoncommercial element in the original plea
for more stations through UHF. Much of the momentum for FCC decisions protecting the upper-band frequencies related to educational
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television. More than any other broadcast system, ETV relied on UHF.
Since 1952, the FCC had reserved most of the stations for noncommercial or educational institutions in the UHF band, including the ETV
allocations for Los Angeles, Cleveland, Washington, D.C., and Buffalo. If many Americans were to sample the fare of educational TV,
UHF had to be available to them.
The FCC and Congress had much encouraged the growth of ETV.
In 1962, Congress passed the ETV Facilities Act—warmly endorsed
by Minow—which offered matching grants to communities willing
to form an ETV outlet. Thus the government partially subsidized the
start-up costs of station construction and equipment procurement.
As aresult, educational television expanded greatly in the mid-1960s.
Such cities as New York, Cleveland, Washington, and Los Angeles
finally used their ETV reservations, most of them in UHF. The total
number of ETV stations had by 1966 risen to 127. 25
Yet the founding of more ETV stations by no means assured their
success. Most educational outlets found the early going rough. The
federal government covered only the initial costs of astation and not
the ever-burgeoning expenses of running one. As aresult, stations curtailed productions to such an extent that in late 1964 Chairman Henry
estimated that three-fourths of the ninety-three ETV stations were on
the air for five days or less. An informal ETV "network," the National
Educational Television Center (NET), could not afford to produce
many series. Nor could it pay for the cable interconnection that could
link all NET-affiliated stations for simultaneous transmission, despite
contributions from individuals, corporations, and foundations. The
president of NET complained, "The good Lord has never created
anything than can gobble up money the way television can." 26
The flagship station of NET, wNET, in many ways typified the problems of most ETV outlets. The New York City station, for which
Minow had helped in 1961 to secure aVHF allocation, found itself
in constant financial turmoil. Like smaller ETV outlets elsewhere,
WNET could not raise the operating monies necessary for more than
apathetic, barebones effort. 27 By 1966 and 1967, it had become obvious that without additional government support, the New York and
many other ETV units would simply go dark. 28
Slowly, the federal government moved toward saving noncommercial television. In late 1964, after several crises over wNET's finances,
NET leaders began meeting with Henry and White House aide Eric
Goldman. In early 1965, another White House staff member, Douglass
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Ceer, entered these negotiations.» While Cater, Goldman, and Henry
mulled over Eris fate, Senator Warren Magnuson, chairman of the
Commerce Committee, asked the president about extending the
Facilities Act, due to expire in 1967. On the recommendation of Cater,
President Johnson, as was his custom in problem-solving, agreed in
November 1965, to appoint acommission, sponsored by the Carnegie
Foundation, to study the matter."
In January 1967 the Carnegie Commission on Educational TV completed its study and called for amuch expanded federal role in noncommercial television. A tax on the sale of television sets was recommended to subsidize acorporation for public television, which in turn
would loosely oversee all noncommercial outlets. To avoid an overcentralization of power, most monies would go directly to the stations, not the public "network," to produce more series. Federal aid
for the building of new stations would be extended. 3'
President Johnson adopted most of the Carnegie Commission's
recommendations by endorsing apublic broadcasting bill in aFebruary
1967 message to Congress. Johnson rejected the Carnegie panel's call
for aTV set excise tax, which he feared might endanger the bill's
chances of passing. Instead, the president asked that along-term financing plan—one meant to insulate the system from excessive political
pressures—be put off until 1968. Until then, he requested that Congress appropriate amodest $9 million from general revenues for the
first year's operation of the new corporation. 32
To Johnson, support for anew, public, network made great political
sense. By using his appointment power, he could continue to check
the power of the Henry-Cox faction of commissioners, much to the
relief of the commercial broadcasters Johnson courted. With apublic
broadcast authority, however, he could also please that group of
liberals and intellectuals once the champions of Newton Minow.
The president handled the issue with the formal distance
characteristic of his earlier dealings with broadcasters. To avoid
charges of conflict of interest stemming from his family's broadcast
properties, he asked Cater to select members for the ETV panel and
had the Carnegie Foundation pay for its operations. 33 But Johnson continued to convey his disdain for TV's past critics. He refused to call
on Minow, who volunteered to lobby for the bill. When Cater, in planning the signing of the bill into law, drafted astatement for the president that included aquote from Murrow's famous 1958 attack on
TV, Johnson, ever the friend of the newscaster's nemesis at CBS,
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Frank Stanton, commented, "No Murrow for me." 34
Congress passed the administration's bill in October 1967 with little
opposition. No hostile lobbying campaign developed, as virtually all
major trade leaders and associations, normally hesitant about afederal
role in broadcasting, backed the bill. 35 The Senate approved the
measure in May by voice vote. In the House, however, Republicans
and southern Democrats held up passage. Most suspected that the
corporation (renamed the Corporation for Public Broadcasting IcPB1
to include radio) might develop into an instrument of federal propaganda ; in October the "conservative coalition" nearly struck the CPB
from the measure by a 167 to 194 tally. After the administration
agreed to some minor modifications of the proposal, the House passed the Public Broadcasting Act by 265 votes to 91. Included were the
extension of the Facilities Act and the $9 million initial appropriation. 36
In passing the bill, Congress followed earlier patterns in broadcast
legislation. Not that many members interested themselves in the
legislation; Cater, in search of votes, had to break up one congressman's sexual liaison in adistrict hote1. 37 Those who did participate in the debate on the bill, as during that on the 1962 all-channel
receiver act, took the route least threatening to the status quo of broadcasting. By appropriating amodest initial fund for PBS and not resolving the issue of permanent financing, House and Senate members did
not create avery powerful rival to the established networks and stations of the private sector.
Johnson immediately associated the Public Broadcasting Act with
the Great Society. His presidency would not only attack economic
inequalities—the persistent "quantitative" problems of postwar
America—but improve the "quality" of life for all Americans, he said.
In the same spirit, the administration had championed federal highway
beautification legislation. To subsidize creative impulses, the president had sponsored the National Arts Foundation. And on signing
the Public Broadcasting Act in November 1967, Johnson spoke of
public TV as one more qualitative component of the Great Society.
"While we work everyday to produce new goods and create new
wealth," he said, "we want most of all to enrich man's spirit." 35
Johnson's stated reasons for the Public Broadcasting Act notwithstanding, the decision to start afederal network owed more to
the failure of commercial broadcasting and its regulation. By 1967,
the FCC could no longer be expected to bring more diversity to TV.
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Indeed, as early as the fall of 1965, aColumbia Journalism Review
contributor saw so little achieved at the agency that he suggesed Congress abolish it. 39 The resignation of Henry in June 1966 added to the
view that the FCC was aregulator's Lost Cause. The new chairman,
Rosel Hyde, was an honest but unimaginative career bureaucrat twice
his predecessor's age. He hardly fit the dynamic Henry or Minow
mold;nor did he seek to. He disliked jawboning and generally limited
his role in any debate about broadcasting. A year into Hyde's chairmanship, journalist Elizabeth Drew, writing for the Atlantic, recounted the trivial preoccupations of the commissioners, contrasting
them sharply to the exciting days of the early New Frontier. Drew
did not advocate the FCC'S elimination ; she pronounced it already
dead. 49 After reading Drew's article, aNew York congressman wrote,
"Backbone: jellyfish," and scrawled on the margin, "It is unthinkable
that you, the regulatory body, remain arms folded and stolid and silent
in the face of ever enlarged profits of the TV chains whose main asset
is public property." 4'
The relationship between the commissions's decline and the rise
of public television can be seen in the administration's bill. The public
system was expected to provide what the FCC had been unable to obtain from commercial television. One frequent complaint about commercial stations had been that they avoided local in favor of syndicated
and network productions. Earlier, Minow and the FCC had encouraged licensees to originate more programming, and in May 1963 the
commission even ordered an end to "option time" contracts, which
the networks had used to command from their affiliates as many
broadcast hours as possible. Yet none of these and related steps had
checked the tendency of stations to turn over huge blocks of time
to the national chains or West Coast film companies. 42 The Public
Broadcasting Act, however, specified that individual PBS stations, and
not the new public network, receive most of the money appropriated
for the system, and that each station assume ashare of the responsibility for producing series. 43
Those contemplating apublic network also frequently referred to
children's series, which earlier in the 1960s, the commission had asked
the industry to upgrade. But by 1967 the special children's programs
that all three networks had experimented with at Minow's urging
had left the air. With one exception—CBS'S "Captain Kangaroo,"
which predated Minow's regime—parents had little choice for their
offspring but rounds of cartoons, violent, silly, or pun-filed. 44 The
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absence of selection did not escape the congressional debate. The majority of children's programs, contended Congressman Claude Pepper of Florida, "are merely adevice to keep them quiet rather than
stimulate their curiosity and learning." 45 Public TV, to Pepper and
others, offered alternatives. An ETV station manager noted how a
Pittsburgh NET outlet had successfully started an educational
children's program, "Mister Rogers." 46 To aNew York Democrat,
such series might rescue offspring from—borrowing Minow's
terminology—the "mini-wasteland" of commercial television's programming for the child. 47
Heard too during the debate over the bill were familiar cries for
more minority interest programming. The biases of commercial networks and stations toward majority tastes had been consistently condemned by Minow and Henry. Ignoring such jawboning, broadcasters
scheduled as before, with evening prime time awarded ordinarily to
those who ran fastest in the Nielsen and Arbitron marathons. Thus
the Minow-Henry chairmanships saw no appeciable gain in the small
amount of minority interest fare." The lack of choice upset many
who were discussing public television, even Republicans out of sympathy with Minow. "Why isn't television," asked Senator Hugh Scott
in April 1967, "applying that principle that what serves the cultural
interest of the minority tends ultimately to serve the majority?"
Senator Norris Cotton of New Hampshire called TV "perfectly sickening. It is far below the standard of my mind." 49 Wrote one Ery enthusiast, "For the large majority, TV is amedium of entertainment.
Anything that the viewers acquire by way of information or culture
is incidental and almost accidental.""
By the time of the Public Broadcasting Act, then, aconsensus had
emerged among those disenchanted with American TV. Little or
nothing the FCC could do would transform television. Louis Jaffe, administrative law scholar and among those critical of the agency during the Eisenhower years, commented in February 1964, "I'm afraid
in this country, quality by ukase will not work. We must look to other
factors for improvement ....
The greater hope, Ithink, is educational
TV."" An ETV spokesman commented the next year, "It simply
doesn't make sense any more for the government to wage the perennial, on-going battle against commercial television." 52 With ETV, the
Columbia Journalism Review's advocate of the FCC'S abolition
argued, "we could then be in sight of achieving what the FCC never
could: the program balance that is what 'service in the public interest'
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should be." 53 Gore Vidal, novelist and playwright of TV's golden age,
wrote of the Public Broadcasting Act's realization: "The fact that so
many dominions and powers (among them the owners of KTBC-TV
(the Johnson family() agree that such anetwork is needed is proof that
nothing can be done about commercial television. There is no way
to improve it, nor has there been since the 1950s." 54
Indeed, for many who had long been unhappy with television and
who had once looked to the FCC for TV's reform, educational broadcasting now promised salvation. Vance Packard, who had bewailed
and exaggerated advertisers' influence over TV, and Marya Mannes,
who had attacked almost everything about the medium since 1957,
both praised ETV. Former Senator William Benton, aMinow friend
and frequent TV detractor, also turned to noncommercial television.
In March 1964, Benton wrote that educational TV would bring "the
superlative potential of television to broaden man's knowledge, deepen
his understanding and enrich his life." 55 Seven months later, Cecil
Smith of the Los Angeles Times found that only Los Angeles's newly formed ETV station, xcE.T Channel 28, gave relief from the commercial networks' diet. That station, he noted, presented Robert
Flaherty's classic documentary Nanook of the North and jazz music.
Furthermore, there were no commercials or plugs to jar him. When
Julia Child hosted "French Chef," acooking program, she "never tells
you to dash out to Safeway (the food store chain( to get eggs for your
hollandaise." Commercial television, in contast, offered "not asingle
show that one looks forward to with excitement." An Angeleno,
Smith suggested, "could do worse than to lock his television set at
Channel 28 and forget the other channels." 56
Others hailing the Public Broadcasting Act symbolized this change
of heart. In the 1950s, Saturday Review had periodically hailed the
commercial programming of the golden age and had even granted annual awards for the best TV productions. But by the middle 1960s,
its editor, Norman Cousins, had ended that exercise because the
medium no longer warranted such attention. Thanking Johnson in
November 1967 for sponsoring the Public Broadcasting Act, Cousins
now saw promise only in noncommercial television. "Your support
of this immensely meaningful bill," Cousins wrote, "heartened greatly
all those who, with you, see television as an agency of cultural and
educational advance." 57
Finally, the fate of Fred Friendly characterized this change from
commercial to noncommercial expectations. A knight of the golden
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age, Friendly had coproduced "See It Now" and had served as executive producer of "CBS Reports." Friendly, agood company man,
defended his employer while hailing the FCC chairman. 58 Minow, he
wrote in May 1963, "wasn't only the best Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission—and still is—but the first." 59 To
Friendly in mid-1963, an equilibrium existed between a"responsible"
network like CBS and areasonable FCC chairman like Minow. Within
three years, however, Friendly had resigned in protest from the corporate broadcast world and he immediately dedicated himself to the
Ford Foundation's efforts to secure federal funding for Erv. 60 He had
given up. No longer could Friendly regard the "American" system
of "free" broadcasting regulated by the FCC to be adequate to achieve
ameasure of diversity. In fact, he dismissed the FCC as "a tower of
jello on the Potomec." 61
By late 1967, the country had something totally different: apublic
broadcasting authority. But the balance between public and commercial television was not exactly equal. The country had made what
seemed like areasonable compromise except that PBS was left short
of the money and stations it needed to compete with its established,
commercial rivals. 62 The hegemony of majority television remained
undiminished.
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Chapter Eleven
Conclusion

Why had the FCC been unable to change American television? The
commonplace explanation, nurtured by studies of the independent
commission in the early 1950s and transformed into conventional
wisdom by histories of the regulatory agencies in the 1960s, was that
none of the agencies could function properly because they had been
"captured" by the industries they had been intended to regulate.' By
the end of the sixties, this view gained new popularity with the work
of consumer organizations led by Ralph Nader. If the commissions
did not operate in amore and more vaguely defined "public interest,"
it was because the commissioners were corporate pawns—or lobbyists'
lackeys. 2
Champions of "captive" thesis, however, often fail to take into account the inherent limitations of the independent agency. In this
regard the commissions have been fundamentally misunderstood. Proponents of regulation—notably modern liberals and "consumer advocates"—have believed in the efficacy of government by independent commission. When an agency has not worked in the public interest, simple-minded causes, such as acommission's closeness to
the enterprises regulated, have been offered in the way of analysis.
But it would seem that their "failure" or shortcoming had less to do
with their susceptibility to lobbying than with the jealousy and
designs of the formal three branches of govenunent. 3 The commissions have not ordinarily been free agents. Although dubbed the fourth
branch of government, the regulatory commission could, in truth,
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succeed only with the cooperation of the other three wings, notably
the presidency and the Congress. Any one of these branches of government might handcuff the agency.
In contrast to some of their predecessors, Minow, Henry, Cox, and
other commissioners were not the servants of the industry they policed; nor apparently were those commissioners who disagreed with
them and other liberal exponents of regulation. The chairmen and
commissioners of the sixties, unlike some of their predecessors, were
not treated to elaborate lunches by individuals applying for aTV channel. They did not fish off the pleasure craft of alicensee. "If he were
aprofessional," John Crosby wrote of Minow in May 1961, "he'd go
yachting with the broadcasters whose affairs he regulates" 4 But
Minow refrained from such outings. He would not even accept adollar
won from the president of NBC in abet over the ratings of Jackie Kennedy's CBS specia1. 5 For Minow and others, policy was not shaped by
aconflict of interest.
Those naming the commissioners, and not the commission itself,
helped to chart its direction. Kennedy had carefully selected commissioners sympathetic to Minow. Only one of Kennedy's four appointments, Lee Loevinger, named in June 1963, joined the anti-Minow
group, and that affiliation had been unexpected. In contrast, Johnson
deliberately designated commissioners disinclined toward the MinowHenry philosophy of regulation. He was determined not to see the
commission upset his "consensus" with American broadcasters. With
one exception, the president's six nominees and his choice for chairman, Rosel Hyde, usually identified with Loevinger and asoft position. As aresult, after 1963, the composition of the commission
shifted away from the Minow-Henry axis. The agency relaxed enforcement of regulations encouraging public service programming. The
Broadcast Bureau spent less time monitoring licensees' performance.
The liberal commissioners of the 1960s were confined by the president's appointment prerogative. Had Henry not been left with so many
commissioners who were unwilling to take his counsel, the agency
could have been expected to take up the proposals that he and Cox
brought up at weekly meetings. But without the power of amajority, Henry posed no threat. He could be ignored by stations and networks programming anything other than the outrageous.
Even as amajority coalition, however, the Minow-Henry faction
often saw its freedom of action curtailed by procedures imposed on
the agency by Congress. In 1946 and 1952, Congress had approved
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legislation protecting the rights of parties directly involved in the commission's determinations and limiting the role of third parties or consumer organizations. The 1946 Administrative Procedure Act and the
1952 McFarland amendments to the Communications Act provided
broadcasters with so many guarantees against swift and arbitrary
justice that the commission had difficulty deciding anything quickly, if at all. The resulting regulatory lag normally served the status
quo, while weakening the resolve of those favoring punitive measures
against aviolator-licensee. Regulatory initiatives took months or years
to decide. Minow complained later of the FCC's "archaic procedure"
and about allocating "enormous time on unimportant matters." 6
During the sixties, Congress continued to affirm its sway over ambitious commissioners. In 1961, both houses frustrated the Kennedy
administration's efforts to unleash the agency from some of the impediments of the APA and McFarland amendments. Three years later,
the House overwhelmingly endorsed aresolution rebuking the FCC
for seeking to limit the number of commercials on the air. Although
the Senate failed to act on the bill, the size of the House vote much
embarrassed the agency.
Successive Congresses sent clear messages. Although no representatives sought areturn to the commission's lethargic, scandal-ridden
past, only aminority, mainly liberal Democrats of the East and West
coasts, wished to see the Fcc operate against the interests of the
established broadcaster. The agency was expected to perform anarrow range of duties honestly and well.
The FCC's essential weaknesses thus resulted from adependency
on congressional and presidential support. It was not enough for
Minow or Henry to build coalitions among the commissioners. New
regulations had to be endorsed by Congress and the White House as
well. Without such backing, the agency's liberal faction suffered
legislative setbacks and new, unsympathetic colleagues.
Within Congress, anatural jealousy of the fourth branch of government partly explained the fate of the Minow and Henry policies.'
Some congressmen, particularly members of the House from southern
and western states, who, because of the seniority system, were most
likely to chair the key communication committees, were especially
sensitive about an FCC promulgating rules out of line with their own
regulatory philosophies. Many, like Speaker Sam Rayburn, regarded
the agency as an "arm of Congress."
In other cases, political advantage directed both congressional and
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presidential antagonism toward Henry and his type of regulator. For
the representative always faced with reelection, good-will with broadcasters was prized above the FCC's claims to the public interest. President Johnson was equally anxious to court broadcasters. In exchange
for aconsensus favorable to the Great Society, the president sought
to ease businesses' regulatory burdens. The last thing Johnson welcomed was confrontation or jawboning.
It was not amatter of acaptive agency but aweak one, crippled,
indeed, at the start of the race. Congress and the president could not
abide astrong FCC, not when its wards, local and network television,
could deliver more votes than the TV editor of an opinion-leading
newspaper or magazine. The commission was asmall, toothless dog
kept on avery short leash.
The FCC was not the only independent commission to lack congressional and presidential sanction for new policies inimical to an
established industry ;the Federal Trade Commission encountered a
similar fate while battling the tobacco trade. In January 1964 the U. S.
Surgeon General reported a link between cigarette smoking and
cancer. That June, the Frc announced that after January 1, 1965, all
cigarette packages and cartons, and after July 1, 1965, all cigarette
advertising, including radio and TV commercials, were to include the
admonition: "Smoking is dangerous to health and may cause death
from cancer and other diseases." Dismayed members of Congress,
notably those from tobacco-growing states, and others, like Congressman Walter Rogers, who had led the fight to check the FCC's
power over air time for commercials, now favored legislation designed
to roll back the Trade Commission's order. Again, those supporting
the FTC included the same minority of liberal Democrats who earlier
had stood with the FCC in key 1961 and 1964 votes. The House Commerce Committee chairman, Oren Harris, and President Johnson forced the FTC to put off the order until July 1965. Then, both houses
agreed to adifferent, more mildly worded label: cigarette smoking
"May Be Hazardous to Your Health." In addition, the Federal Cigarette
Labeling and Advertising Act specified that the inscription need only be used on cigarette packages and cartons;under the law, the Fric
was forbidden to interfere with any form of tobacco advertising for
four years. 8Agroup of Senate and House liberals complained to President Johnson that the law, "instead of protecting the health of the
American people, protects only the cigarette industry." 9
Still, Congress and even Lyndon Johnson could have been prodded
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by public opinion. Had large numbers of viewers organized and embraced the FCC, the executive and legislative branches might have
held more respect for Minow's and Henry's intentions. But the public
never rallied to the champions of the public interest. True, several
thousand wrote Minow after his first NAB address. Yet few unhappy
TV viewers contacted their elected representatives. When contemplating voting on the FCC in 1961 and 1964, congressmen heard
only from broadcast interests.
On at least one major issue facing the FCC in the 1960s, excessive
TV advertising, an American majority was unorganized and unheeded. If anything annoyed TV users in the sixties, it was television commercials, and the commission's effort to curb excessive advertising
commanded more popular backing than congressional action against
the agency indicated. But those favoring the overcorrunercialization
proceeding were not well mobilized or connected to individual congressmen. Power clustered around those with easy access to the Hill.
On most regulatory issues, however, the size and composition of
Minow's supporters presented difficulties. Those sharing most of his
concerns tended to be among the least representative Americans: the
well-educated, well-heeled upper-middle-class liberals. Although expert at mobilizing aPTA chapter, they made for aminor constituency, an elite. Absent were members of the working class or racial and
ethnic minorities who, while arguably victimized by television programming, evinced little displeasure with the medium. Indeed, one
study found that even most of those of the upper and upper-middle
classes—Americans with more than one university degree and drawing a handsome salary—preferred majoritarian television to the
"balanced" programming championed by TV's critics and regulators.",
The thinness of Minow's ranks can be shown in his efforts to rally
public opinion. When Minow held Fcc hearings in Omaha and
Chicago, they generated little local interest. Few watched the televised
proceedings. Most witnesses represented not consumers but religious
or television production groups adversely affected by the stations'
scheduling practices. "There were," Henry recalled, "far fewer straight
public interest groups devoted solely to the performance of television
stations." And the effect of such inattention from the public or
organized segments of it undermined the capacity of the regulatory
agency to serve apublic interest. Remarked one historian in 1975,
"The system had degenerated from an original dream of constitutional
democracy and the general welfare, to a hopelessly fragmented
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melange of small, autonomous constituencies sensitive only to selfinterest."I 2
Of course Americans should not have been expected to fight for
the rights of minorities of viewers, even if that was what was ultimately required for the success of the FCC's initiatives. The commission
was trying to force stations and networks to telecast precisely those
programs least popular with the American TV consumer. Citizens
could hardly be counted upon to rally for programming they normally avoided.
For their part, broadcasters had satisfied enough large and important elements to forestall potential support for the FCC. By serving
the tastes of the majority each night, broadcasters not only pleased
advertisers but limited the number of would-be dissenters. Audience
sizes for TV remained constant through the 1960s, with the average
American watching TV for four hours aday.' 3
Members of Congress and President Johnson proved to be far more
selective consumers of television. Few elected officials had time for
viewing any commercial programming. 14 Lyndon Johnson watched
only "Gunsmoke" (sometimes) and his own prerecorded appearances.'s Yet the industry willingly served their specialized needs
as well. The networks and individual stations donated to congressmen
and the president that most precious of commodities in the age of
television: air time.
The TV industry also benefited from the ever-present questions of
civil liberties in broadcast regulation. Whenever the commission contemplated new edicts, trade leaders always remembered the rank order
of the Bill of Rights. "We shake the finger and lift the eyebrow," Henry
remarked in October 1964 to agroup of broadcasters. "You holler
'censorship' and wave the Constitution." 16 And that reaction to the
most modest of designs on programming practices of stations added
to the industry's ranks. After voting against the administration's first
FCC reform plan, Congressman James Wright, Democrat of Texas, explained to his constituents:
Administrative powers once granted are seldom relinquished, and the ultimate test of executive authority is not how
it can be exercised by good men possessed of wisdom and
restraint, but how it could be abused in the hands of bad
men. No person could desire amore direct vehicle for the
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opinions expressed on radio and television. And it is this
realization which underlies the great Congressional caution.' 7
Even among those viewers unhappy with the product of American
television, divisions often emerged over the propriety of many of the
FCC's tactics. Some who disliked the medium and welcomed Minow's
rhetorical assaults nevertheless worried that certain FCC measures
endangered the free expression of licensees. His hometown ACLU
chapter condemned the chairman's policies toward local stations, with
one member complaining of "the potential civil liberties dangers implicit in the Minow proposals." 8 Gilbert Seldes, long Saturday
Review's TV critic, objected to holding local hearings, the mere act
of which constituted a"grand jury indictment, with only afaint
chance of [the licensee' being acquitted." 9 Equally unhappy was Irving Kristol, like Minow aliberal of the 1950s bothered by the quality
of mass culture. Kristol likened the hometown FCC exercises to the
notorious House Un-American Activities Committee. "If anything,"
Kristol commented, the FCC's proceedings "are even more arbitrary.' 120
In the modern American state this reluctance to see the FCC do
too much made sense. Through the second and third quarters of this
century, the central government extended its powers and means of
enforcing the intentions of its leaders. Nearly always, it did so to
redress some perceived or indisputable injustice. But with each addition to the American Leviathan came the risk that one day men and
women not concerned with social betterment but with their own petty and foul ends would use the new instrumentalities of astrong state
to destroy liberty. "We have built up new instruments of public
power," Franklin Roosevelt declared in January 1936. "In the hands
of apeople's Government this power is wholesome and proper. But
in the hands of political puppets of an economic autocracy such power
would provide shackles for the liberties of the people." 2'
In that sense, then, not only were the nation's broadcasters more
free but society better off with the FCC circumscribed. There was
always the danger, so alive in the Nixon presidency, that apowerful
FCC could act against political "enemies" or censor individual programs displeasing to some guardians of republican virtue. Aides to
President Nixon planned to use the FCC as ameans of humbling their
adversaries in broadcasting or journalism who also operated stations.
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The commission, however, effectively ignored such Florentine
plotting—most of the time. 22
It must be noted, however, that neither Minow nor Henry ever attempted to punish the opponents of the New Frontier. When, in a
fit of pique, President Kennedy ordered Minow to do something about
NBC's unfavorable coverage of the April 1962 steel-price crisis, his FCC
chairman quietly ignored him. The next day, Minow telephoned the
White House to inform an aide, "Tell the President that he's very
lucky that he has an old friend at the FCC, who knows enough not
to do what the President tells him to do when the President is
Minow and Henry never advocated censoring specific programs or
redrawing the schedules to please only subscribers of the Saturday
Review. "I have never suggested that television should concentrate
on 'cultural' or 'highbrow' programs to the exclusion of those with
mass audience appeal," Henry remarked in March 1965. "I expect
broadcasters to program for the masses most of the time. All Iask
is that the minority who want something better than horse opera or
soap opera be taken into account some of the time." 24
Rather than calling for the state to intervene into areas of free expression, Minow and Henry revealed their idealism about the
possibilities of the "American system" of broadcasting. They expected
America's capitalist leaders to serve both amass market and ahigher
calling or mission, to be good entrepreneurs and good citizens. Minow
and others shared the vision of all Americans using the new and exciting technology of television—to be amused and made aware. The
ideal had been that one people, would use one, commercial, medium.
For amoment in the 1950s, some had held that television might
indeed be capable of realizing Pat Weaver's vision of amedium serving as an "enlightenment machine" for "an all-people elite." 26 Television could include some programming that commanded large audiences and some that satisfied smaller, more demanding ones. Even
as the medium's early, experimental elements began to leave the home
screen, men like Minow still saw "a promised land" 26 and believed
that TV's rush to standardization would prove only temporary.
They were all wrong and there was little the Communications
Commission could do about it. John Kennedy's FCC chairmen could
not make their agency ameans of achieving more minority interest
programming. They could not bring about arestoration of the golden
age. Where there had been hope for the commission and the medium
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in 1961, there was resignation six years later. Institutional solutions
were no more easily found for the "TV problem" than for ahost of
other items on the liberal agenda in the 1960s. 27
In the 1970s, the FCC enjoyed another revival. The commission
took new initiatives on children's programming, curbing the networks' power and encouraging UHF television. Local hearings were
even tried again." The extent of the FCC's activism was extraordinary. During Minow's and Henry's chairmenships, the commission
issued fourteen volumes of Reports and Orders ;in the ten-year period
1969-79, the agency published fifty-two volumes.
Several factors accounted for the FCC's newfound aggressiveness.
Not among them were changes in presidential administration: the
agency's boldest steps in the seventies occurred during Nixon's
presidency, when a conservative majority of commissioners
predominated. But these reticent regulators found themselves prodcd by alarger, more ambitious commission bureaucracy, one that
drew inspiration from Cox and Nicholas Johnson. Then, too, consumer groups, not so well mobilized in the previous decade, formed
from the ranks of diisgruntled viewers and worried parents." Finally, the Congress, especially the House, became amore liberal place.
The abolition of the seniority system as the means of selecting
chairmen cost many proindustry, southern Democrats their leverage
over the agency. In contrast to the 1960s, regulators were hectored
if they did not promulgate new rules. 3°
In this atmosphere so conducive to regulation for its own sake, the
FCC still had trouble tempering American television. The courts judged unconstitutional major efforts to regulate cable television and
children's programming. 3'Moreover, some policies that the judiciary
left untouched had unintended effects. For example, the FCC found
itself encouraging religious fundamentalism. As the commission continued to urge stations to air religious programs as part of their public
service obligation, an increasing number of outlets sold (rather than
gave) time to those churches willing to pay for air time. And
evangelical Protestant sects bought TV half hours with the fervor of
aProcter and Gamble account executive. Older, more traditional
denominations, which had relied on free air time, lost out to the high
priests of anew "electronic church." 32 Efforts to restrict the networks'
access in the evening hours and reward local programming initiatives
only enriched producers of cheap and even degrading syndicated game
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programs (some of which, ironically, were created by figures involved deeply in the 1950s quiz scandals). 33
The commission's greatest error was one of omission. With many
broadcasters, the FCC had concluded that cable television would spell
the end of smaller television stations and much local programming.
Some preliminary evidence did suggest that cAry would hurt UHF
stations by cutting into their audiences. Committed to UHF and fearful of repeating the earlier error of neglecting that portion of the spectrum, the agency promulgated layers of rules and restrictions, all
designed to slow civrv's diffusion and make all-channel television
succeed. Yet by the 1970s, civil/ and not UHF appeared the best means
through which viewers could enjoy the greater choice in programming that Minow and others had deemed so vital. And the FCC stood
accused of limiting audiences' cultural options. One student of the
commission declared, "An agency created to protect the spectrum
resource now seems aprimary cause of its pollution;an agency charged with the responsibility of encouraging communications service
now seems aprimary cause of its restriction." 34
All told, the FCC's new purposefulness mattered little. Except for
promoting UHF, the commission could not much assist Public Broadcasting. The upper-band stations did become more profitable, but not
because they offered viewers the more specialized programming for
which Minow and others had hoped. Most new stations relied on older
series and films first run on the networks. 35 Among the networks
in the 1970s, CBS experimented with more realistic situation comedies, but most observers of the medum regarded the decade as no
new golden age of mass entertainment. 36 Minow indicated in March
1977 that if he were FCC chairman again, he would give the same
speech he had delivered sixteen years earlier. 37
Networks and stations did expand their news division, but only
after advertiser demand for informational programming grew. In the
process, compromises were made, especially on the local level, in the
form of shorter individual segments and banter or "happy talk" between news readers that effectively reduced the actual amount of
serious news and discussion available. 35 The sixty-minute documentary virtually disappeared in favor of news "magazines," which normally gave ten minutes to an issue or light feature. News directors
took on the attitude of entertainers, dreading the prospect of "boring" the viewer. In the fall 1980 campaign, the three commercial networks failed to telecast asingle prime-time documentary on the
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presidential campaign;coverage was restricted to the thirty-minute
newscast and late-night specials. 39
By the late 1970s, the shortcomings of American television left
many resigned to the abandonment of regulation. Nothing seemed
to work 40 Only the ineffectiveness or counterproductiveness of agency
activities was being demonstrated. Neoconservatives, disillusioned
old school liberals, offered anegativism about regulation as an article of faith.' Lifelong conservatives rediscovered Adam Smith and
spoke euphorically of the marketplace's magical role as the unseen
regulator. And the promise of new technologies, telecasting devices
beyond cable, seemed to portend arich range of choices never imagined. Real competition for audiences appeared in the offing. In the
early eighties, the FCC steadily eliminated ahost of rules. 42 Twenty
years earlier, only the most intoxicated station manager attending
an NAB meeting where the young Fcc chairman had just spoken
could have dreamt of such aturn of events.
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when up for reappointment in 1966, took the remaining three years of Henry's term. Turning seventy in 1969, Hyde was to have to surrender

his seat. Nicholas Johnson accepted Hyde's six-year term in 1966.
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